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Abstract

It is understood by studies that wireless data services is crucial for users to access location-based services. As in location-dependent services, the data value for a data item depends on geographical locations. In general, the Location Based Services includes the services to identify the location of a person or object like searching of the nearest Banking, Cash Machine Receiving Alerts, Location Based Advertising etc. With the rapid adoption of mobile devices as a primary interface to network of services, there is a considerable risk with respect to authentication and authorization. To guard against risk, trustworthy authentication and secure communication are essential especially in Location Based Services. The purpose of this study is to identify security risks in mobile transactions specially in location based services like mobile banking. Current mobile banking authentication is challenging and identified as a major security risk. Identify the factors why customer distrusts mobile banking. Furthermore, identifying security issues between mobile devices and mobile banking systems. Finding which approach is more suitable and secure for mobile banking transaction between customer and bank.

Keywords: Customer Trust, WAP Security, LBS, M-Commerce, Authentication.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the growth of the mobile devices market and the rapid & sustained advancement in mobile device technology, the demand for multimedia services like games, videos, music along with multimedia content has drastically increased, moreover Smart phones and Mobile Internet users are growing rapidly and India is expecting to double its base of smart phones and Mobile Internet subscribers by the end of 2015 according to Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In particular, the reality of increased mobile penetration coupled with a changing mobile threat landscape and a fragmented mobile technology market has led to deep concerns about security and privacy risks. Mobile users are ever more concerned about the security of their data and private information on their mobile devices. In general M-Commerce is defined as any type of transaction of an economic value by using Mobile Telecommunications Network and at least one mobile device and mobile transactions include buying or selling of goods/services, transferring ownership or rights, transferring money and the positioning technologies, such as the Global Positioning System (GPS), allow companies to offer goods and services to the user specific to his current location specially in Location Based Services. Location Based Services can be, thus, offered to meet consumers’ needs and wishes for localized content and services like bank services for the execution of financial services through mobile device are called Mobile Banking.

Despite the fact that M-Commerce is getting a great deal of global attention, mobile consumers are coping with some difficulties to engage in this new type of commerce. In Mobile Banking, trust is considered to be the most important factor. The reason is that the transaction of money is occurring online. Trustworthiness is the belief that the business partner can be trusted and will act according to the business rules. Acceptance of Technology and willingness of transacting money depends upon the customer trust. Customers lack in trust on mobile banking because of some issues in its process like cost, security, convenience of customer in adopting mobile banking etc.

2. FACTORS AFFECTING THE ADOPTABILITY OF M-COMMERCE

As number of drivers are engaged in M-Commerce payment services and providing mobile payment solutions through their services. Still most of the M-Commerce services in India are still relatively in the piloting phase. However, the M-Commerce adoptability challenges can be classified into four major issues which dramatically affect the mobile transaction adoptability such as:

**Regulatory factor**: RBI guidelines for prepaid devices
**Socio-cultural factor**: Customer trust issues
**Technology factors**: Security issue and network complications
**User Convenience**: Satisfaction, user interface, interoperability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>6.81</td>
<td>8.77</td>
<td>15.41</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>18.99</td>
<td>9.88</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>7.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>6.21</td>
<td>8.53</td>
<td>13.82</td>
<td>18.76</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td>-1.97</td>
<td>10.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>10.16</td>
<td>15.64</td>
<td>20.59</td>
<td>20.21</td>
<td>8.</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>8.21</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>15.34</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>6.57</td>
<td>8.62</td>
<td>11.58</td>
<td>16.31</td>
<td>15.35</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>7.34</td>
<td>8.94</td>
<td>12.04</td>
<td>17.98</td>
<td>11.41</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>8.95</td>
<td>4.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>8.06</td>
<td>9.22</td>
<td>14.38</td>
<td>16.92</td>
<td>11.42</td>
<td>-20.61</td>
<td>12.12</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>9.16</td>
<td>15.08</td>
<td>14.98</td>
<td>18.18</td>
<td>7.34</td>
<td>-5.13</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>6.07</td>
<td>10.07</td>
<td>14.98</td>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>18.18</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>-1.74</td>
<td>7.99</td>
<td>5.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>6.71</td>
<td>10.42</td>
<td>17.65</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>18.98</td>
<td>7.79</td>
<td>-2.39</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td>6.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>6.79</td>
<td>10.35</td>
<td>22.88</td>
<td>22.62</td>
<td>22.88</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>-13.63</td>
<td>20.47</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1**: TRAI Report, 2014- Progressive Growth (in Millions) Monthly in Mobile Subscribers in India[1].
This research major focus on the customer trust and security issues due to different technology standards. Though customer can get details about account, transfer money to account etc. and interact with the database of the bank, thus data at mobile device with customer and as on database at the server must be secured. Thus, security is an important issue for the customer trust.

To transfer money or for making any transactions customer distrust the mobile device for this purpose. The security is a major concern for the customer’s satisfaction. Customer’s main concern in using mobile devices for mobile banking is the authentication method used to ensure that the right person is accessing the services like transaction etc. A third party payment gateway is involved in this mobile payment scheme; they give service between two or more banks so the customers need to trust on unknown third-party payment gateway and also need to pay an extra service charge.

3. ANALYSIS OF FACTORS AFFECTING THE DISTRUST IN ADOPTABILITY OF M-COMMERCE

In Location Based M-Commerce services especially in Mobile Banking, the service provider provides services to mobile users like their locations with a certain level of granularity to maintain a degree of secrecy. Some factors affect the adoptability of M-Commerce in Location Based Services according to the Mobile user.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACTORS OF DISTRUST</th>
<th>REASONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Frequent network disconnection increases the communication time and the communication cost. Most of the time due to network slow speed, transaction may incomplete.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>In case of message lost, transaction will fail. There is no encryption applied at SMS, so hacker can hack the contents of SMS message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Satisfaction</td>
<td>Due to reliability and security dissatisfaction, mobile customer prefer the internet banking and don’t use the mobile banking to transfer the money.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud</td>
<td>Although the mobile banking services are improving still there are number of frauds occur. Thus there is need of secure system to minimize the fraud chances.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Factors of distrust of M-Commerce.

With the above analysis of Mobile customer dissatisfaction of M-Commerce especially Mobile Banking, it has been observed that transaction security and network technology for mobile transaction are the two main issues in M-Commerce. As the Security includes, Data transmission which should be securing so that no hacker should be able to hack the data, for this purpose a secure connection is needed where authentication and authorization are two important aspects. Authentication means only authorized persons are allowed to access the data and authorization means it should be simple and fast so that quick access should be available for the data.

4. AUTHENTICATION PROCESS

Under authentication process, it identifies a particular device allowed to use for their services. Thus it is an important factor for accessing Mobile Location Based Services as trustful and secure service as security and privacy are especially important for mobile device.
As technology developed GSM and cell phones became more and more popular and more services were provided, such as SMS, Wireless Application Protocols, HSCSD, and GPRS.

GSM is responsible for the security of the Mobile Station when linked to a network [2][3].

i. IMSI confidentiality.
ii. IMSI data confidentiality on physical connections.
iii. Connectionless user data confidentiality.
iv. Signaling information element confidentiality.

Here the Home Location Register is the database for subscriber parameters like Subscriber ID (IMSI and MSISDN), current subscriber VLR i.e Current location, current forwarding number, subscriber status, authentication key and its functionality and the master database of all subscribers in GSM system. Thus the HLR maintains the database of Mobile Subscriber and generates and stores authentication information for mobile subscriber. The authentication process in general secure data stored on the SIM card is calculated and compared with the data field in HLR database. A random number is sent to the mobile from the AUC. This number is calculated together authentication key (KI) stored in SIM card by authentication algorithm, which is held in SIM card. The full authentication process takes place as the first time a subscriber attempts to make a call. However, for subsequent calls attempted within a given system control time period, or within a single system provider’s network, authentication may still be available. When a subscriber changes its location and comes in roaming, meaning changing of VLR (Visitor Location Register) due to mobility, the new serving VLR fetches some information about the subscriber from HLR and old VLR removes the entries of the mobile subscriber that changed the VLR. Thus HLR can be considered as permanent database, while the VLR is considered as temporary database.

5. SECURITY RISK AND ISSUES IN AUTHENTICATION PROCESS IN LOCATION BASED SERVICES

In general, login method is used in mobile transaction for authentication in location based services like mobile banking but many security issues such as Id theft and password theft are major challenges in this method due to secrecy reveal threats and this results in customer’s distrust on the security service provider despite of following the security mechanism in the mobile transaction by identifying the customer’s phone number, SIM card number, pin number etc. Although the facility of mobile banking attracts the customer due to its mobility as he can access the bank anywhere and in any situation and its services like customer can transfer his money
from one account to another account faster in a user-friendly environment with checking the current status of his account, still the adoptability of mobile banking is quite less with the assumptions that the mobile banking systems brings inconvenience to the users assuming and cannot prevent direct or indirect attacks. Since SMS based mobile banking is a convenient and easy way for accessing bank, the mobile user prefer to use SMS Banking but SMS is not suitable for authentication and is susceptible to misuse including redirection, hijacking and spoofing, as in spoofing attack where attacker can send messages on network by manipulating sender’s number due to insecurity of transaction, most of the organizations are not adopting mobile transaction through SMS. So lacking of privacy, integrity and security are the main issues involve in authentication process specially in case of SMS banking [4].

6. TECHNOLOGIES FOR MOBILE TRANSACTIONS

![Diagram of Mobile Transaction Technologies]

6.1 Short Message Service (SMS)
SMS is a text message service that enables short messages (140-160 characters) and can be transmitted from a mobile phone. These short messages are stored and forwarded by SMS centers. SMS messages have a channel of access to phone different from the voice channel [4]. SMS can be used to provide information about the status of one’s account with the bank (informational) or can be used to transmit payment instructions from the phone (transactional).

6.2 Unstructured Supplementary Services Delivery (USSD)
Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) is a technology unique to GSM. It is a capability built into the GSM standard for support of transmitting information over the signaling channels of the GSM network. USSD provides session-based communication, enabling a variety of applications. USSD is session oriented transaction-oriented technology while SMS is a store-and-forward technology. Turnaround response times for interactive applications are shorter for USSD than SMS.

6.3 WAP/GPRS
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) is a mobile data service available to GSM users. GPRS provides packet-switched data for GSM networks. GPRS enables services such as Wireless
Application Protocol (WAP) access, Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS), and for Internet communication services such as email and World Wide Web access in mobile phones.

6.4 Phone-based Application (J2ME/BREW)
The client m-payment application can reside on the mobile phone of the customer. This application can be developed in Java (J2ME) for GSM mobile phones and in Binary Runtime Environment for Wireless (BREW) for CDMA mobile phones. Personalization of the phones can be done over the air (OTA).

6.5 SIM-based Application
The Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) used in GSM mobile phones is a smart card i.e., it is a small chip with processing power (intelligence) and memory. The information in the SIM can be protected using cryptographic algorithms and keys. This makes SIM applications relatively more secure than client applications that reside on the mobile phone. Also, whenever the customer acquires a new handset only the SIM card needs to be moved. If the application is placed on the phone, a new handset has to be personalized again.

6.6 Near Field Communication (NFC)
NFC is the fusion of contactless smartcard (RFID) and a mobile phone. The mobile phone can be used as a contactless card. NFC enabled phones can act as RFID tags or readers. This creates opportunity to make innovative applications especially in ticketing and couponing [5].

6.7 Comparison of medium of communication in M-Commerce Technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>SMS Based</th>
<th>GPRS Based</th>
<th>USSD Based</th>
<th>NFC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SIM Based SMS</td>
<td>Phone Based SMS</td>
<td>Text Message through USSD gateway</td>
<td>channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Data Carrier</td>
<td>SMS</td>
<td>SMS</td>
<td>GPRS</td>
<td>channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Data Storage</td>
<td>SIM Memory</td>
<td>Phone Memory</td>
<td>Not Stored</td>
<td>Not Stored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Card present/ card not present TXN</td>
<td>Card Present</td>
<td>Card Present</td>
<td>Card not Present</td>
<td>Card not Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>User Interface</td>
<td>Menu based</td>
<td>Menu Based</td>
<td>Interactive</td>
<td>Interactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Firewall</td>
<td>Firewall</td>
<td>Firewall</td>
<td>Firewall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Time parameter</td>
<td>Not instant</td>
<td>Not instant</td>
<td>Instant, no time gap</td>
<td>Instant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. MOBILE TRANSACTION SECURITY

Mobile payment, a major component of M-Commerce, is defined as the process of two parties exchanging financial value using a mobile device in return for goods or services. Comparing to E-commerce, mobile payment has particular security and privacy challenges due to the differences between their underlying technologies. The major difference is that the transport of payment involves wireless service providers. The ability to address the issue is a major factor affecting the customer confidence, market penetration, and long-term success of M-commerce applications.

Security is an essential consideration for mobile payment which can be challenged during sensitive payment information handling or transmission. Four properties have always been essential for secure transaction, including authentication, confidentiality, integrity, and non-repudiation[6].

**Authentication:** Authentication is concerned about verifying the identities of parties in a communication and confirming that they are who they claim to be.

**Confidentiality:** Confidentiality is about ensuring that only the sender and intended recipient of a message can read its content.

**Integrity:** Integrity is concerned about ensuring the content of the messages and transactions not being altered, whether accidentally or maliciously.

**Non-Repudiation:** Non-Repudiation is about providing mechanisms to guarantee that a party involved in a transaction cannot falsely claim later that she did not participate in that transaction.

7.1 Location Based Mobile Financial Transaction Security Issues

A mobile user is more likely to need the location information when roaming under another provider whose network may or not may not have the same location performance, further, it needs to add more issues like privacy and security issues, ownership of location information, service interoperability, vendor support. This potentially makes certain mobile users vulnerable to security and privacy issues. Mobile financial transaction requires a strong level of security support. In location based mobile financial transactions, in general mobile user uses SMS and WAP based banking services.

7.1.1 SMS Banking

In SMS banking, mobile user can find out the details about their account balance and will get their desired data. Despite of few features like simple, convenient, cost efficient and fast exchange of messages, the challenges that are to be overcome for wide acceptance of SMS based payment transaction[6], as there is no encryption technique can be applied for sending and receiving SMS, the data are not secure while transmitting through SMS.

Short Message Service is a store and forward service where messages are not sent directly to the recipient but via a network SMS Centre. SMS comprises two basic point-to-point services as Mobile Originated Short Message (MO-SM) and Mobile-Terminated Short Message (MT-SM).
Mobile-originated short messages are transported from MO capable handset to SMSC whereas Mobile-terminated short messages are transported from SMSC to the handsets[7].

The benefits of SMS to mobile users integration of messaging services and data access, delivery of notifications and alerts, guaranteed message deliver, reliable, low-cost communication mechanism, which increases the mobile user productivity.

The SMSC (Short Message Service Centre) job’s to store and forward of messages to and from the mobile station. The SME (Short Message Entity), in general is a mobile phone or a GSM modem, which can be located in the fixed network or a mobile station, SMSC usually has a configurable time limit for how long it will store the message. SMS Gateway is an interface between software applications mobile networks. An SMS Gateway allows interfacing software applications to send and/or receive SMS messages over mobile network [8].

7.1.1.2 Security Challenges in SMS Banking Transactions
In general, initially in GSM network architecture, mutual authentication, text encryption, end to end security, no repudiation were omitted and SMS usage was intended for the mobile users [9]. Major issues with SMS based banking are SMS Spoofing which is an attack where malicious user sends out SMS message which appears to be sent by original sender. Current SMS architecture allows hiding original sender’s address by altering respective field in original SMS header. Also SMS has encryption only during path from base trans receiver station and mobile station. Beside this implementing complex cryptography is difficult, hacker can get password from the stolen device.

7.1.2 WAP Based Mobile Transactions
WAP is daily need of mobile users. Using WAP it's easy to mobile users to access internet and other networking services through mobile. It gives anyone access to an indefinite amount of information at any time and is expandable. But it is uncertain i.e. if connected then we can use it. WAP enables wireless communication and M-Commerce where Internet data moves to and from wireless devices like digital mobile phones, internet, PDA etc. WAP-enabled phones can access interactive services such as information, location-based services, corporate information and interactive entertainment and supports Bluetooth enabled mobiles. Through WAP mobile customer can realize more functionality of internet banking. Encryption process is currently used for secure data transmission between bank and users but the problem is that this encryption process is not good enough for the protection of sensitive data between bank and customer. If we take internet banking it is realized that there are powerful computer systems and well defined complex encryption process to ensure the security. Mobile device have low computational capacity and hence are unable to apply complex cryptographic system [10].

Indian Bank offers “WAP Based Mobile Banking” to mobile customers who have GPRS enabled facility on their mobile handset. The mobile customer can access their account details through WAP based mobile banking. WAP Mobile Banking offers various account related enquires, transfer of funds (Intra-bank & Inter-bank through NEFT) at customers’ convenience at 24 x 7 basis. The WAP Mobile Banking is secured through login password (MPIN) and OTT (as two-factor authentication) for funds transfers. The present mobile banking implementations that are using WAP have proven to be very secure, but there exist some loopholes which could lead to insecure communications. Some of these loopholes include: There is no end-to-end encryption...
between client and bank server. There is end-to-end to encryption between the client and the
Gateway and between the Gateway and the Bank Server.

7.1.2.1 Security Challenges using WAP in Mobile Banking Transactions
The end to end security is necessary requirement of current mobile transaction. It means that if
user uses his/her mobile device for mobile banking then the data transacted are secure at the
bank end and not at the user end, thus leaving the data vulnerable to attacks. Through WAP it is
some time difficult to provide end to end security. The reason is that the data is not encrypted at
gateway during the switching of protocol process, which leads to security concern for mobile
banking in WAP [11]. WAP is vulnerable to hacker’s attacks due to its protocol translation and
compression of contents which is insecure.

WAP security functional area includes Wireless Transport Layer Security (WTLS), Wireless
Identity Module, WAP Public Key Infrastructure, WML Script sign Text, and End-to-End Transport
Layer Security. The WTLS (Wireless Transport Layer Security) protocol is a PKI-enabled security
protocol, designed for securing communications and transactions over wireless networks. It is
used with the WAP transport protocols to provide security on the transport layer between the
WAP client in the mobile device and the WAP server in the WAP gateway. The WTLS protocol
services are authentication, confidentiality and integrity. It provides functionality similar to the
Internet transport layer security systems TLS (Transport Layer Security) and SSL (Secure
Sockets Layer), and has been largely based on TLS. WTLS is implemented in major micro-
browsers and WAP servers. In case of WAP model, all the applications and contents are
specified in a well-known format which is based on World Wide Web (www). Data transportation
is done by using some standard of www communication protocols.

Despite of security support added at middle ware such as WAP, end – end security is still a
problem. For financial application, wireless PKI a system to manage key and certificates, can be
used to authenticate and obtain digital signature from mobile users. But failure of a wireless
infrastructure will greatly affect the M- transaction failure of HLR/VLR that stores approximately
location of mobile user ill affect the location based mobile transaction

Security Risk at WAP:
• Attacker can access unencrypted access
• During switching of protocol process at gateway the data is not in encrypted form
• Eavesdropping Attack
• Man in Middle Attack
• Malicious Software
Security Risk at Server
- Server Failure
- System Crash
- Virus Attack

8. SECURE M-COMMERCE CHALLENGES
When people use mobile commerce, their information must be transmitted through mobile Internet, including the customers’ private information, the order information, and the payment information and so on. All these information should be kept secret for other people. Therefore in M-Commerce, the security transmission of the data and information is the important guarantee of safe mobile commerce. Security requirements in M-Commerce generally should include the following several aspects, each of these feature groups meets certain threats and accomplishes certain security objectives:

- **Network Access Security (I):** The set of security features that provide users with secure access to 3G services, and which in particular protect against attacks on the (radio) access link.
- **Network Domain Security (II):** The set of security features that enable nodes in the provider domain to securely exchange signaling data, and protect against attacks on the wire line network.
- **User domain security (III):** The set of security features that secure access to mobile stations.
- **Application domain security (IV):** The set of security features that enable applications in the user and in the provider domain to securely exchange messages.
- **Visibility and configurability of security (V):** The set of features that enables the user to inform himself whether a security feature is in operation or not and whether the use.

9. CONCLUSION
This paper mainly focused the security issues related to the customer distrust in Mobile Transactions based on Location Based Services, especially in mobile financial transactions like SMS banking transactions and WAP Based transactions including the authentication process and its security aspects in mobile transactions. Mobile customers are required security before accessing the mobile transactions. Though, normally customer is not knowledgeable about the technology whatsoever is being provided to him but initially it explained the various mobile technologies and analysis of these technologies. Based on the analysis above, it is considered that mobile and related security technology can provide the needed security capability to protect mobile transactions and services, despite of that the end-end security threats and attacks are possible. Mobile Service Providers are to ensure the customer about the secure technology. Due to various technology standards interoperability among the application, devices also affect the convenience to adopt the M – Commerce. Thus ease of use, should be taken into account when evaluating the applicability of M-Commerce and security technologies for mobile transaction.
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Abstract

Modern cyber defense requires a realistic and thorough understanding of web application security issues. Anyone can learn to sling a few web hacks, but web application penetration testing requires something deeper. Major web application flaws and their exploitation, a field-tested and repeatable process to consistently finding these flaws and convey them will be discussed in this article. Modern attacks principles will be analyzed on purpose to create the most sufficient penetration tests.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Penetration tests (pentests) have gained recognition as a legitimate approach to identifying and then in theory, mitigating discovered weaknesses. The pentest industry even has a magazine (PenTest Magazine) and there are some tools out there that you, as an industrial control systems (ICS) cyber security professional, ought to have in your tool set like the PWN Phone or Metasploit modules from Digital Bond. With the various tools of the trade you will undoubtedly discover at least one vulnerability in your network and with that information in-hand, you may then get the resources to fix that problem. So we should analyze modern attacks principles for efficient pentesting.

2. ANALYSIS OF MODERN ATTACKS PRINCIPLES FOR PENTESTERS

2.1 DOS Attacks and Free DOS Attacking Tools

The denial of service (DOS) attack is one of the most powerful attacks used by hackers to harm a company or organization. Don’t confuse a DOS attack with DOS, the disc operating system developed by Microsoft. This attack is one of most dangerous cyber attacks. It causes service outages and the loss of millions, depending on the duration of attack. In past few years, the use of the attack has increased due to the availability of free tools. This tool can be blocked easily by having a good firewall. But a widespread and clever DOS attack can bypass most of the restrictions. In this post, we will see more about the DOS attack, its variants, and the tools that are used to perform the attack. We will also see how to prevent this attack and how not to be the part of this attack.

What Is a Denial of Service Attack?

A DOS attack is an attempt to make a system or server unavailable for legitimate users and, finally, to take the service down. This is achieved by flooding the server’s request queue with fake requests. After this, server will not be able to handle the requests of legitimate users.
In general, there are two forms of the DOS attack. The first form is on that can crash a server. The second form of DOS attack only floods a service.

**DDOS or Distributed Denial of Service Attack**
This is the complicated but powerful version of DOS attack in which many attacking systems are involved. In DDOS attacks, many computers start performing DOS attacks on the same target server. As the DOS attack is distributed over large group of computers, it is known as a distributed denial of service attack.

To perform a DDOS attack, attackers use a zombie network, which is a group of infected computers on which the attacker has silently installed the DOS attacking tool. Whenever he wants to perform DDOS, he can use all the computers of ZOMBIE network to perform the attack. In simple words, when a server system is being flooded from fake requests coming from multiple sources (potentially hundreds of thousands), it is known as a DDOS attack. In this case, blocking a single or few IP address does not work. The more members in the zombie network, more powerful the attack it. For creating the zombie network, hackers generally use a Trojan.

There are basically three types of DDOS attacks:
1. Application-layer DDOS attack
2. Protocol DOS attack
3. Volume-based DDOS attack

Application layer DDOS attack: Application-layer DDOS attacks are attacks that target Windows, Apache, OpenBSD, or other software vulnerabilities to perform the attack and crash the server.

Protocol DDOS attack: A protocol DDOS attacks is a DOS attack on the protocol level. This category includes Synflood, Ping of Death, and more.

Volume-based DDOS attack: This type of attack includes ICMP floods, UDP floods, and other kind of floods performed via spoofed packets.

There are many tools available for free that can be used to flood a server and perform an attack. A few tools also support a zombie network to perform DDOS attacks. For this post, we have compiled a few freely available DOS attacking tools.

**Free DOS Attacking Tools**
- **LOIC (Low Orbit Ion Canon)**
LOIC is one of the most popular DOS attacking tools freely available on the Internet. This tool was used by the popular hackers group Anonymous against many big companies’ networks last year. Anonymous has not only used the tool, but also requested Internet users to join their DDOS attack via IRC.

It can be used simply by a single user to perform a DOS attack on small servers. This tool is really easy to use, even for a beginner. This tool performs a DOS attack by sending UDP, TCP, or HTTP requests to the victim server. You only need to know the URL of IP address of the server and the tool will do the rest.

You can see the snapshot of the tool above. Enter the URL or IP address and then select the attack parameters. If you are not sure, you can leave the defaults. When you are done with everything, click on the big button saying “IMMA CHARGIN MAH LAZER” and it will start attacking on the target server. In a few seconds, you will see that the website has stopped responding to your requests.

This tool also has a HIVEMIND mode. It lets attacker control remote LOIC systems to perform a DDOS attack. This feature is used to control all other computers in your zombie network. This tool can be used for both DOS attacks and DDOS attacks against any website or server.
The most important thing you should know is that LOIC does nothing to hide your IP address. If you are planning to use LOIC to perform a DOS attack, think again. Using a proxy will not help you because it will hit the proxy server not the target server. So using this tool against a server can create a trouble for you.

- **XOIC**
  
  XOIC is another nice DOS attacking tool. It performs a DOS attack on any server with an IP address, a user-selected port, and a user-selected protocol. Developers of XOIC claim that XOIC is more powerful than LOIC in many ways. Like LOIC, it comes with an easy-to-use GUI, so a beginner can easily use this tool to perform attacks on other websites or servers.

  In general, the tool comes with three attacking modes. The first one, known as test mode, is very basic. The second is normal DOS attack mode. The last one is a DOS attack mode that comes with a TCP/HTTP/UDP/ICMP Message.

  It is an effective tool and can be used against small websites. Never try it against your own website. You may end up crashing your own website’s server.

- **HULK (HTTP Unbearable Load King)**
  
  HULK is another nice DOS attacking tool that generates a unique request for each and every generated request to obfuscated traffic at a web server. This tool uses many other techniques to avoid attack detection via known patterns.

  It has a list of known user agents to use randomly with requests. It also uses referrer forgery and it can bypass caching engines, thus it directly hits the server’s resource pool.

  The developer of the tool tested it on an IIS 7 web server with 4 GB RAM. This tool brought the server down in under one minute.

- **DDOSIM—Layer 7 DDOS Simulator**
  
  DDOSIM is another popular DOS attacking tool. As the name suggests, it is used to perform DDOS attacks by simulating several zombie hosts. All zombie hosts create full TCP connections to the target server.

  This tool is written in C++ and runs on Linux systems.

  These are main features of DDOSIM
  1. Simulates several zombies in attack
  2. Random IP addresses
  3. TCP-connection-based attacks
  4. Application-layer DDOS attacks
  5. HTTP DDoS with valid requests
  6. HTTP DDoS with invalid requests (similar to a DC++ attack)
  7. SMTP DDoS
  8. TCP connection flood on random port

- **R-U-Dead-Yet**
  
  R-U-Dead-Yet is a HTTP post DOS attack tool. For short, it is also known as RUDY. It performs a DOS attack with a long form field submission via the POST method. This tool comes with an interactive console menu. It detects forms on a given URL and lets users select which forms and fields should be used for a POST-based DOS attack.
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- **Tor's Hammer**
  Tor's Hammer is another nice DOS testing tool. It is a slow post tool written in Python. This tool has an extra advantage: It can be run through a TOR network to be anonymous while performing the attack. It is an effective tool that can kill Apache or IIS servers in few seconds.

- **PyLoris**
  PyLoris is said to be a testing tool for servers. It can be used to perform DOS attacks on a service. This tool can utilize SOCKS proxies and SSL connections to perform a DOS attack on a server. It can target various protocols, including HTTP, FTP, SMTP, IMAP, and Telnet. The latest version of the tool comes with a simple and easy-to-use GUI. Unlike other traditional DOS attacking tools, this tool directly hits the service.

- **OWASP DOS HTTP POST**
  It is another nice tool to perform DOS attacks. You can use this tool to check whether your web server is able to defend DOS attack or not. Not only for defense, it can also be used to perform DOS attacks against a website.

- **DAVOSET**
  DAVOSET is yet another nice tool for performing DDOS attacks. The latest version of the tool has added support for cookies along with many other features. You can download DAVOSET for free from Packetstormsecurity.

- **GoldenEye HTTP Denial Of Service Tool**
  GoldenEye is also a simple but effective DOS attacking tool. It was developed in Python for testing DOS attacks, but people also use it as hacking tool.

**Detection and Prevention of Denial of Service Attack**
A DOS attack is very dangerous for an organization, so it is important to know and have a setup for preventing one. Defenses against DOS attacks involve detecting and then blocking fake traffic. A more complex attack is hard to block. But there are a few methods that we can use to block normal DOS attack. The easiest way is to use a firewall with allow and deny rules. In simple cases, attacks come from a small number of IP addresses, so you can detect those IP addresses and then add a block rule in the firewall.

But this method will fail in some cases. We know that a firewall comes at a very deep level inside the network hierarchy, so a large amount of traffic may affect the router before reaching the firewall.

Blackholing and sinkholing are newer approaches. Blackholing detects the fake attacking traffic and sends it to a black hole. Sinkholing routes all traffic to a valid IP address where traffic is analyzed. Here, it rejects back packets.

Clean pipes is another recent method of handling DOS attacks. In this method, all traffic is passed through a cleaning center, where, various methods are performed to filter back traffic. Tata Communications, Verisign, and AT&T are the main providers of this kind of protection. As an Internet user, you should also take care of your system. Hackers can use your system as a part of their zombie network. So, always try to protect your system. Always keep your system up to date with the latest patches. Install a good antivirus solution. Always take care while installing software. Never download software from un-trusted or unknown sources. Many websites serve malicious software to install Trojans in the systems of innocent users.

### 2.2 ICMP Redirects

RFC 792 spelt out the goals and specifications of the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP). Basically, it is used as a means to send error messages for non-transient error conditions and to provide a way to query the network in order to determine the general characteristic of the network.
The Internet Protocol (IP) is not designed to be absolutely reliable. The purpose of the ICMP messages is to provide feedback about problems in the communication environment, not to make IP reliable. There are still no guarantees that a datagram will be delivered or a control message will be returned. Some datagrams may still be undelivered without any report of their loss. The higher level protocols that use IP must implement their own reliability procedures if reliable communication is required.

ICMP uses the basic support of IP as if it were a higher level protocol. However, ICMP is actually an integral part of IP and must be implemented by every IP module.

ICMP suppose to be a relatively simple protocol, but it can be altered to act as a conduit for evil purpose. It is therefore important to understand how this protocol can be used for malicious purposes.

This assignment examines how ICMP can be used in a non-convention way, putting itself as a potential threat. We will concentrate on the use of ICMP in a non-convention way rather than the normal use of ICMP.

Understanding ICMP

Conventionally, ICMP is provided as a means to send error messages for non-transient error conditions and to provide a way to query the network.

ICMP is used for two types of operations:
- Reporting non-transient error conditions (ICMP Error Messages).
- Query the network with request and reply (ICMP Query Messages).

Unlike TCP and UDP, ICMP has no port numbers. ICMP uses type and code to differentiate the services in the protocol.

Also in ICMP, there is no client-server concept. When an ICMP error message is delivered, the receiving host might respond internally but might not communicate back to the informer. Services and ports do not have to be activated or listening. ICMP can be broadcast to many hosts because there is no sense of an exclusion connection.

RFC 792 defined special conditions for the ICMP messages:
- No ICMP error messages are sent in response to ICMP error messages to avoid infinite repetition.
- For fragmented IP datagrams, ICMP messages are only sent for errors on fragmented zero (the first fragment).
- ICMP error messages are never sent in response to a datagram that is destined to a broadcast or a multicast address.
- ICMP error messages are never sent in response to a datagram sent as a link layer broadcast.
- ICMP error messages are never sent in response to a datagram whose source address does not represent a unique host (the source address cannot be zero, a loopback address, a broadcast address or a multicast address).
- ICMP error messages are never sent in response to an IGMP message of any kind.
- When an ICMP message of unknown type is received, it must be silently discarded.
- Routers will almost always generate ICMP messages but when it comes to a destination host, the number of ICMP messages generated is implementation dependent.

The ICMP has many messages that are identified by a “type” field. For each “type” field, there may also be a “code” field which acts as a sub-type. For example, echo reply has a type of 0 and code of 0 while echo request has a type of 0 and code of 8.
The list of ICMP types and codes is available at: http://www.iana.org/assignments/icmp-parameters.

**Normal use of ICMP**
The Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) is used to handle errors and exchange control messages. ICMP can be used to determine if a machine on the Internet is responding. To do this, an ICMP echo request packet is sent to a machine. If a machine receives that packet, that machine will return an ICMP echo reply packet. A common implementation of this process is the "ping" command, which is included with many operating systems and network software packages. ICMP is used to convey status and error information including notification of network congestion and of other network transport problems. ICMP can also be a valuable tool in diagnosing host or network problems.

Other RFCs have defined other functionalities for the ICMP:
- RFC 896 – Source Quench.
- RFC 950 – Address Mask Extensions.
- RFC 1191 – Path MTU Discovery.
- RFC 1256 – Router Discovery.
- RFC 1349 – Type of Service in the Internet Protocol Suite.

**Use of ICMP – In a Non-Convention Way**
Ping traffic is ubiquitous to almost every TCP/IP based network and sub-network. It has a standard packet format recognized by every IP-speaking router and is used universally for network management, testing, and measurement. As such, many firewalls and networks consider ping traffic to be benign and will allow it to pass through.

ICMP can be altered to act as conduit for evil purposes. Some of the ways that ICMP can be used for purposes other than the intended ones are:
- Reconnaissance
- Denial of Service
- Covert Channel

**Reconnaissance**
Reconnaissance is the first stage in the information gathering process to discover live hosts and some other essence information as part of most planned attack.

ICMP messages are broadly categorized into two kinds:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICMP Messages</th>
<th>ICMP Query Messages</th>
<th>ICMP Error Messages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Echo Request and Echo Reply</td>
<td>Destination Unreachable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time Stamp Request and Reply</td>
<td>Source Quench</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information Request and Reply</td>
<td>Redirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Address Mask Request and Reply</td>
<td>Time Exceeded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parameter Problem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By manipulating these ICMP messages, we are able to gather substantial information in the process of information gathering:
- Host Detection
- Network Topology
- ACL Detection
- Packet Filter Detection
- OS Fingerprinting
Host Detection and Network Topology
By using ICMP message, it allows one to identify hosts that are reachable, in particular from the Internet.

Traceroute attempts to map network devices and hosts on a route to a certain destination host. Intelligence use of it will allow one to map the topology of a network.

Access Control List (ACL) Detection
ICMP Error Messages may help to determine the kind ACL of the filtering device is being used and allow one to choose the tactics accordingly.

The idea is to manipulate the total length of the IP Header Field. A crafted packet with total length in the IP Header Filed claiming to be bigger than really what it is. When this packet reaches the host, it will try to grab the data from the area, which is not there. The host will thus issue an ICMP Parameter Problem back to the querying IP address.

If there is a packet filtering device present and we probe a targeted network with all possible combination of protocols and services, it will allow us to determine the access control list of the filtering device (which host is allowed to received what type of traffic).

The crafted packet can use ICMP, TCP or UDP as the underlying protocols.

Protocol/Port Scan
ICMP Error Messages (Protocol/Port Unreachable) are the common ways to determine what type of protocols/ports the host is running.

Nmap 2.54 beta 1 has integrated the Protocol Scan. It sends raw IP packets without any further protocol header (no payload) to each specified protocol on the target machine. If an ICMP Protocol Unreachable error message is received, the protocol is not in used.

OS Fingerprinting
Using ICMP for OS Fingerprinting requires less traffic initiation from the malicious person machine to the target host.

The idea is “Which operating system answer what kind of ICMP Query messages”.

This is possible because different OS implement differently. Some do not compliant strictly to RFC, while RFC may also optional. Fingerprinting of OS can be achieved via the following:
• Using ICMP Query Messages
• Using ICMP Error Messages

The ICMP Echo Request/Reply pair was intended to determine whether a host is alive or not. Negative response will either mean it is not alive or ICMP Echo traffic is filtered by a packet filtering device.

The ICMP Information Request/Reply pair was intended to support self-configuring systems such as diskless workstations at boot time to allow them to discover their network address.

The ICMP Time Stamp Request/Reply pair allows a host to query another for the current time. This allows a sender to determine the amount of latency that a particular network is experiencing. Most operation systems implemented the ICMP Time Stamp Request/Reply.

The ICMP Address Mask Request/Reply pair was intended for diskless systems to obtain its subnet mask in use on the local network at bootstrap time. It is also used when a host wants to know the address mask of an interface. RFC 1122 states that the Address Mask is optional.
At times, the ICMP Error Messages revealed substantial information about the host or network. For example, receiving a Protocol Unreachable will reveal that the host is alive and that particular protocol queried is not supported. By manipulating certain field in the query, we can generate several ICMP Error Messages.

There was done a comprehensive research on the use of ICMP in OS fingerprinting.

Based on the nature of the different implementation of OS, substantiate information can be gathered using different techniques in manipulating the ICMP messages and observe the response of the target host. The techniques are listed below:

a. Response on ICMP Query Messages Types on a targeted host
b. Response on ICMP Query Messages Types on a broadcast address
c. IP TTL value on the ICMP Messages (Request and Reply)
d. Response on ICMP Query Messages with Code Field ≠ 0
e. Response on the ICMP Query Messages with Precedence Bits value ≠ 0
f. Response on the ICMP Query Messages with TOS value ≠ 0
g. Response on the ICMP Query Messages with TOS unused bit = 1
h. Response on the ICMP Query Messages with Reserved Bit Flag = 1
i. Response on the ICMP Query Messages with DF set
j. ICMP Error Message echoing integrity with ICMP Port Unreachable Error Message

A detailed tabulation can be obtained in [1]. We extracted some results and conduct some fingerprint on the following operating systems:

- Solaris
- Linux
- Windows Family (Win 98/NT/2000)

_Fingerprinting HPUX 10.20, Solaris and Linux_

---

**FIGURE 1:** Example the technique of fingerprinting HPUX 10.20, Solaris and Linux operating systems.
Fingerprinting Windows Family (95/98/ME/NT/20000).
Using ICMP as a means to cause DoS is not new. CERT/CC has issued an advisory on Denial of Service via Ping in 1996 (CA-1996-26). Ping of Death is one of the common uses of ICMP to cause a machine to crash. Here we mentioned some other well-known DoS using ICMP as a means.

Smurf DoS
The infamous Smurf attack preys on ICMP's capability to send traffic to the broadcast address. Many hosts can listen and respond to a single ICMP echo request sent to a broadcast address. This capability is used to execute a DoS attack.

The two main components to the smurf denial-of-service attack are the use of forged ICMP echo request packets and the direction of packets to IP broadcast addresses.

In the “smurf” attack, attackers are using ICMP echo request packets directed to IP broadcast addresses from remote locations to generate denial-of-service attacks. There are three parties in these attacks: the attacker, the intermediary, and the victim (note that the intermediary can also be a victim).

The intermediary receives an ICMP echo request packet directed to the IP broadcast address of their network. If the intermediary does not filter ICMP traffic directed to IP broadcast addresses, many of the machines on the network will receive this ICMP echo request packet and send an ICMP echo reply packet back. When (potentially) all the machines on a network respond to this ICMP echo request, the result can be severe network congestion or outages.

![Diagram of ICMP packet handling](image)

**FIGURE 2:** Example of fingerprinting the Windows Family.
Denial of Service (DoS)
When the attackers create these packets, they do not use the IP address of their own machine as the source address. Instead, they create forged packets that contain the spoofed source address of the attacker's intended victim. The result is that when all the machines at the intermediary's site respond to the ICMP echo requests, they send replies to the victim's machine. The victim is subjected to network congestion that could potentially make the network unusable.

More detailed description of Smurf attack can be found in [5].

Tribe Flood Network (TFN)
The Tribe Flood Network (TFN) attack is another DoS attack that uses ICMP for communication. TFN is made up of client and daemon programs, which implement a distributed network denial of service tool capable of waging ICMP flood, SYN flood, UDP flood, and Smurf style attacks.

The attacker(s) control one or more clients, each of which can control many daemons. The daemons are all instructed to coordinate a packet-based attack against one or more victim systems by the client.

Communication from the TFN client to daemons is accomplished via ICMP Echo Reply packets. Each "command" to the daemons is sent in the form of a 16-bit binary number in the ID field of an ICMP Echo Reply packet (The sequence number is a constant 0x0000, which would make it look like the response to the initial packet sent out by the "ping" command). This is to prevent the kernel on the daemon system from replying with an ICMP Echo Reply packet. The daemon then responds (if need be) to the client(s), also using an ICMP Echo Reply packet. The payload differs with TFN, as it is used for sending command arguments and replies.

Some network monitoring tools do not show the data portion of ICMP packets, or do not parse all of the various ICMP type-specific fields, so it may be difficult to actually monitor the communication between client and daemon.

A detailed analysis of TFN can be found in [6].

WinFreeze
WinFreeze is a DoS attack against Windows.
A small exploit code that can cause a Windows 9x/NT box on the local LAN to freeze completely. The program initiates ICMP/Redirect-host messages storm that appears to come from a router (by using the router's IP). The Windows machine will receive redirect host messages causing it to change its own routing table. This will make it get stuck, or operate very slowly until a reboot is done.

Covert Channel
Many firewalls and networks consider ping traffic to be benign and will allow it to pass through. Use of ping traffic can open up covert channels through the networks in which it is allowed.

Loki
The concept of the Loki is simple: arbitrary information tunneling in the data portion of ICMP Echo Request and ICMP Echo Reply packets.

Loki exploits the covert channel that exists inside of ICMP Echo traffic. ICMP Echo packets have the option to include a data section. This data section is used when the record route option is specified, or, the more common case, (usually the default) to store timing information to determine round-trip times. Although the payload is often timing information, there is no check by any device as to the content of the data. So, as it turns out, this amount of data can also be arbitrary in content as well. Therein lies the covert channel. Most network devices do not filter the contents of ICMP Echo traffic. They simply pass them, drop them, or return them. The trojan packets themselves are masqueraded as common ICMP Echo traffic.
If a host is compromised and a Loki server is installed, it can respond to traffic send to it by a Loki client.

Because the programs use ICMP Echo Reply packets for communication, it will be very difficult (if not impossible) to block it without breaking most Internet programs that rely on ICMP. With a proper implementation, the channel can go completely undetected for the duration of its existence. Detection can be difficult. If you know what to look for, you may find that the channel is being used on your system. However, knowing when to look, where to look, and the mere fact that you should be looking all have to be in place. A surplus of ICMP Echo Reply packets with a garbled payload can be ready indication the channel is in use. More information on the Loki project can be obtained in [7].

Filtering ICMP Traffic and the Challenge for the IDS
Network devices requires ICMP Messages for communications. ICMP is a protocol that is supposed to be used to alert hosts of problem conditions or exchange messages. However, using it in a malicious manner allows one to dig out host information and network topology. To use a Network Intrusion Detection System to actively monitor the network for malicious ICMP traffic is laborious. Given this, appropriate filtering of ICMP traffic should be done to minimize the potential threat.

It is therefore important to understanding how operating systems response to ICMP Messages. This will allow us to determine what type of ICMP Messages should only be allow in and out of the network. With appropriate configuration of the packet filtering device to block unnecessary ICMP Messages, potential threats resulting from ICMP Messages can be reduced. This, however, should be done wisely and selectively. For example, incoming “ICMP Error Message, Fragmentation Needed but Don’t Fragment Set”, will be necessary to inform the internal host on such errors and to adjust the datagrams accordingly.

Even with proper filtering of ICMP traffic, NIDS should still be deployed to monitor the kind of ICMP activities. The challenge of the NIDS will be have accurate signatures to detect malicious ICMP traffic.

Host-based IDS is another option. Nevertheless, it still needs “inputs” to monitor the traffic accurately.

Ultimately, human will be required to perform the final analysis of the IDS detects to determine whether detects are legitimate or hostile.

Spoofing ICMP redirect host messages with hping
An icmp redirect host message can be sent from any router on the same broadcast segment as the end host that “needs redirection”. Modern network infrastructures will typically have a single router gateway address per subnet however it is possible to have more than one router in a segment making the operational case for ICMP redirect messages.

An ICMP redirect host message has ICMP type 5, code 1. The ICMP redirect network code is 0. There also exists redirect with Type of Service (ToS) for both network and host (codes 2 and 3).

With the advent of classless Internet domain routing (CIDR, RFC 1518/1519 in 1993), an end host cannot readily determine the network class and thus ICMP type 5, code 0 is basically useless. RFC 1812 additionally states that a router should not generate type 5, code 0. While working on this post, I observed that a Windows host will accept code 0 and treat it the same as code 1 adding a /32 route to the table.
Because IP source address spoofing is trivial, ICMP redirect message abuse potential exists. The only specific limitation is that the "new" destination gateway address of the redirect message must exist within the same subnet as the end host itself.

The ICMP redirect use case would most likely be employed in a network penetration testing scenario whereby extensive layer 2 security features are enabled limiting the effectiveness of layer 2 attacks such as ARP cache poisoning and rogue DHCP server use. The primary goal being to intercept traffic for a specific destination address.

The end host must be configured to accept ICMP redirect messages and update its routing table accordingly. Within Microsoft Windows, there is a registry key that enables the acceptance of ICMP redirect messages. This DWORD registry key has a default setting of 0x0001, that being the "enabled" state.

HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Services\Tcpip\EnableICMPRedirect
Based on my reading, I believe some implementations of the Microsoft TCP/IP stack also read the plural form of this key "EnableICMPRedirects" rather than the singular form, so it is possible that both keys exist.

With regard to the Windows XP firewall, it will block all ICMP requests in its default configuration state. Of course, there may be site wide group policy that changes this situation for legitimate operational reasons such as multiple router gateways existing in a single segment. If you wish to experiment, and enable 'icmp redirect' from the command line, there are two useful 'netsh' commands as follows:

C:\> netsh firewall show icmpsetting
shows the current state of ICMP acceptance if any. A blank output indicates that no ICMP policies are in effect.

C:\> netsh firewall set icmpsetting type=5 mode=enable
will enable the acceptance of ICMP redirects through the firewall.

The Linux kernel has two settings that control ICMP redirect acceptance behavior. For the 'eth0' interface, these settings are as follows:
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/conf/eth0/accept_redirects
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/conf/eth0/secure_redirects

If "secure_redirects" is enabled, the Linux system will only accept ICMP redirects that are redirected to a default gateway that is already listed in the routing table. This is the default in most modern linux distributions and is an effective defense against spoofing attempts.

'accept_redirects' is enabled as the default also. If the 'secure_redirects' kernel parameter is set to 0, then the linux kernel is susceptible to an ICMP host redirect attack in the same way that a Windows system is susceptible. The one thing to note is that the linux kernel will not show the accepted route in the routing table that is listed through 'route show' or 'netstat -nr' commands, even though the route is in effect.

Our scenario below is laid out as follows:

Attacker IP Address: 172.16.235.99
Legitimate Router Gateway: 172.16.235.1
Victim IP Address: 172.16.235.100
The legitimate DNS server address is 10.1.1.1.

We can use ICMP redirect host to insert a new route table entry for the 10.1.1.1 address as follows:
hping -I eth-dest -C 5 -K 1 -a 172.16.235.1 --icmp-ipdst 10.1.1.1 --icmp-gw 172.16.235.99 --icmp-ipsrc 172.16.235.100 172.16.235.100

whereby:
-I eth-dest is the destination ethernet interface on the attacker to send the packets out of/from.
-a is the spoofed source address of the legit. router gateway
--icmp-ipdst is the new route table entry address you want to create
--icmp-gw is the new route destination address/gateway you want to create and must live within the same subnet as the victim.
--icmp-ipsrc must match the source address of the victim to pass sanity checking

If you check the route table on the victim using "netstat -nr" or "route print" after executing this command from the attacker, you should see a new route table entry. Since MS-Windows will readily accept these new route table entries, many ICMP redirects can be generated with random IPv4 prefixes to perform a denial of service against the target. A /32 host route learned via an ICMP redirect message will remain in the routing table for 10 minutes.

In this example, we assumed that the attacker was on the same subnet in order to receive / intercept the traffic. In other words, the attacker would also be a DNS server ready to serve some bogus response to the victim. The attacking host could well be a different machine on another network, but the "man in the middle" host or "router gateway" if you like needs to remain on the same subnet in order to receive the traffic.

2.3 ICMP ADDRESS MASK PING
An ICMP address mask request is an antiquated ICMP method that queries an IP gateway for an appropriate subnet mask on the current IP subnet. This ICMP type is extremely rare, and the traffic pattern is very obvious when observing network traces.

ICMP Address Mask Ping Operation
The ICMP address mask ping operates by sending an ICMP address mask request to a remote device. If this device is configured to reply to the ICMP address mask, it will send an ICMP address mask reply:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{Source} & \text{Destination} & \text{Summary} \\
[192.168.0.5] & [192.168.0.67] & \text{ICMP: C Get address mask} \\
[192.168.0.67] & [192.168.0.5] & \text{ICMP: R Address mask = [255.255.255.0]} \\
\end{array}
\]

If the remote device isn't active or the remote device does not respond to ICMP address mask requests, no response will be seen and the ping will fail.

If the nmap is not running as a privileged user, the --PM option provides the following warning:
Warning: You are not root -- using TCP pingscan rather than ICMP

The ping process then continues with a TCP connect()-style ping.

Advantages of the ICMP Address Mask Ping A successful ICMP address mask ping can be indicative of an older or unprotected TCP/IP stack or gateway. Most modern operating systems and routers will not respond to this request, or (at the very least) they will not respond to this request from systems that are not on the same subnet. This ping could be useful as a filtering mechanism, since it would identify all systems on the network that have older or unusually open TCP/IP protocol stacks.

ICMP doesn't rely on any particular networking service or application. It's common for ICMP to respond to a request without any particular open or available ports on a system.

Disadvantages of the ICMP Address Mask Ping
The ICMP address mask request is an unusual frame, and it's rarely seen in normal network traffic. When looking at network trace files, the ICMP frames requesting address masks are very obvious.

This ICMP ping type doesn't work on most modern systems, which means that this ping will often fail. If it's important to find active systems, this method won't provide a high percentage of successful pings.

This ping type won't work at all unless the nmap user is privileged. If the nmap user isn't privileged, the ping type will change to a TCP connect()-style ping. Although there is a warning when this occurs, there's no option to stop the scan. Since this ping type doesn't accept a port number variable, this change to a TCP connect()-style ping will only run on the default port of 80. If there's an active web server on the destination station, this uncontrolled ping change will result in the initialization of an application session on the remote device.

ICMP is a difficult protocol to transmit through firewalls and packet filters. Since ICMP is often filtered, this ping has a low percentage of operation through firewalls.

When to use the ICMP Address Mask Ping The ICMP address mask ping is useful on networks that contain older operating systems or gateways.

The successful ping trace shown above was performed against a system using an older version of the VxWorks operating system.

- This address mask ping is only useful on networks that allow for the free flow of ICMP frames. If the link contains firewalls or packet filters, a better choice would be a non-ICMP-based ping type.
- If the nmap user is non-privileged, this ping type will revert to a TCP connect()-style ping. Since this ping type doesn't allow port specifications, a better ping choice for non-privileged users would be the TCP ACK ping (-PA) or the TCP SYN ping (-PS).

2.4 Cyber Project Plan
Organizations of all sizes and across all industries are potential victims of security attacks. According to the 2013 Cost of a Data Breach: Global Analysis*, 35% of incidents can be attributed to the human factor.

Understanding that knowledge is power and employee education is an imperative line of defense, DDI is helping organizations build and sustain a culture of security through a comprehensive education program that encompasses engaging content/test components, corporate communications, employee incentives, and efficient delivery and tracking of employee status and testing results.

Just as organizations are forced to take precautions to protect their networks from attack, it is essential that they effectively educate their employees to help build a culture of security.

Through the DDI Cyber Crime Prevention & Safety Program, organizations can implement a security campaign that will help train, educate and reinforce a security aware employee base.

Generate Awareness
- Generate maximum awareness and support through a comprehensive campaign kick-off and strategic planning customized to the needs of the organization.
- Introduce the SecurED® Security Training & Awareness Video Library to all employees giving them access to content that can be viewed on any device that supports video including PC, laptop, iPad/tablets and mobile phones.
- Leverage the power of a Security Communications Kit custom designed to effortlessly engage your employees.
- Benefit from a DDI Security Ambassador to assist with planning, implementation, marketing, campaign analysis and reporting.
This fully integrated security campaign empowers organizations to invest in security awareness without burdening internal resources.

- Engaging training topics (Social Engineering, Password Development, Mobile Device Security, Safe Web-Browsing Habits, and many more)
- Security training that is informative and fun
- Keep security awareness top of mind throughout the year
- Pause and play videos from virtually any device
- Easily integrated into your existing LMS
- Gain certification and accreditation

2.5 Security Flaws in IPv6

This section covers IPv6 related security issues, which came to my attention during the research. The following issues are included:

- Neighbor Discovery Protocol issues
  - Neighbor Solicitation / Neighbor Advertisement spoofing
  - Redirect spoofing
  - Router Solicitation / Router Advertisement spoofing
  - Duplicate Address Detection attack
  - Neighbor Advertisement flooding
  - Router Advertisement flooding
- IPv6 smurfing
- Routing header type 0
- Implementation issues of IPv6
- Transition techniques issues
  - Dual-stack network issues
  - Tunneld IPv6 network issues
  - Low user and administration awareness of IPv6 autoconfiguration

In this report I have proposed detection and mitigation methods for the issues, when applicable. Along with some of the covered issues I have included examples using the THC IPv6 toolkit.

Neighbor Discovery Protocol issues

RFC3756 [26] describes the IPv6 NDP as a mechanism used by nodes in an IPv6 network to learn the local topology. This includes the IP to MAC address mappings for the local nodes, the IP and MAC addresses of the routers present in the local network, and the routing prefixes served by the local routers. NDP uses five Internet Control Message Protocol version 6 (ICMPv6) packet types:

- Neighbor Solicitation (NS)
- Neighbor Advertisement (NA)
- Router Solicitation (RS)
- Router Advertisement (RA)
- Redirect

According to Scott Hogg and Eric Vyncke (“IPv6 Security” [5]) there is no authentication mechanism built into ICMPv6 and those packets can be spoofed. This is a flaw, which can allow an attacker to perform malicious activities such as traffic redirection and DoS. NDP related issues have only local impact, because routers don’t forward NDP messages. However I consider them a serious threat, because flat IPv6 networks can be much larger compared to IPv4 networks. Details about the NDP packet types and possible attacks are described below. Neighbor Solicitation / Neighbor Advertisement spoofing NS / NA packets function in a similar way as ARP in IPv4. The basic mechanisms of the attack are described by US-CERT [27]: After receiving a neighbor solicitation request from a system that is on-link and is using a spoofed IPv6 address as the source address, a router will create a neighbor cache entry.

When this entry is made, some IPv6 implementations will create a Forwarding Information Base (FIB) entry. This FIB entry may cause the router to incorrectly forward traffic to the device that
sent original spoofed neighbor solicitation request. I consider the NS / NA spoofing attack similar to the well known ARP spoofing. The parasite6 tool from THC IPv6 toolkit redirects all local traffic to the attacker’s system by answering falsely to NS requests. The following command is used to perform the attack on interface eth0: parasite6 eth0 IP forwarding should be enabled on the attacking machine or the redirected traffic can cause DoS. IP6 Router Solicitation / Router Advertisement spoofing IPv6 hosts can auto-configure when connected to a routed IPv6 network using Stateless Address Autoconfiguration (SLAAC). SLAAC is stateless compared to DHCP, because a DHCP server stores a state - the leased IP addresses. SLAAC is based on RS / RA messages exchanged between the router and hosts. RFC1256 [29] describes the method used for router discovery: Each router periodically multicasts a Router Advertisement from each of its multicast interfaces, announcing the IP address(es) of that interface. Hosts discover the addresses of their neighboring routers simply by listening for advertisements. When a host attached to a multicast link starts up, it may multicast a Router Solicitation to ask for immediate advertisements, rather than waiting for the next periodic ones to arrive. RS / RA messages enable hosts to discover the existence of local routers, but don’t provide data which router is a better choice for reaching a particular destination. If a host chooses not the optimal first-hop router for that destination, it should receive an NDP Redirect from the first chosen router, suggesting a better first-hop. Some of the fields that a RA packet contains are the local network prefix, link-local address of the router and router priority. An attacker can advertise a fake router by sending spoofed RA packets. As a result a host can receive a RA for a router different from the one expected by the host or for a non-existing router. The attack is illustrated on Figure 5.

Figure 5: Router Solicitation / Router Advertisement spoofing 1. The host doesn’t have a default router. In order to learn one, the host sends a RS packet. 2. The router replies to the host with a RA packet. 3. The attacker also replies and claims to be a router, with higher priority. 20. The host chooses the attacker as a default router. One can compare this attack to a rogue DHCP server in IPv4, because of the similar outcome. The Router Solicitation / Router Advertisement spoofing attack is covered in details in RFC3971 [30]. The THC IPv6 toolkit contains the tool fake router6, which can set any IP address as a default router, define network prefixes and DNS servers. An example of router advertisement with fake router6 on interface eth0: fake router6 eth0 2001:610:158:1020:226:55ff:fecd:8f84/64.

Redirect spoofing Redirect is an NDP mechanism used by routers to inform a host for a better route to a particular destination. Routers should detect if a host on the local network has made an inefficient first-hop routing decision and then recommend a better first-hop. The NDP Redirect has a simple security mechanism - a copy of the packet, which caused the redirection, must be included in the NDP Redirect message. An attacker cannot blindly spoof a Redirect message, because the victim will not accept it. This can be bypassed by sending a spoofed ICMPv6 echo request to the victim, where the source IP address is set to the IP address of the router the victim is using. The victim will send an ICMPv6 echo reply to the router. The attacker can predict the content of the reply message and use it to craft an NDP Redirect message, which advertises another system as a better first-hop to the router. This attack vector is not possible in IPv4. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the attack. Figure 6: Redirect spoofing - The attacker sends ICMP echo request message 1. The attacker sends to the victim an ICMPv6 echo request, with a spoofed source address claiming to be originating from the router. 2. The victim sends the router an ICMPv6 echo reply. The attacker can sniff the packets and forward them to the router in order to stay undetected. The redir6 tool from the THC IPv6 toolkit is an implementation of NDP Redirect spoofing. The tool accepts the following parameters: redir6 <interface> <source-ip> <target-ip> <original-router> <new-router> <new-router-mac> Duplicate Address Detection attack In IPv6 networks it is not allowed several hosts to share an IP address. To prevent duplicate IPv6 addresses, a host must check whether an IPv6 address it intends to use is free or already used by another host. This procedure is called Duplicate Address Detection (DAD). Since no higher layer traffic is allowed until a host has obtained an IP address, DAD relies on NS and NA messages in order to check if an IP address is in use. An attacker could launch a DoS attack by responding to duplicate address detection attempts made by a newly connected host. If the attacker claims every IP
address, then the host will not be able to obtain an address at all. The DAD attack doesn’t have an analogue in IPv4. The attack is described in RFC3756 [26]. dos-new-ipv6 is the implementation of this attack in the THC IPv6 toolkit. The tool accepts only one parameter - the network interface: dos-new-ipv6 eth0 Neighbor.

Advertisement flooding Routers can store a limited number of ND cache entries. In case a router is flooded with NA packets, the flood can result in exhaustion of the resources causing the router to crash or become slower and eventually filling up the entry table. When the table is full, a router cannot learn new ND entries or can even cause old (legitimate) entries to be overwritten. This attack is evaluated by Jeff S. Wheeler in his presentation “IPv6 NDP Table Exhaustion Attack” [31]. The same effect as the described NA flooding can be achieved unintentionally, in case a host is using a random IPv6 address for every outgoing TCP connection as a privacy and security mechanism. This aspect was published in the draft of RFC3041 [32].

NA flooding is comparable to MAC flooding of a network switch, where the content addressable memory table of the switch is overfilled and the switch starts operating as a hub. The two attacks are not similar, because of their different outcome. The THC IPv6 toolkit includes the flood advertise6, which floods a target network with random NA messages. The tool requires only a network interface as a parameter: flood_advertise6 eth0 Router Advertisement flooding When receiving a RA messages from different routers and announcing different network prefixes, hosts and routers update their network knowledge according to the content of the messages. Although this activity is computation intensive, it is not likely that many routers will be sending RA messages in an average network. But if an attacker floods the local network with random RA messages, this will result in consumption of the available resources of the systems in the local network. RA flooding will make the systems unusable and unresponsive. Marc Heuse listed several operating systems with IPv6 and SLAAC enabled by default, which are known for being vulnerable to this issue [33]. The most notable one is the Microsoft Windows series, including the latest version - Windows 7.

According to the document, where Marc Heuse lists the vulnerable systems, Microsoft are aware of the RA flooding security issue, but they do not plan to release a fix for the issue. The router advertisement flooding is IPv6 specific vulnerability. This vulnerability can be exploited using the flood router6 tool from the THC IPv6 toolkit. The following command sends router advertisements on interface eth0: flood_router6 eth0 Detection of Neighbor Discovery Protocol attacks ICMPv6 based attacks are local to a subnet. This implies that detection mechanisms cannot be centralized in a single IDS responsible for a large network. Decentralized solution with access to every subnet in a network is necessary to detect NDP attacks. NDPMon is an application, which monitors NDP traffic and can notify a network administrator if a host on the network spoofs NDP packets. The program is similar to arpwatch used for detection of ARP spoofing in IPv4. NDPMon can monitor NS and NA packets and detect if a new NA message is conflicting with a previous one, which is a sign of possible spoofed NA message. 23In order to detect a fake Router.

Advertisement, an IDS can compare the source IP address and MAC address of the router, which sent the RA, to a list of known routers. A draft for RFC [34], published in 2005, suggests changes to RFC2461 [35]. They include a method for detection of “exploitation of inherent vulnerabilities in the Neighbor Discovery processes”. This method forces NDP packets to be multicast only to the host’s Solicited Node Multicast group, thus allowing a security device to detect attacks. The draft proposes a solution for the NA / NS spoofing and host Redirect issue, but solution for RA / RS problems are not discussed. Proposed method for detection of Neighbor Discovery spoofing:

• Neighbor Advertisements must be sent to the recipient’s Solicited-node Multicast Address
• Require that a node shall silently discard Neighbor Advertisements that are not addressed to the node’s SNA.

Proposed method for detection of host Redirect:
• Require host Redirect messages to be sent to the destination node’s SNA.
• Require that a node shall silently discard Host Redirection packets that are not addressed to the node’s SNA. Apart from the above, I suggest the following
additional measures for detection of Neighbor Advertisement flooding: • The NDP entry table of the router can be monitored. In case the table is filling up faster than its entries are expiring, a notification can be sent to the network administrator. • If possible a list of trusted devices can be implemented on the router, which gives them a priority over the rest hosts, that send ND messages in a network. When a certain limit in the NDP entry cache table is reached, only messages from those trusted devices will be processed and the rest messages will be ignored. RA flooding can be detected in a similar way as NS flooding. I suggest monitoring the number of new RA messages. If unusual large numbers of routers advertise new prefixes, most likely the network is being flooded. The network administrator can make a list of trusted routers and when one or several not listed routers advertise themselves, a script can notify the administrator.

Mitigation of Neighbor Discovery Protocol attacks RFC3756 [26] recommends the use of IPsec for authenticating NDP message. However the RFC doesn’t provide detailed implementation instructions. Due to the requirement of manual configuration of IPsec, SEcure Neighbor Discovery (SEND) was developed (specified in RFC3971 [30]). SEND adds new options to NDP that make it more secure. The security of SEND is based on signing the 24NDP messages using RSA Public key signatures and the use of cryptographically generated addresses. NDP packets, which are not signed, are treated as unsecured. During the research I studied possible ways to reduce the likelihood of IPv6 NDP vulnerabilities from being exploited. One of the effective solutions is segmenting the network by assigning a unique prefix to every router interface or by implementing Virtual LANs. In this way an attacker won’t be able to affect a large number of hosts. Another possible solution is reducing the subnet size. This can limit the number of possible hosts under the maximum capacity of the router’s entry table, which will mitigate NA flooding. However this solution is not compatible with SLAAC, because SLAAC requires at least a /64 subnet. Additionally smaller subnets can allow an attacker to enumerate hosts easier. To improve the robustness against Man in the Middle attacks, the administrator can configure application and transport layer encryption (TLS, SSH tunnels, etc.), because the encryption can prevent third parties from viewing the intercepted network traffic.

For mitigation of Neighbor Advertisement flooding I suggest the size of IPv6 entry cache table to be increased to a value allowing reasonable time for reaction. This should be implemented along with other measures such as throttling the host learning speed during the attack. The throttling will allow a router to continue serving the old, known hosts and learn a limited amount of new hosts. Router Advertisement flooding can be mitigated by throttling the learning speed of hosts. 3.1.2 IPv6 smurfing The IPv4 smurf attack is a way of generating significant traffic on the victim’s network. It is an amplified attack, in which an attacker sends an ICMP echo request with spoofed source address to the broadcast address. All hosts, which receive the request, will reply to the source IP, thus generating traffic and possibly cause a DoS. IPv6 does not use broadcasting as a form of communication. However, IPv6 relies on multicasting, and multicast addresses might also be used for a smurf attack. This makes the differences between IPv4 and IPv6 smurfing small. A simplified illustration of IPv6 smurfing can be seen on Figure 8. Figure 8: Smurf attack 251. The attacker sends an ICMPv6 echo request packet with spoofed source address to a multicast address. 2. The hosts, which received the request send an reply to the victim, which can overload the victim’s network connection. The attacker can send packets to the link-local all nodes multicast address (FF02::1) and the link-local all routers multicast address (FF02::2) for performing the smurf attack on IPv6.

These two addresses identify the group of all nodes and routers in the scope of the local subnetnetwork. The THC IPv6 toolkit features the smurf6 and rsmurf6 tools. The differences between the two tools are listed below. The smurf6 tool sends ICMPv6 echo request packets with spoofed source (using the victim’s IP address) to the multicast address FF02::1. The hosts on the LAN that are vulnerable to the attack send ICMPv6 echo reply packets, which flood the victim. The victim of smurf6 can be on the local subnet with the attacker or on a remote subnet. smurf6 eth0 2001:610:158:960::100 rsmurf6 uses a different approach. It sends ICMPv6 echo reply packets that are sourced from FF02::1 and destined for remote computers. If the destination
system is allowed to respond to packets sourced from a multicast address, the response causes a traffic flood on the remote LAN. This attack has stronger amplification, because each packet generated by rsmurf6 can generate large amount of packets on the remote LAN. rsmurf6 eth0 2001:610:158:960::100 Most modern IPv6 implementations are protected against this vulnerability and drop multicast packets, which can cause smurfing. Scott Hogg and Eric Vyncke recommend that IPv6 hosts should not be responding to echo request packets destined to a multicast group address [5]. Possible protection against remote smurf attacks can be ingress filtering, which rejects the attacking packets on the basis of the forged source address. 3.1.3 Routing header type 0 RFC2460 [36] defines an IPv6 extension header called Routing Header. The value of this header can be set to a specific type as defined in the RFC. The header type “0” (known as RH0) forces a packet to follow a strictly predefined path between network nodes. This feature allows RH0 to be used for amplification attack.

RFC5095 [37] explains the attack: A single RH0 may contain multiple intermediate node addresses, and the same address may be included more than once in the same RH0. This allows a packet to be constructed such that it will oscillate between two RH0-processing hosts or routers many times. This allows a stream of packets from an attacker to be amplified along the path between two remote routers, which could be used to cause congestion along arbitrary remote paths and hence act as a denial-of-service mechanism.

This attack is particularly serious in that it affects the entire path between the two exploited nodes, not only the nodes themselves or their local networks. Analogous functionality may be found in the IPv4 source route option, but the opportunities for abuse are greater with RH0 due to the ability to specify many more intermediate node addresses in each packet. According to information collected after the CanSecWest/core07 talk, several major operating systems and network vendors are vulnerable to this issue [38]. The operating systems, which are not vulnerable to the RH0 amplification attack did not implement RH0 or implemented it not according to the IETF standard. Another possible malicious use of RH0 is to bypass firewalls that prohibit outside access to a host in the internal network. An attacker can send a packet with RH0 through the firewall to a router, which will redirect it to the target host. The possible security problems that RH0 can cause were considered by IETF. RH0 was deprecated with RFC5095 [37] from December 2007. The RFC recommends using ingress filtering until routers are updated. The ingress filtering should be applied as recommended in RFC2827 [39] and RFC3704 [13]. If a whole network has to be protected, the ingress filtering should be implemented on the border, where the network is connected to the outside world. 3.1.4 Implementation issues of IPv6 A large percentage of the IPv6 issues listed in the National Vulnerability Database are not related to the design of the protocol, but are a result of insecure implementations [40]. Vulnerabilities, which are exploited using flaws in the IPv6 protocol, were not considered implementation specific during the research.

Based on information collected from the 98 vulnerabilities listed by NVD between October 2002 and June 2011, one can conclude that most of the implementation issues can result in: • DoS • Security policies bypassing • Buffer overflow These vulnerabilities can occur in the network stack of the device OS / firmware or in a specific piece of software installed on the device. The vulnerabilities, which allow bypassing of the security policies, are caused by none or insufficient filtering of the IPv6 packets compared to IPv4 [40]. Two vulnerabilities listed by NVD are not IPv6 specific. They apply also to IPv4 and are caused by bugs in the products. When implementation specific vulnerabilities are discovered, usually they are fixed by the vendors in the newer versions of their products. IPv6 implementations are relatively new and are not tested in production environments as thoroughly as the IPv4 implementations. With the wider adoption of IPv6 it is likely that the bugs will be fixed and IPv6 implementation will be as good as IPv4. Operating systems with IPv6 enabled by default can be considered vulnerable, because an attacker can advertise a rogue router, which will be automatically configured on the host. According to SixXS these operating systems include the latest versions of Windows, Mac OS and most Linux distributions [41]. A penetration tester can check for implementation specific issues by identifying an affected product by its fingerprint. nmap and Nessus are tools with large fingerprint databases,
which can recognize vulnerable versions of software. Nessus is able to detect IPv6 specific issues listed in the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) database. Along with IPv6 specific implementation issues, there can be issues which apply only when IPv6 is used along with IPv4 during the transition period. 3.1.5 Transition techniques related issues The switch between IPv4 and IPv6 cannot happen instantaneously. A migration period is necessary, during which the two protocols will coexist allowing users to be connected to both IPv4 and IPv6 networks. During this phase, transition techniques like dual-stack, tunneling and translation will be used. However these transition mechanisms can introduce security issues, discussed in this section. During the transition phase, users and administrators have to consider both, IPv4 and IPv6 issues and combination of attacks using both protocols. For example an attacker can compromise a remote system through IPv6 vulnerability and perform ARP spoofing on the IPv4 network connection of the compromised system. Dual-stack network issues A dual-stack system can be less secure compared to a single stack (either IPv4 or IPv6), because an attacker has more possible attack vectors to exploit. Also it is more difficult for a system administrator to secure both IPv4 and IPv6 networks on adequate level. Firewalls may not be enforcing the same policy for IPv4 as for IPv6 traffic, which could be due to misconfiguration of the firewalls. It is possibility for firewalls to have more relaxed policy for IPv4 or IPv6, thus allowing unfiltered traffic to pass through. In 2007 ICANN did a survey on the of IPv6 support in commercial firewalls [42]. The results show that the support of IPv6 was low at that time and traffic could go through unnoticed. A new survey was conducted by ICANN in 2010, but the results are not published yet. These issues can be individual for every system and configuration. They can be detected by scanning the hosts and firewalls for opened port and if the same rules are enforced for both IPv4 and IPv6 networks. Tunneled IPv6 network issues A host using a tunneled IPv6 connection over a native IPv4 connection can be more vulnerable compared to a dual-stack host. Ryan Giobbi [43] shows examples how the encapsulated IPv6 traffic can pass unnoticed by firewalls creating security vulnerability. The tunneling software requires opening a port in the firewall that can be used for attacks, unless tunnel-aware firewall is in place. According to the RFC draft “Issues with Dual Stack IPv6 on by Default” [44] a poorly configured or implemented VPN may redirect traffic from a protected VPN network to an unprotected IPv6 interface, causing security issues. A penetration tester can detect if data, which is normally blocked by the firewall, will pass through a tunnel in the firewall. Low user and administration awareness of IPv6 autoconfiguration The operating systems, which have as a feature IPv6 enabled by default (e.g. Windows 7 and Linux distributions with kernel version higher than 2.6 [41]), can autoconfigure without the knowledge of their user or system administrator. If security mechanisms and policy are not in place to protect against IPv6 based attacks, a host might get compromised through an IPv6 network. Mitigation of transition techniques related issues I believe that administrators (and maybe users as well) should be educated about the features and required security policies of IPv6. I recommend that IPv6 is disabled if administrators or users are not planning to use it or haven’t implemented protection from threats originating from their IPv6 networks. The security policy implemented in firewalls, VPN software, or other devices, should take a stance whether it applies equally to IPv4 and IPv6 traffic. The “Issues with Dual Stack IPv6 on by Default” RFC draft [44] covers such issues and recommends the implementation of more complex techniques for mitigation: There is still a risk that IPv6 packets could be tunneled over a transport layer such as UDP, implicitly bypassing the security policy. Some more complex mechanisms could be implemented to apply the correct policy to such packets. This could be easy to do if tunnel endpoints are co-located with a firewall, but more difficult if internal nodes do their own IPv6 tunneling. A shorter transition period will minimize the time during which systems could be vulnerable to transition technique specific issues. I consider important that IPv6 is deployed fast so it can become the most used version of IP and minimize the transition period.

Traditional host discovery via network scanning won’t work with IPv6, but alternative methods are available

IPv6 brings some welcome security and other features, but there are some ‘gotchas’ for IP professionals that may not be immediately apparent.
The next generation IPv6 protocol has been "coming soon" for the last decade and is finally nearing the point of necessity as IPv4 addresses get closer to exhaustion. Many hail it as the next great thing for security because of nifty features like native IPsec support.

But it will also bring challenges for security pros, namely in vulnerability scanning and penetration testing. With the addition of all of this new IP space afforded by IPv6, scanning each IP to determine which hosts are up, and then performing a vulnerability scan, would take years. Host discovery through traditional means of network scanning -- host by host and subnet by subnet -- will go away. Instead, new host discovery methods will need to be put in place to make vulnerability scanning more targeted.

Fortunately, there are several techniques that can be used based on existing hardware and software tools. With little to no extra cost, it's possible to determine which IPs are in use on the network without scanning. You can then feed the discovered IPs into the vulnerability scanner so the scanner can spend more time on vulnerability scanning, and not on host discovery.

When looking for other hosts on the local network segment, IPv4's ARP was the usual method, but it's going away with IPv6. ARP's functionality is being replaced by IPv6's new Neighbor Discovery Protocol (NDP) within ICMPv6. There are several different functions in NDP, but in relation to host discovery, it can be used to discover other IPv6 hosts on the local network segment.

The limitation with NDP is it only finds hosts on the local network segment, which is great if you have a flat network. But in large, geographically diverse enterprises, it doesn't work across routers. To work around the problem segmented networks pose, you can issue those commands through a host on each network segment, or from a router with access to each segment.

From a penetration testing perspective, NDP can be used once access is gained into the network through physical access or compromise of an internal host. Attackers can leverage NDP to start finding other juicy targets to compromise that could provide deeper penetration into the network. Network flow data is a commonly overlooked source of valuable information in a network. It provides a record of all network traffic on the network without recording the content. Most business-class and practically all enterprise-class routers and layer 3 switches support exporting network flow data. Using network flow records, it is easy to identify all hosts that have been communicating on the network during any given time period.

Armed with the hosts enumerated through network flow data, vulnerability scanning can commence and target only those hosts that are communicating during the last hour.

Some commercial vulnerability scanning and vulnerability management solutions such as Tenable's Security Center already have features to scan known hosts and new hosts as they are seen for the first time. Similarly, most network behavioral analysis products use network flow data and can initiate a vulnerability scan of hosts seen for the first time or acting outside of their normal baseline of behavior.

IPv6 IP addresses also are going to cause the Domain Name System (DNS) to become increasingly important, as IP addresses become nearly impossible to remember. In Microsoft Active Directory domains, DNS records are updating dynamically, so hostnames can be provided to a scanner instead of a list of IPs.

Interrogating DNS services using tools like Fierce will also become essential for penetration testers outside the network who don't have access to NDP and network flow data.

The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) will also serve as a good source of host information for those networks using DHCPv6 to allocate site-local IP addresses to their internal
hosts. DHCP server logs can be queried to see which IPs have been allocated, and to limit scans to only those IPs.

Systems and network administrators who are holding off as long as possible to deploy IPv6 are sticking their heads in the sand and ignoring the reality that IPv6 is already on their network. The inclusion of a fully functional IPv6 network stack in all modern operating systems including Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux means that even though IPv6 may not be routed across the network and Internet gateway, it can still be used for attacks on local network segments.

Penetration testers have realized this for several years, and tools like the Metasploit Framework have supported IPv6 since 2008. Once a host is compromised, IPv6 can be used to connect and exploit other systems on the local network segment. The root causes: host-based firewalls may not support IPv6, or the systems administrators didn’t realize services often will listen on IPv4 and IPv6 and they only bothered to lock down the IPv4 side.

Intrusion detection and prevention systems (IDS/IPS) may also be leaving security teams blind to internal attacks carried over IPv6. Commercial and open source IDS and IPS solutions are adding support for IPv6 but it doesn’t exist across the board yet. Snort, for example, is an open source IDS on which many commercial products are based and it includes support for IPv6. But support is not enabled by default, and many of the available reporting tools do not support IPv6.

Whether you think you’re running IPv6 or not, it’s time to prepare for the impact it will have on your security efforts now and in the near future. Vulnerability management efforts will need to adapt, and hardening of hosts will require ensuring that both IPv4 and IPv6 are both locked down.

**IPv6 Security Testing and Monitoring Tools**

The tools below are useful for system administrators to test and monitor the security of their IPv6 networks. They can be used for IPv6 troubleshooting, intrusion detection and security audits — or for exploiting IPv6 vulnerabilities. They have been freely available on the Internet for a long time to anyone who wants them, including crackers, spammers, black hats, white hats, and national security services.

IPv6 is already available on all modern operating systems and network devices. It can be used today by those who seek to bypass firewalls, steal data, consume resources or simply eavesdrop. Significant amounts of IPv6 traffic now circulate on networks worldwide, and the software below can be used to diagnose IPv6 security vulnerabilities.

Please be certain you have the appropriate rights and permissions to access any networks on which you use this software. IPv6Now provides these links as an IPv6 educational resource and accepts no liability for their use in any way.

**Intrusion Detection and Network Monitoring**

Security Onion is a Linux distribution for intrusion detection and network security monitoring. It is based on Ubuntu and contains numerous security tools. The Setup wizard builds an army of distributed sensors for an enterprise in minutes. Security Onion provides visibility into network traffic and context around alerts and anomalous events. It seamlessly weaves together three core functions: full packet capture, network-based and host-based intrusion detection systems, and powerful analysis tools.

Network Inventory and Security Auditing

Nmap (Network Mapper) is a free and open source utility for network discovery and security auditing. It uses raw IP packets to determine what hosts are available on the network, what services (application name and version) those hosts are offering, what operating systems (and OS versions) they are running, what type of packet filters/firewalls are in use, and dozens of other characteristics. It was designed to rapidly scan large networks. Nmap runs on all major computer operating systems.
Website Security Scanner
Qualys Website Scan checks websites for vulnerabilities, hidden malware and SSL security errors (requires registration, 10 free checks).
- Supports Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6).
- Scans web servers and apps on the Internet or inside networks.
- Detects vulnerabilities and review ways to fix them.
- Finds malware uploaded by malicious users.
- Verifies SSL is properly configured and working.

Firewall Testing
FT6, Firewall Tester for IPv6 is a tool for examining how firewalls handles IPv6.
- ICMPv6 Filtering: verifies the firewall is able to filter and forward certain ICMPv6 Messages.
  - Type 0 Routing Header: Checks for Type 0 Routing Header (RH0), has been deprecated due to security concerns.
  - Header Chain Inspection: Extension Header tester. ft6 sends a selection of valid and invalid packets.
  - Overlapping Fragments: firewall should be able to drop overlapping fragments but still permit non-overlapping fragments.
  - Tiny Fragments: no TCP or UDP header in the first fragment. Firewall must wait to decide whether to forward or drop the packet.
  - Tiny Fragments Timeout: too many tiny fragments will cause the firewall's reassembly buffers to fill, can lead to DoS.
  - Excessive Hop-By-Hop Options: each Hop-By-Hop Option should occur at most once in any IPv6 packet. ft6 sends a variety of duplicates.
  - PadN Covert Channel: the PadN Option aligns at 8-byte boundaries. The padding bytes could be used to send messages covertly.
  - Address Scopes: multicast addresses are not to be used as source addresses and link-local addresses should not be forwarded.

Troubleshooting Toolset
The IPv6 Toolkit is a set of IPv6 security/troubleshooting tools that can send arbitrary IPv6-based packets. Supported on FreeBSD, NetBSD, OpenBSD, Linux and Mac OS.
- addr6: an IPv6 address analysis and manipulation tool.
- frag6: performs and assesses IPv6 fragmentation-based attacks.
- icmp6: performs attacks based on ICMPv6 error messages.
- jumbo6: assesses potential flaws in the handling of IPv6 Jumbograms.
- na6: sends and assesses Neighbor Advertisement messages.
- ni6: sends and assesses ICMPv6 Node Information messages.
- ns6: sends and assesses Neighbor Solicitation messages.
- ra6: sends and assesses Router Advertisement messages.
- rd6: sends and assesses ICMPv6 Redirect messages.
- rs6: sends and assesses Router Solicitation messages.
- tcp6: sends TCP segments and performs TCP-based attacks.
- scan6: An IPv6 address scanning tool.

Penetration Toolset
THC-IPv6 is a complete toolset to attack the inherent protocol weaknesses of IPv6 and ICMP6. Partial list of tools:
- alive6: detects all systems listening to an address.
- detect-new-ip6: detect new ip6 devices which join the network.
- exploit6: known ipv6 vulnerabilities to test against a target.
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- firewall6: firewall tester, sends many different types of SYN packets.
- implementation6: performs various implementation checks on ipv6.
- parasit6e: icmp neighbor solicitation/advertisement spoofer.
- redir6: redirect traffic with a clever icmp6 redirect spoofer.
- trace6: very fast traceroute6 which supports ICMP6 echo request and TCP-SYN.
- flood_router6: flood a target with random router advertisements.
- flood_advertise6: flood a target with random neighbor advertisements.
- fake_mipv6: steal a mobile IP to yours if IPSEC is not needed for authentication.
- smurf6: local smurfer, icmp flood attack.
- 6to4test - check an ipv4 address for dynamic 6to4 tunnel setup.
- etc. etc.

Penetration Testing
BackTrack is a Linux-based penetration testing arsenal intended for all audiences, from the most savvy security professionals to early newcomers to the information security field. BackTrack promotes a quick and easy way to find and update the largest database of security tools to-date. Our community of users range from skilled penetration testers in the information security field, government entities, information technology, security enthusiasts, and individuals new to the security community. Feedback from all industries and skill levels allows us to truly develop a solution that is tailored towards everyone and far exceeds anything ever developed both commercially and freely available.

Packet Scanning and Probing
Scapy is a powerful interactive packet manipulation program for scanning and probing. It is able to forge or decode packets of a wide number of protocols, send them on the wire, capture them, match requests and replies, and more. It can easily handle most classical tasks like scanning, tracerouting, probing, unit tests, attacks or network discovery. It also performs very well at a lot of other specific tasks that most other tools can't handle, like sending invalid frames, injecting your own 802.11 frames, combining techniques (VLAN hopping+ARP cache poisoning, VOIP decoding on WEP encrypted channel, etc).

2.6 Avoid Pay Per Click Problems
One of the most important Internet marketing tools is PPC advertising. With Yahoo and Google leading the pack, the industry as a whole has grown immensely in the past few years. PriceWaterHouseCoopers reports that in 2004 alone, Internet Advertising brought in an estimated $9 billion dollars. Anybody can use this marketing system that is really quite simple in theory. With PPC advertising you choose "keywords/phrases," then bid how much you'd like to pay for each click. When a searcher goes to a search engine and types in one of your keyphrases, your short text ad appears, and if someone clicks on it your account is then charged. In a "perfect world" this is the way it would work, but thanks to unscrupulous people, there's a dirty little secret known as "click fraud."

Click fraud is simply the act of clicking on ads for the direct purpose of costing the advertiser money. It is recognized as the biggest problem today in PPC marketing. According to InternetWeek.com, 60% of people surveyed by the "Search Engine Professional Organization" have stated that fraud is a problem when it comes to PPC advertising.

PPC marketing can cost you a lot if you do not administer it right. Bad targeting plus fraud can be a costly problem. The main sources of click fraud are the following four:
1) AdSense Users: Google Adsense has a program called "Adsense" that pays website owners to run their Adwords ads and compensates them per click. Google does monitor this and it's against their terms of service to click on any of the ads on your own site. If they find a publishers doing this, they will lose their accounts, but some may still be clicking under the radar.
2) Your Own Competitors: Our competitors could be clicking on your ads over a period of several days in order to deplete your ad budget. This way they neutralize your advertising campaigns.

3) Software: There are those who use automated clicking tools, such as robot programs, to click on PPC listings.

4) Paid Clickers: In some Asian countries, people are often paid to click on PPC ads for hours. Many don't know why they do it, and don't care. The only important issue is that they will be well rewarded for their efforts. If you do a search on any search engine you'll see plenty of sites offering to hire people for just this purpose. Type in 'earn rupees clicking ads' in Google and you get quite a few leads.

Most PPC networks have measures in place to protect you against click fraud. Yahoo's Overture tracks more than 50 data points, including IP addresses, browser info, users' session info and what they call "pattern recognition." They have a "proprietary system" in place for detecting fraud and a specialized team that monitors things and works with the advertisers to stop it.

Google offers suggestions to avoid click thru fraud, such as "using negative keywords" to keep your ads from showing up for products and services that are unrelated. They also suggest adding tracking url's to your links so you can track the traffic coming from Google. If you go through your log files, you'll be able to see your Google traffic at a glance.

If you suspect fraud, Google asks that you contact them right away, because they have a team of researchers that will investigate. They also take action to block future impressions from anyone they identify as committing click fraud. Like Overture, they also have "proprietary technology" that distinguishes between normal clicks and invalid ones. Google never bills you for any "bad clicks" that are caught by their system.

All honest website owners need to be alert to any "suspicious activity" by researching their server logs or stats. If you're experiencing a lot of clicks and no sales you'll also want to take a closer look. You need to watch for any spikes in traffic, usually on one keyword or phrase and coming from only one PPC source. You need to measure and track all of your PPC accounts closely.

A variety of new services have opened recently to help combat the click fraud problem. Some of them also offer web analytic tools that help improve your advertising productivity. You may want to look at these outside services to take care of problems for you. Here are some links:

1) Keyword Max: http://www.KeyWordMax.com
Offers up a service called "Click Auditor," which monitors the activity on your PPC accounts and alerts you to any suspicious activity. You can request a free demo at the site.

2) Click Detective: http://www.ClickDetective.com
A website monitoring service that uses sophisticated tracking mechanisms to determine whether "visitor behavior" is normal or not. Offering a 15 day free trial. Easy to use, you just copy and paste a snippet of code on your page and add a campaign ID by logging into your account.

3) Click Assurance: http://www.ClickAssurance.com
An Internet Security Firm that specializes in click fraud. They will audit your PPC accounts and go after any refunds you are due because of fraud.

Specializes in post-click actions and landing page optimization technologies. Offers to increase sales and give marketers the ability to intelligently define landing pages to achieve business objectives. Works on ASP platform.

An independent auditing service that tracks individual users for fraud. Can also detect abuse coming from proxy servers. A one month subscription is $79.00, which includes free installation and up to 50,000 transactions per month.

6) ClickLab: http://www.ClickLab.com/
his service isolates bad clicks with a scorecard based detection system. Pricing starts at $50.00 per month and is based on the number of sites you need to track and their page views. ClickLab also offers white papers you should download while visiting, get them at the resources section.
7) Tracking ROI: http://www.TrackingROI.com/
TrackingROI's Content Personalization System is truly a technological innovation that targets site visitors more closely. This system allows you to segment visitors to your site into groups and then provides personalized content through a Microsoft Word like tool! Your visitors can be segmented based upon each individual campaign. It offers ad tracking, site optimization, as well as click fraud control.
Click fraud isn't going away anytime soon. Most probably, it will get worse before it get's any better. It's up to you as a vigilant website owner to do what you can to keep your PPC advertising costs down. You can't stop it, but with the right tracking in place, it can be managed and controlled, and hopefully kept to a minimum.

2.7 Increasing website traffic
Google Webmaster tools is essential for any website. Google informs you of problems it identifies when indexing your site and it's wise not to ignore this!

Here are ways to use Google Webmaster Tools to increase traffic to website.
1. Add a Sitemap to help Google index relevant pages
   A sitemap is like an index in a book. It tells Google about the structure of your site. You don’t have to build this sitemap manually, there are tools available that can do it. For example, there arewordpress plugins that will build a sitemap.
   If you have video on your site you also need to install a video sitemap. This allows Google to index video on your site instead of redirecting visitors off to Youtube or similar sites.
2. Optimise Existing Posts to Increase Traffic
   In the traffic section under search queries Google shows you the keywords that are used to find your website and the position in the search results. You can review this, improve it and generate better results.

In the example above there are some search terms that are appearing in search results but not many people are clicking on these results. For example, Google Keyword tool appeared 2,500 times and got less than 10 clicks. I have a blog post directly relevant to this so I should be getting clicks.

Blog post – How to use Google Keyword Tool to Increase Traffic to Your Blog

Title – How to use Google Keyword Tool to Increase Traffic to your blog
So there are a few things I can do to increase traffic to this post:
   a). Linking from another post to this blog post. In this post I have linked to the post using the keywords 'Google Keyword Tool', that will help Google understand what this post is about.
   b). Change the title. The words at the start of a title are more important than the words at the end so I've updated the title to the following which will help:
      Google Keyword Tool – How to use to increase traffic to your blog.
      With the keywords at the start that will help.
   c). Get links back to this post. The best way of increasing ranking will be to get links back from external (high profile) websites that have these keywords in the link!.
3. Tidy up your sitelinks
   When Google starts liking your site it displays a few additional links within the search results as follows:
   These site links are automatically created by Google but within webmaster tools you have some control over them. You can demote up to 100 different links so gives you a better chance of putting in the best links. By demoting links that are not useful this should help point out the better links and you'll get more clicks.
4. Resolve any HTML Errors
   Google reports on some HTML errors that will effect the indexing of your site so it's important to resolve these issues. If you resolve these issues this will improve the chances of getting more traffic to your site.
In the above example the description tag (which is displayed when someone searches) is duplicated on some posts. This needs to be resolved. Quite often you will find some Titles that are duplicated which should be resolved also.

5. Resolve any server errors
It is not going to do you any benefit having server errors and it’s likely that it will cause your harm. The following shows errors returned for content that should not be indexed. So to resolve these issues I had to block access to this directory from google.
One way to tell Google not to index content is to update the file robots.txt. This file is read by Google when it attempts to index that site. If I wanted to remove access to the plugins directory I’d enter the following: disallow: /wp-content/plugins

6. Implement Geographic Targeting
If a website has a generic top-level domain (e.g. .com, .org) then you can inform Google what is your main country that you want to target. This can improve the ranking based on this country.
You can target the main country you want to focus on in webmaster tools
Note: If you really want to target a specific country ideally you should have your website located on a server in that country also.

7. Remove Bad Links!
Google recently released an addition to webmaster which allows you to remove bad links to the page. If Google has notified you that you have some unnatural links you need to consider removing them using the disavow tool.
Generally you would only use this tool if Google reports that you have some unnatural linking on your website. If you login to Google and get a message similar to the following then using the disavow tool will help:
“We have detected that some of the links pointing to your site are using techniques outside of Google Webmaster guidelines”
So make sure to remove links to your site that Google doesn’t like otherwise this will reduce the traffic you get. Deciding what links are damaging and worth deleting is another blog post!
Google provides lots of valuable information in Google webmaster tools so it’s important to monitor it and make any relevant changes. Making sure all issues are resolved and it’s configured correctly can help drive additional traffic to your website so it’s well worth spending the time doing it.

2.8 IPv6 Risks
The IP version currently used in networks and the Internet is IP version 4 (IPv4). IPv4 was developed in the early ’70s to facilitate communication and information sharing between government researchers and academics in the United States. At the time, the system was closed with a limited number of access points, and consequently the developers didn’t envision requirements such as security or quality of service. To its credit, IPv4 has survived for over 30 years and has been an integral part of the Internet revolution. But even the most cleverly designed systems age and eventually become obsolete. This is certainly the case for IPv4.
Today’s networking requirements extend far beyond support for web pages and email. Explosive growth in network device diversity and mobile communications, along with global adoption of networking technologies, new services, and social networks, are overwhelming IPv4 and have driven the development of a next-generation Internet Protocol.

IPv6 has been developed based on the rich experience we have from developing and using IPv4. Proven and established mechanisms have been retained, known limitations have been discarded, and scalability and flexibility have been extended. IPv6 is a protocol designed to handle the growth rate of the Internet and to cope with the demanding requirements on services, mobility, and end-to-end security.

When the Internet was switched from using Network Control Protocol (NCP) to Internet Protocol (IP) in one day in 1983, IP was not the mature protocol that we know today. Many of the well-known and commonly used extensions were developed in subsequent years to meet the growing requirements of the Internet. In comparison, hardware vendors and operating system providers have been supporting IPv6 since 1995 when it became a Draft Standard. In the decade since
then, those implementations have matured, and IPv6 support has spread beyond the basic network infrastructure and will continue to be extended.

It is very important for organizations to pay attention to the introduction of IPv6 as early as possible because its use is inevitable in the long term. If IPv6 is included in strategic planning; if organizations think about possible integration scenarios ahead of time; and if its introduction is considered when investing in IT capital expenditures, organizations can save considerable cost and can enable IPv6 more efficiently when it is needed.

An interesting and humorous overview of the history of the Internet can be found in RFC 2235, “Hobbes’ Internet Timeline.” The account starts in 1957 with the launch of Sputnik in Russia and the formation of the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) by the Department of Defense (DoD) in the United States. The RFC contains a list of yearly growth rate of hosts, networks, and domain registrations in the Internet.

Some excerpts from the RFC:
1969: Steve Crocker makes the first Request for Comment (RFC 1): “Host Software.”
1971: 23 hosts connect with ARPANET (UCLA, SRI, UCSB, University of Utah, BBN, MIT, RAND, SDC, Harvard, Lincoln Lab, Stanford, UIUC®, CWRU, CMU, NASA/Ames).
1972: InterNetworking Working Group (INWG) is created with Vinton Cerf as Chairman to address the need for establishing agreed-upon protocols. Telnet specification (RFC 318) is published.
1973: First international connections to the ARPANET are made at the University College of London (England) and Royal Radar Establishment (Norway). Bob Metcalfe’s Harvard PhD thesis outlines the idea for Ethernet. File transfer specification (RFC 454) is published.
1976: Queen Elizabeth II sends an email.
1981: Minitel (Teletel) is deployed across France by France Telecom.
1983: The cutover from NCP to TCP/IP happens on January 1.
1984: The number of hosts breaks 1,000.
1987: An email link is established between Germany and China using CSNET protocols, with the first message from China sent on September 20. The thousandth RFC is published. The number of hosts breaks 10,000.
1988: An Internet worm burrows through the Net, affecting 10 percent of the 60,000 hosts on the Internet.
1989: The number of hosts breaks 100,000. Clifford Stoll writes Cuckoo’s Egg, which tells the real-life tale of a German cracker group that infiltrated numerous U.S. facilities.
1991: The World Wide Web (WWW) is developed by Tim Berners-Lee and released by CERN.
1992: The number of hosts breaks 1,000,000. The World Bank comes online.
1993: The White House comes online during President Bill Clinton’s time in office. Worms of a new kind find their way around the Net—WWW Worms (W4) are joined by Spiders, Wanderers, Crawlers, and Snakes.
1994: Internet shopping is introduced; the first spam mail is sent; Pizza Hut comes online.
1995: The Vatican comes online. Registration of domain names is no longer free.
1996: 9,272 organizations find themselves unlisted after the InterNIC drops their name service as a result of their not having paid their domain name fees.
1997: The 2,000th RFC is published.

This is how far the RFC goes. But history goes on. According to http://www.internetworldstats.com/emarketing.htm, the worldwide online population reached 361 million users in 2000 (a penetration rate of 5.8%) and 587 million users in 2002. In 2003, the U.S. Department of Defense announced that they would be migrating the DoD network to IPv6 by 2008, and the Moonv6 project was started (now concluded). In 2005, Google registered a /32 IPv6 prefix, and Vint Cerf, known as “Father of the Internet,” joined Google. By that time the number of Internet users had reached 1.08 billion. Today, at the time of writing in 2014, we are at approximately 2.4 billion Internet users, which corresponds to a penetration rate of 34%.
So while these numbers reflect all Internet users, independent of the IP protocol version, now we are starting to watch the growth of the IPv6 Internet. It is in its early days, but according to the growth numbers of the last two years, we expect growth to be exponential, and probably much faster than even the enthusiasts among us expect. The growth of the IPv6 Internet can be seen on the Google IPv6 Adoption statistics and the stats as of spring 2014 are shown in Figure 1-1.
The stats show that in early 2011 (when the IANA IPv4 pool ran out), the percentage of native IPv6 Internet users was at approximately 0.2%. The stats also show that the percentage of users that were not native IPv6 (e.g., 6to4 or Teredo, red line) dropped to almost zero and are since then insignificant. Within one year the number of IPv6 Internet users doubled to 0.4%—a small number but still growth. In January 2013, the IPv6 Internet had crossed the 1% mark, and we entered 2014 with almost 3% IPv6 Internet users, which corresponds to approximately 72 million users. At the time of delivering this chapter, in April 2014, we were at 3.5%. The number of IPv6 Internet users currently doubles approximately every nine months.

These are just a few selected events and milestones of the Internet’s history. Keep watching as more history unfolds. We are all creating it together.

Google’s global IPv6 adoption statistics as of spring 2014
Figure 1-1. Google’s global IPv6 adoption statistics as of spring 2014

The History of IPv6
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) began the effort to develop a successor protocol to IPv4 in the early 1990s. Several parallel efforts to solve the foreseen address space limitation and to provide additional functionality began simultaneously. The IETF started the Internet Protocol Next Generation (or IPng) area in 1993 to investigate the different proposals and to make recommendations for further procedures.

The IPng area directors of the IETF recommended the creation of IPv6 at the Toronto IETF meeting in 1994. Their recommendation is specified in RFC 1752, “The Recommendation for the IP Next Generation Protocol.” The Directors formed an Address Lifetime Expectation (ALE) working group to determine whether the expected lifetime for IPv4 would allow the development of a protocol with new functionality, or if the remaining time would allow only the development of an address space solution. In 1994, the ALE working group projected that the IPv4 address exhaustion would occur sometime between 2005 and 2011 based on the available statistics.

For those of you who are interested in the different proposals, here’s some more information about the process (from RFC 1752). There were four main proposals: CNAT, IP Encaps, Nimrod, and Simple CLNP. Three more proposals followed: the P Internet Protocol (PIP), the Simple Internet Protocol (SIP), and TP/IX. After the March 1992 San Diego IETF meeting, Simple CLNP evolved into TCP and UDP with Bigger Addresses (TUBA), and IP Encaps became IP Address Encapsulation (IPAE). IPAE merged with PIP and SIP and called itself Simple Internet Protocol Plus (SIPP). The TP/IX working group changed its name to Common Architecture for the Internet (CATNIP). The main proposals were now CATNIP, TUBA, and SIPP. For a short discussion of the proposals, refer to RFC 1752.


One of the big challenges but also one of the main opportunities of IPv6 is the fact that we can redesign our networks for the future. This is what enterprises should focus on most when planning their IPv6 integration in order to make sure they don’t just copy old concepts onto a new protocol. We have to rethink our architectures. This once-in-a-lifetime opportunity can be used to get rid of a lot of legacy. An interesting RFC that helps in the process of seeing the big picture is RFC 6250, “Evolution of the IP Model.” It shows how much this model has changed in the many
years of operating our networks. So it helps to free our minds for hinking in new ways. One funny little quote that demonstrates what I am talking about is included below.

In this RFC there is mention of the first IP model and addressing architecture, and it quotes RFC 791, which defined IPv4 and the IPv4 address:

Addresses are fixed length of four octets (32 bits). An address begins with a one-octet network number, followed by a three-octet local address. This three-octet field is called the “rest” field. This is how far we have come. Now project this into the future with the vast IPv6 address space in mind. Making meaningful use of the new address architecture and the enormous space will write the next chapter of the evolution of the IP model.

The vast IPv6 address space opens up serious opportunities for the re-examination of the notion of address. The IETF has only allocated 1/8th of the IPv6 address space for current use. The remaining 7/8ths of the address space is still to be allocated. In consequence we may be able to interpret new segments of the IP address space in ways that are different from topological end points. This is precisely the reason that a focus on the future of IPv6 is so important at this point in the evolution of the Internet.

What’s New in IPv6?
IPv6 is an evolution of IPv4. The protocol is installed as a software upgrade in most devices and operating systems. If you buy up-to-date hardware and operating systems, IPv6 is usually supported and needs only activation or configuration. In many cases it is activated by default. Currently available transition mechanisms allow the step-by-step introduction of IPv6 without putting the current IPv4 infrastructure at risk.

Here is an overview of the main changes:

Extended address space
The address format is extended from 32 bits to 128 bits. This provides multiple IP addresses for every grain of sand on the planet. In addition, it also allows for hierarchical structuring of the address space in favor of optimized global routing.

Autoconfiguration
Perhaps the most intriguing new feature of IPv6 is its Stateless Address Autoconfiguration (SLAAC) mechanism. When a booting device in the IPv6 world comes up and asks for its network prefix, it can get one or more network prefixes from an IPv6 router on its link. Using this prefix information, it can autoconfigure for one or more valid global IP addresses by using either its MAC identifier or a private random number to build a unique IP address. In the IPv4 world, we have to assign a unique IP address to every device, either by manual configuration or by using DHCP. SLAAC should make the lives of network managers easier and save substantial cost in maintaining IP networks. Furthermore, if we imagine the number of devices we may have in our homes that will need an IP address in the future, this feature becomes indispensable. Imagine reconfiguring your DHCP server at home when you buy a new television! Stateless Address Autoconfiguration also allows for easy connection of mobile devices, such as a smartphone, when moving to foreign networks.

Simplification of header format
The IPv6 header is much simpler than the IPv4 header and has a fixed length of 40 bytes. This allows for faster processing. It basically accommodates two times 16 bytes for the Source and Destination address and only 8 bytes for general header information.

Improved support for options and extensions
IPv4 integrates options in the base header, whereas IPv6 carries options in so-called Extension headers, which are inserted only if they are needed. Again, this allows for faster processing of packets. The base specification describes a set of six Extension headers, including headers for routing, Quality of Service, and security.
Why Do We Need IPv6?
For historic reasons, organizations and government agencies in the United States used the largest part of the allocatable IPv4 address space. The rest of the world had to share what was left over. Some organizations used to have more IPv4 address space than the whole of Asia (where more than 50% of the world’s population live). This is one explanation of why the deployment of IPv6 in Asia is much more common than in Europe and the United States.

The IPv4 address space has a theoretical limit of 4.3 billion addresses. However, early distribution methods allocated addresses inefficiently. Consequently, some organizations obtained address blocks much larger than they needed, and addresses that could be used elsewhere are now unavailable. If it were possible to reallocate the IPv4 address space, it could be used much more effectively, but this process is not possible, and a global reallocation and renumbering is simply not practical. In addition to that it would not buy much, as even 4.3 billion addresses would not suffice for long at the current growth rate. We have to take into account that in the future we will need IP addresses for billions of devices. Vendors in all industries are developing monitoring, control, and management systems based on IP.

As the previous section shows, the IPv6 working group has done more than just extend the address space. For many complex networks of today and tomorrow, and for the number of IP devices of all types, the Autoconfiguration capability of IPv6 will be a necessity. The management of such services can’t be accomplished with traditional addressing methods, and Stateless Address Autoconfiguration will also help to reduce administrative costs for organizations.

The extended address space and the restoration of the original end-to-end model of the Internet allows for the elimination of Network Address Translation (NAT), in which a single or a few public IPv4 address(es) are used to connect a high number of users with private addresses to the Internet by mapping the internal addresses to the public address(es). NATs were introduced as a short-term fix for solving the address space limitations with IPv4, since IPv6 was not ready yet (refer to RFC 1631; the original NAT specification was obsoleted by RFC 3022 in 2001). NATs have become pretty common in IPv4 networks, but they create serious disadvantages in management and operation: in order to do the address mapping, NATs modify end node addresses in the IP header. Very often, Application Level Gateways (ALG) are used in conjunction with NAT to provide application-level transparency. There is a long list of protocols and applications that create problems when used in a NAT environment. IPsec and peer-to-peer applications are two well-known examples. Another known issue with NAT is the overlapping of private address space when merging networks, which requires either the renumbering of one of the networks or the creation of a complex address-mapping scheme. The amplification of limited address space, the primary benefit of NAT, is not needed with IPv6 and therefore is not supported by design.

By introducing a more flexible header structure (Extension headers), the protocol has been designed to be open and extensible. In the future, new extensions can easily be defined and integrated in the protocol set. Based on the fact that IPv4 has been in use for almost 30 years, the development of IPv6 was based on the experience with IPv4 and focused on creating an extensible foundation; you can expect it to last a long time.

Broadband penetration rates in many countries continue to accelerate and, in some cases, have reached 65% or more. This level of always-on connectivity with substantial bandwidth capacity means that there is greater opportunity for devices to be connected. And many consumer electronic manufacturers have taken advantage of this. Online gaming is no longer the sole purview of games on PCs. Gaming stations, such as Sony’s PlayStation 4, Xbox One, or Nintendo Wii U, have added capabilities to take them online. Many telecommunication carriers are providing television-type services (movies, audio content, etc.) over their IP networks. Even appliances, such as refrigerators, stoves, water heaters, and bathtubs, are getting connected. While it may seem rather silly to network-enable a bathtub, many of these devices are being connected to facilitate things such as power management, remote control, and troubleshooting,
and for telemetry/monitoring purposes. We are entering the age of smart buildings and smart cities. The end result of this network-enablement process is a greater number of devices that need addressing, many of which will not have standard user interfaces. In these cases, the IPv6 address space, coupled with features such as Neighbor Discovery, Stateless Autoconfiguration, and Mobile IPv6, will help to usher in a new era of computerization in the home, but hopefully without the enormous deployment headache that it would cause if it were attempted with the current protocol.

The growth of the wireless industry (both cellular and wireless networks) has been nothing short of phenomenal. In more and more countries the number of cell phones actually exceeds the number of people. In this world of continuous reachability and reliance on the ability to access information at any time, the mobility requirements for end users have become exceptionally important. From the carriers’ perspective, especially those supporting multiple media access types (e.g., 3G, WiMax, LTE), leveraging IP as the method of transporting and routing packets makes sense. Smartphones access the Internet, play games with other users, make phone calls, and even stream video content. Instead of supporting all of these functions using different transport protocols and creating intermediary applications to facilitate communications, it is far more efficient to leverage the existing network infrastructure of the Internet and a company’s network. We will see later that from a technical perspective, Mobile IPv6 is very elegant in its design, supporting mobile users in a highly efficient manner and providing the overlay mechanisms for users to maintain their connections when moving between networks, even if those networks do not use the same type of media access.

There still remain some questions about the value of IPv6 to the enterprise, and it is worth conceding that each organization needs to evaluate the benefits and best timing of IPv6 for their own internal use. In many instances, organizations can find clever ways to use IPv6 to solve “pain” issues without migrating their entire network. Adoption can occur in an incremental fashion with a plan that minimizes integration pain but also ensures that everything is ready when the time comes to “flip the switch.” As many case studies show, well-planned introduction costs substantially less than you would expect; the main cost-saving aspect is the fact that the advance planning lets you use all your refresh cycles, which minimizes cost. The step-by-step introduction allows you to learn as you go, thereby saving a lot of money and headaches, and you can do it without putting the current IPv4 infrastructure at risk.

But with all these thoughts and considerations, let’s not forget the most essential advantage of IPv6. With its new structure and extensions, IPv6 provides the foundation for a new generation of services. There will be devices and services on the market in the near future that cannot be developed with IPv4. This opens up new markets and business opportunities for vendors and service providers alike. The first-mover opportunities are substantial, as are the opportunities to extend current product life cycles by refreshing their technology with IPv6. On the other hand, it means that organizations and users will require such services in the mid-term. It is therefore advisable to integrate the new protocol carefully and in a nondisruptive manner, by taking one step at a time to prepare the infrastructure for these new services. This protects you from having to introduce a business-critical application based on IPv6 at unreasonably high cost with no time for thorough planning.

Common Misconceptions
When considering all these advantages, maybe the question should be: “Why not IPv6?” When talking to customers, we often find that they share a similar set of misconceptions preventing them from considering IPv6. Here are the most common ones:

“The introduction of IPv6 puts our current IP infrastructure—our networks and services—at risk.”

This concern is unsubstantiated. A major focus in IPv6’s development was to create integration mechanisms that allow both protocols to coexist peacefully. You can use IPv6 both in tandem with and independently of IPv4. It is possible to introduce IPv6 and use it for access to new services while retaining IPv4 to access legacy services. This not only ensures undisrupted access
to IPv4 services, but it also allows a step-by-step introduction of IPv6. I discuss these mechanisms in Chapter 7. Your biggest risk is to not take advantage of all the opportunities IPv6 offers. You can only use these opportunities if you plan while there is time.

“The IPv6 protocol is immature and hasn’t proven that it stands the test of time or whether it is capable of handling the requirements.”

This was a concern of many people back in 2006 when we published the second edition of this book. Now in 2014 this is not true anymore. Many ISPs and organizations are deploying IPv6, vendors are getting up to speed, and the working groups have developed and optimized mechanisms that help with the integration. There is no technical reason not to do IPv6.

“The costs of introducing IPv6 are too high.”

There will certainly be costs associated with adopting IPv6. In many cases, newer networks will find that the level of IPv6 support in their current infrastructure is actually high. Regardless, the transition will necessitate some hardware and software costs. Organizations will need to create new designs, review current concepts, train their IT staff, and may need to seek outside expertise in order to take full advantage of IPv6.

However, the cost savings associated with IPv6 are becoming easier to define. Networks based on IPv4 are becoming increasingly more complex. New IT services such as VoIP, instant messaging, video teleconferencing, IPTV, and unified communications are adding layers of middleware and complexity. Merging organizations or those conducting B2B transactions are implementing NAT overlap solutions that have high management costs and are difficult to troubleshoot. And a growing market of mobile devices and network appliances requires robust access models that are expensive and difficult to implement in an IPv4 world. In all of these cases, IPv6 presents a cleaner and more cost-effective model in the long run than IPv4 can provide. And the fact is that an investment in IPv4 is an investment in an end-of-life technology, while an investment in IPv6 is an investment in the future technology.

“With Stateless Address Autoconfiguration, we will not be able to control or monitor network access.”

While this statement may generally be true for networks that widely utilize Stateless Address Autoconfiguration, administrators will have a choice about their level of control. DHCPv6 as defined in RFC 3315 has been extended to support two general modes of operation, Stateful and Stateless. Stateful mode is what those who currently utilize DHCP (for IPv4) are familiar with, in which a node (DHCP client) requests an IP address and configuration options dynamically from a DHCP server. DHCPv6 also offers a Stateless mode in which DHCPv6 clients simply request configuration options from a DHCPv6 server and use other means, such as Stateless Address Autoconfiguration, to obtain an IPv6 address.

“Our Internet Service Provider (ISP) does not offer IPv6 services, so we can’t use it.”

You do not have to wait for your ISP to use IPv6 in your corporate or private network. If you want to connect to the global IPv6 Internet, you can use one of the transition mechanisms and tunnel your IPv6 packets over the IPv4 infrastructure of your ISP. This may be doable for smaller organizations. On the other hand, at the time of writing in 2014, you could expect a large ISP targeting enterprise customers to support IPv6. And this should be your standard requirement in any renewal of contract and SLAs (Service Level Agreements). If your ISP does not provide IPv6 services, consider finding a new provider.

“It would be too expensive and complex to upgrade our backbone.”

The transition mechanisms make it possible to use IPv6 where appropriate without dictating an order of upgrade. Usually for the backbone it is advisable to wait for the regular life cycle, when hardware needs to be exchanged anyway. Make sure to choose hardware that supports performance IPv6 routing. In the meantime, you can tunnel your IPv6 packets over the IPv4 backbone. Networks that use MPLS have an easy way to tunnel IPv6 packets over their IPv4 MPLS backbone. Read more about it in Chapter 7. More and more organizations are considering
migrating their backbone and data centers to IPv6 only with the next refresh or redesign cycle, because it substantially reduces operational cost. In this scenario we will start to tunnel IPv4 packets over IPv6 backbones. IPv4 as a service is the new keyword.

"It would be too complex and expensive to port all of our applications to IPv6."
The effort necessary to port applications to run over IPv6 is often much lower than expected. If an application is well written, it may simply run over IPv6 without modification. Instead of assuming that it won’t work, test it to find out. For applications that need modifications that are not yet available, or for applications in which porting does not make sense, there are mechanisms available that support IPv4 applications in IPv6 networks and IPv6 applications in IPv4 networks. Alternatively, you can run a dual-stack network, in which you use IPv4 to access IPv4 applications and IPv6 to access IPv6 applications. In any case it is recommendable for enterprise customers to start the planning process early and provide good labs for the application teams to test their applications before there is time pressure.

"We have enough IPv4 addresses; we don't need IPv6."
True—if you have enough IPv4 addresses, there may be no immediate need to integrate IPv6 today. But ignoring IPv6 for this reason is a perspective that assumes that your network stands completely isolated from the rest of the world, including your vendors, partners, and customers. IPv6 adoption is further along in Asia and Europe than in the United States, so even though you may have adequate address space for your operations in Denver, interconnecting with a partner organization in Tokyo may eventually become complicated if you do not support IPv6. Plus, the assumption that IPv6 is about address space only doesn’t account for the advanced features that IPv6 brings to the table.

When Is It Time for IPv6?
The answer in 2014 is now! If the rest of the world moves to IPv6 while you insist on continuing to use IPv4, you will exclude yourself from global communication and reachability. The risks if you wait too long include losing potential customers and access to new markets and the inability to use new IPv6-based business applications.

There is a golden rule in IT: “Never touch a running system.” As long as your IPv4 infrastructure runs well and fulfills your needs, there is no reason to change anything. But from now on, whenever you invest in your infrastructure, you should consider IPv6. An investment in the new technology gives it a much longer lifetime and keeps your network state-of-the-art.

These are the main indicators that it may be time for you to consider switching to or integrating IPv6:
You need to extend or fix your IPv4 network or NAT implementation.
You are running out of address space.
You want to prepare your network for applications that are based on advanced features of IPv6.
You need end-to-end security for a large number of users and you do not have the address space, or you struggle with a NAT implementation.
You need to replace your hardware or applications that are at the end of their life cycles. Make sure you buy products that support IPv6 adequately, even if you don’t enable it right away.
You want to introduce IPv6 while there is no time pressure.
The following provisions can be taken in order to prepare for IPv6 adequately:
Build internal knowledge, educate IT staff, and create a test network.
Include IPv6 in your IT strategy.
Design future-proof network, security, and service concepts while you have time.
Create integration scenarios based on your network and requirements.
Put IPv6 support on all of your hardware and software purchasing guidelines. Be specific about which features (RFCs) must be supported. Don’t forget to add IPv6 requirements to outsourcing and service contracts, as well as SLAs.
Compel your vendors to add IPv6 support to their products.
If you do this, you can determine the right moment for the introduction of IPv6 in your network. You can also assess whether a further investment in your IPv4 infrastructure makes sense or whether introducing IPv6 would be a better way to go.

There will be no “flag day” for IPv6 like there was for the 1983 move from NCP to IPv4. Probably there will be no killer application either, so don’t wait for one. Or as some people like to say, the killer application for IPv6 is the Internet. IPv6 will slowly and gradually grow into our networks and the Internet. Taking a step-by-step approach to IPv6 may be the most cost-efficient way to integrate it, depending on your requirements. This method does not put your current infrastructure at risk or force you to exchange hardware or software before you are ready, and it allows you to become familiar with the protocol, to experiment, to learn, and to integrate what you’ve learned into your strategy.

You may want to enable IPv6 in your public services first. Due to the lack of IPv4 addresses, ISPs that want to grow their customer base (and who does not want to do that?) make use of NAT-type mechanisms to extend their IPv4 address space. This includes CGN (Carrier Grade NAT), which means multiple customers share one single public IPv4 address and sit behind multiple layers of NAT.

These users may have a bad user experience accessing your IPv4 website, and for e-commerce or other more complex services it may even fail. The users will not know that it is the provider’s CGN causing the issue and will blame your website for their problems. If you provide your website dual-stack, these users can access it over IPv6 and bypass the IPv4 NATs.

IPv6 Status and Vendor Support
As previously mentioned, IPv6 is implemented in most up-to-date versions of routing and operating systems. For standard applications, assume that IPv6 support has already been added or will be added with their next major release at the latest. For creating an IPv6 integration plan for your corporate network, you will need to assess the status and degree of IPv6 support with each vendor individually. Many vendors have an information site that can often be found at http://www.<vendor>.com/ipv6.

It can be said that IPv6 support up to the network layer is mature, tested, and optimized. This includes routing, transition mechanisms, DNS, and DHCPv6.

Development is most active in the security, transition mechanism, IPv4/IPv6 MIB integration, and Mobile IPv6 areas. More work needs to be done in the areas of network management and firewalls. Vendors such as Cisco, Checkpoint, Juniper, and many others are working on these areas. The application area is continuously developing, and new applications will appear on the market that will make use of the advanced features of IPv6. Thanks to the transition mechanisms, you can still use IPv4 applications in IPv6 networks.

Predictions about when the world will end are about as consistent as the predictions about when IPv4 internet addresses will finally run out, but some IT security professionals say that is really the least of our worries.

A much bigger concern, they say, should be the security holes that will open up in many business organisations as the world moves over to internet protocol version six (IPv6).

This is an important aspect of the changeover that has been lost in all the hype around how IPv4 is about to run out of IP addresses assigned to each internet-connected device because of the explosion of internet users, devices and web services.

IPv6 will solve this problem because it provides over four billion times more addresses than IPv4, but in solving that problem, it could expose businesses to cyber attacks as hackers use IPv6 to bypass security controls and filters designed and configured for IPv4 traffic.
Although the move to IPv6 could be completed as soon as 2011 in China, this will take at least two more years in the US and elsewhere, so the security threat is a much more immediate and pressing problem than ensuring networks are ready for IPv6 traffic.

IPv6 attacks likely to increase with adoption
The number of IPv6 attacks is relatively small, but as we see a wider adoption to IPv6, we are much more likely to see an increase in attacks as well as a greater focus from attackers, says Raj Samani, chief technology officer, EMEA, McAfee.

Danger lurks where companies are adopting IPv6 because of its greater speed and efficiency without ensuring that their network defences are updated accordingly, says James Lyne, director of technology strategy at security firm Sophos.

But perhaps an even bigger danger is where companies are using IPv6 without being aware of it, because the latest versions of most network hardware devices and operating systems are IPv6-enabled by default.

"Any business that is using Windows Server 2008, Windows 7 or even Mac OS X and a growing number of applications, including Skype, could be using IPv6 without even knowing it," says James Lyne.

Security researchers have already seen widespread malware with IPv6-based command-and-control capabilities. Given the relative lack of attention paid to IPv6, this technique can bypass existing protection such as non-IPv6 enabled firewalls completely.

IPv6 uses a completely different scheme of IP addresses, which effectively means that the concept of a network border no longer exists as it is possible to have a single IP address that will work anywhere in the world.

The hierarchy has been redesigned, says Lyne, so the danger is that businesses will implement IPv6 in much the same way they did IPv4.

"All they will succeed in doing is solving the problem of too few IP addresses, while opening up a host of security vulnerabilities and without getting any of the benefits such a massive performance gains from IPv6's ability to handle much bigger data packets," he says.

Without careful planning, Lyne warns that businesses could end up accidentally running IPv4 and IPv6 in parallel, effectively nullifying security measures they have put around either protocol.

Security advantages of IPv6
Lyne is critical of supporters of IPv6 for selling IPv6 only in terms of additional IP addresses and performance gains, instead of the inherent security benefits, such as internet protocol security (IPsec) which was originally developed for IPv6 and back-engineered for use with IPv4.

"IPsec, which is optional in IPv4, is an integral and mandatory part of IPv6, making man-in-the-middle attacks much more difficult for hackers," he says.

Encryption is also mandatory, which automatically ensures a higher level of data protection than IPv4. Unlike its predecessor, IPv6 was built from the ground up to be capable of end-to-end encryption.

The encryption and integrity checking used in current VPNs is a standard component in IPv6, available for all connections and supported by all compatible devices and systems.
IPv6 is also much stronger from a security point of view for mobile devices, says Lyne, because each device gets a consistent IP address which enables businesses to define a security policy for each device that will apply wherever that device is used.

The abundance of IP addresses makes it possible to allocate businesses their own blocks of IP addresses, which in turn delivers another security benefit. With such blocks of IP under their control, says Lyne, businesses can apply security policies to all corporate IP addresses, making the process much more manageable.

The availability and abundance of global IPv6 addresses enable a business to create specific services for targeted users, ranging from customers, partners or employees from remote sites.

"Each service can be guarded by fine-grained security and access policy containers, thus simplifying the implementation and maintenance of external facing services," says Qing Li, chief scientist and senior technologist at Blue Coat Systems.

Security challenges of IPv6
While having a large number of IP addresses will benefit companies from a management point of view, it will also benefit cyber criminals. Not only will criminals be able to switch IP addresses frequently - making it difficult to track and trace them - but many existing security controls that rely on blacklisting malicious IP addresses will cease to be effective.

This is a problem, says Lyne, as he estimates around 90% of web filtering tools used by business today rely on blacklists. Once the world has moved to IPv6, criminals will be able to rotate IP addresses very quickly, which will severely challenge the effectiveness of blacklisting, and even grey- and whitelisting, he says.

Not only is older technology a potential security threat, so too is an older skill set.

"It is important to remember however, that the majority of security professionals and networking engineers are most familiar with protecting IPv4 networks and aware of the signs so as we move across to IPv6 a real risk is the relative skills shortage," says McAfee's Raj Samani.

Blue Coat's Qing Li points out that many IT managers have not had the opportunity to develop working knowledge of the technology nor have they gone through a transition like this in the past. "As a result, there is a potential to create security holes during the transition process. The most likely place for this to occur is in the creation of usage and security policies for IPv6. Not all of the existing corporate policies and rules that are implemented in IPv4 environments can simply be translated syntactically for IPv6 environments. Instead, they need to be rewritten. The lack of operational expertise makes it more likely that an IT manager will inadvertently create a security hole while writing those new policies," he says.

Also, in the traditional IPv4 infrastructure it is common to find network address translation (NAT) devices, which obscure an internal network's structure, but a NAT that performs the same type of duty is rarely found in IPv6 networks.

"Consequently, IT managers have been mostly managing private addresses that will eventually be translated into a single public address. Now the IT staff is faced with public address management at a grand scale and must figure out how to prevent internal users from creating secure tunnels to the outside, which may create corporate liability," says Li.

Avoid the security pitfalls of IPv6
Lyne says the switch over to IPv6 is an important opportunity to avoid the mistakes that were made with the implementation of IPv5 and SSL. Stricter IP address allocation processes that require proof that applicants represent a legitimate business, for example, could help address the problem of rapid IP address switching. But, he says, in the absence of any single recognised
internet authority, there is the risk that IPv6 implementation will lack co-ordination and, like IPv4 and SSL, will be determined organically and therefore lack the joined-up thinking required to ensure it is done in a way that makes the protocol as secure as it can be, with as few vulnerabilities as possible that can be exploited by criminals.

One of the challenges IPv6 poses to security suppliers is that they will have to re-write firewalls, but again, without any single organisation setting the agenda for how IPv6 will be deployed, says Lyne, the exact approach and requirements of doing this will be constantly changing as the situation evolves. This inability of security suppliers to anticipate how IPv6 will work in practice, is likely to create further opportunities for cyber criminals.

The lack of ownership by any single organisation is also one of the biggest reasons, says Lyne, that IPv6 adoption has been relatively slow, despite its speed, efficiency and security advantages over IPv4. But while the business world has been standing still, the cyber criminal world has been moving forward to apply the speed and efficiency benefits to their botnets or networks of hijacked computers. "Cyber criminals have long being capitalising on the fact that few people are filtering IPv6 traffic or even know how to," says Lyne.

While the mandatory encryption of IPv6 traffic is a good thing that will reduce the seriousness of data breaches that occur, it is a double-edged sword, as it also presents a challenge to government organisations who, once the transition to IPv6 is complete, will find their network traffic monitoring capabilities severely diminished.

The way ahead for IPv6 users
In the transition period, Lyne advises businesses turn off IPv6 until they are thoroughly prepared for the security implications of the new protocol and have updated all security filters and controls in their networks. Only switch IPv6 on, he says, once the controls are in place.

In terms of the technical concerns linked to IPv6 attacks facing companies, CIO'S should look out for rogue IPv6 devices, built-in ICMP and multicast, rogue IPv6 traffic and tunnels, says McAfee's Raj Samani.

There is no instant switch to the new protocol, says Lyne, so partial adoption means using tunnelling technologies to transport IPv6 over IPv4, and this kind of workaround is another potential source of confusion, misconfiguration and security gaps.

It is important businesses understand if their web security solution can rate and analyse IPv6 content because, without that ability, users will be vulnerable to attacks.

"The larger malware attack surface created by IPv6 also demands a real-time defence. In IPv4, we are already seeing very dynamic malware attack with the malware deliverable changing URLs more than 1,500 times in a single day, and we expect this trend to accelerate with the adoption of IPv6 and increase in number of available addresses," says Blue Coat's Qing Li.

He believes waiting a week or even 24 hours to analyse requests and update databases will leave users exposed to malware.

To truly protect their users, businesses need a web security defence that can analyse requests as they are made and deliver immediate protection when a new threat is discovered. Since individual users in a business may now be assigned a global IPv6 address and can create encrypted tunnels, it is important for the IT manager to have visibility into this encrypted traffic to eliminate security threats.

Business has been largely ignoring the inevitable transition to IPv6 since the early 1980s, and although IPv6 will not be the dominant standard tomorrow, businesses need to start planning today for the skills and hardware they will need to make the transition securely, says Lyne.
Businesses need to be more proactive on this issue, he says and challenge network hardware suppliers now about their strategies for IPv6. "Businesses should also ensure that any hardware they buy from now is IPv6 compatible, so when the time comes, they are ready."

"We are going to have to do this, so we may as well make use of the opportunity to apply the lessons learned from IPv4 and make serious advances in terms of security," says Lyne.

The transition to IPv6 is not something to be taken lightly and will require considerable effort, preparation and consideration because if done incorrectly or incompletely, the transition to IPv6 could leave gaping security holes in corporate networks.

The corporate perspective on IPv6
The Corporate IT Forum says members are taking a "wait and see" approach to IPv6 to ensure that the software and hardware are mature before implementation.

An IT head in the food distribution sector commented that he expects issues to be resolved by the time the company considers IPv6 in detail. A security and architecture manager in the hospitality industry says he does not perceive IPv6 to pose a significant threat due to any inherent risks in the standard.

One area starting to raise concerns, however, is risk due to a lack of comprehensive support for IPv6 security. Members are questioning whether the support in firewalls, ISPs, application proxies and the like is mature enough to be able to trust their own countermeasures to be doing a good enough role protecting the enterprise.

Fundamentally all bolt-ons are vulnerable and IPv6 is just that. One IT manager from the professional services sector is more concerned that organisations will become lazy due to IPv6 being perceived as more secure than IPv4.

With this level of complacency, it is unsurprising IPv6 has seen little press or uptake to date, says the Corporate IT Forum.

When quizzed further about the issues, members were not forthcoming leading the Forum to conclude that this has yet to reach the forefront of a team still challenged with user awareness, malware and phishing scams.

When people hear about IPv6-specific security issues, they frequently tend to rate this as an argument in favour of delaying or avoiding IPv6 deployment on their enterprise or campus network. Even without IPv6 being consciously deployed, however, some of the IPv6-related security issues were already introduced to most networks many years ago. The reason for this is simple: IPv6 is implemented in all common operating systems and enabled by default. We introduced hosts with these operating systems on our networks several years ago – be they clients on the office network or servers in a data centre or DMZ.

Since most, if not all, of today’s company networks are IPv6-enabled to a certain degree, they are attackable over IPv6. To make things worse, in contrast to IPv4, IPv6 brings along different kinds of autoconfiguration functionality, which can be misused. Network operators and security people who have neither basic IPv6 experience nor measures in place to detect IPv6-related attacks run a risk, and this risk is permanently increasing as the bad guys have already started to use IPv6. Bad guys are usually early adopters.

Let us look at some possible scenarios:

Rogue IPv6 router attracts traffic
In this scenario, the attacker has access to a local network segment. He is either an insider or has otherwise gained physical access to the network. Maybe he managed to compromise and
take over one system on the network segment. He can now send periodic IPv6 Router Advertisements (ICMPv6 Type 134 messages) to the local network.

**FIGURE 3:** IPv6 in the OS history.

**FIGURE 4:** Scenario 1.  
*Attacker bypasses IP based access control*

**FIGURE 5:** Scenario 2.
All nodes on the network that have IPv6 Stateless Address Autoconfiguration (SLAAC) enabled – which is the default – will consequently configure global routable IPv6 addresses and a default IPv6 route to the attacker’s node.

As a result, all former IPv4-only nodes on the network are now dual-stack nodes and have native IPv6 connectivity, with the attacker serving as the next hop.

Here the attacker wants to access a resource (in this case a database server) protected by IP-based access control (IPv4 ACLs). He again sends Router Advertisements in order to configure IPv6 addresses on the desired machine. He might then be able to access the system via IPv6 because this “second door” is not protected by ACLs. This example applies to all devices protected by IP-based ACLs with only weak alternative access protection or none at all “because nobody can access it anyway”.

**Client bypasses firewall with IPv6 tunnel**

In the third scenario, we have a user on the local network whose network knowledge is up to date. He wants to access a resource that is blocked according to the local firewall policy. Since this resource is available over IPv6 as well, he tells his web browser to use IPv6. The client node does not have native IPv6 connectivity, so it tries one of its IPv6 tunnel mechanisms that are enabled and can configure automatically. Given that the local firewall does not filter IPv6 traffic that has been tunnelled over IPv4 to an exterior tunnel gateway, this user can access the otherwise blocked resource.

**Food for thought**

These are just three examples that show how IPv6 can affect your network security, even though you have never consciously deployed IPv6. There are a number of others. The following questions may help you to assess whether your network security is at risk:

- Do you see IPv6 traffic on your network? (Monitoring)
- Are you sure your firewalls filter (tunneled) IPv6 traffic?
- Do you have enough knowledge about IPv6 and its specific attacks to detect them?
- Do you rely on IP-based ACLs – which are ineffective for IPv6?

If you did not answer “yes” to the first three questions and “no” to the last one, then it seems you have a new item to add to your “to do” list.

### 2.9 NTP Attacks

In this article I am going to illustrate how NTP is vulnerable to attacks like replay-delay attacks, MITM, and a very recent attack termed as NTP DDoS (which is a kind of amplification attack used to flood the intended target with a response from the NTP server that can be 350 times bigger than the original request), and how the NTP security model addresses some of these concerns and future design considerations.

Network Time Protocol (NTP): NTP is used to synchronize the time of the computer within a few milliseconds of Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). It can be implemented in various models like client-server and peer-to-peer. The current version of NTP is ntpv4 and uses the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and port number 123. In a client-server model, the client sends a packet mode 4 to the server and the server responds back with a packet mode 3 and provides synchronization to them. NTP uses a hierarchical model of time sources. Each layer is termed as stratum, with stratum 0 being the parent of whole layer. This layer is comprised of timekeeping devices such as atomic clocks, GPS clocks and radio clocks. Further down, the next layer is named as stratum 1, which is comprised of computer systems whose devices are synchronized to a few microseconds with their attacked stratum 0 devices. Then a stratum 2 layer, which is connected over a network to stratum 1 devices. Only stratum 0 to 15 are valid.
NTP Security Model
Intruders can play with this protocol to clog the network with big response packets (recent DDoS amplification attack), disrupt some time-dependent critical service, etc. There are various types of attacks that are possible on NTP. Some of them are discussed below:

- A replay attack in which an intruder replays one or more packets.
- Man in the middle attack (MITM) in which an intruder can intercept the packets between authentic client and server.
- A delay attack in which packets between client and server are delayed for a constant or variable time but left unchanged.
- A DDoS attack in which an attacker finds a vulnerable machine, makes it a bot master, and infects other vulnerable systems with malware. NTP DDoS is a type of reflective DDoS attack in which an attacker sends spoofed SYN packets so that when the server replies to the spoofed packet, replies goes to the spoofed IP in the SYN packet. In DDoS, amplification factor is used by attackers to increase the traffic volume in an attack. Results have shown that in an NTP DDoS attack, an attacker who has 1 GB of bandwidth can generate the attack with amplification factor close to 250 GB. More on this will be covered later in this article.

NTP Hierarchical Security Model
So let’s first understand the security model of NTP. The below section covers the security layers in NTP, the various attacks possible, and how each layer protects against the respective attack projected at.

Let’s discuss these layers further.
On-Wire Protocol Layer: The underlying protocol which is used to transfer packets between client and server. To detect duplicate packets and bogus packets, the wire protocol uses a 64 bit timestamp in the NTP packet, which is very unlikely for an intruder to guess. Detection of a duplicate packet is called a loopback test, and whenever a duplicate packet is found, it is discarded. Thus this layer protects attacks such as replay attacks.

Message Digest Layer: Packets between client and server can be intercepted and changed, except the transmit timestamp. To protect against these attacks, NTP has a message digest layer that uses symmetric key cryptography to compute a message digest. The message digest is computed using algorithms such as MD5 using a secret key and appending a Message Authentication Code (MAC) along with NTP and extension protocol. The MAC consists of a 32 bit key ID followed by a message digest. An algorithm such as MD5 then computes the message hash of the message digest and concatenates that with the NTP packet header. When packets are transmitted, the digest is computed and inserted in the MAC, and when packets are received, the digest is compared with the digest in the MAC, and the packet is only accepted when two digests are equal. However when a large number of clients are required, this is not suitable.

Autokey Sequence Key: In order to provide authenticity of NTP packets, an auto sequence layer is used to provide authenticity using public key cryptography and also digital signatures which are used only in responses from server to client. In client-server mode, the server distributes a unique cookie per client. The server computes the client cookie as the MD5 hash of the autokey with client and IP addresses of server, a key ID of zero and the server cookie. On receiving a request, the server returns the encrypted client cookie and the responses are signed using the server private sign key. The client on the other side decrypts the client cookie and verifies it using the server public key, which is contained in the certificate. For subsequent requests, both client and server calculate and verify the message digest. So an intruder cannot forge a packet until the possession of client cookie, which is further bound to a server signature.

However, a vulnerability known as cookie snatcher exists, where an intruder is able to wiretap the client cookie request to learn the client and server IP addresses. The intruder then launches a client cookie request using its own public encryption key. Using the client cookie, the middleman can masquerade as the legitimate server and inject bogus packets acceptable to the client.
The Autokey Protocol Layer: This protocol layer is used to retrieve certificates and identity keys. There are different key pairs, such as:

- **Host Keys**: These keys are used to encrypt client cookie.
- **Sign Keys**: These keys are used on certificates to verify signatures on extension fields. Changing the sign keys will set up the need to regenerate all the certificates.
- **Identity keys**: these keys are used to authenticate sign keys to avoid masquerade attacks.

Below is the process defined for client-server mode.

**Client-Server Mode**

Client-server mode is the most deployed for a time server and thousands of clients. All the exchanges must be in proper order. The exchange begins when the client sends an association request including its X.509 distinguished name along with its available cryptographic options. The response from the stateless server sends an association response including its X.509 distinguished name and available cryptographic options. The client, after selecting from the available options, sends a certificate request specifying the server distinguished name. The server sends the certificate signed by the server private sign key for positive identification. This design is vulnerable to the cookie snatcher attack.

So, we have seen that signing and message digest are even susceptible to an attack known as cookie snatcher attack. Let's understand what exactly a cookie snatcher attack is and a design consideration to stop it.

The cookie snatcher attack happens at the on-wire protocol layer, thus exposing client cookie and message digest. This attack can be defended by adopting an agreement scheme the same way as the TLS handshake protocol, in which client sets message digest key as a nonce and encrypts the key using server public sign key on its certificate and sends that encrypted key during the exchange. Server in turn then decrypts it with its private key and saves the digest key for future use.

**NTP DDoS Amplification Attack**

Recently, an attack termed as NTP DDoS amplification attack has been realized worldwide. So what is an amplification factor?

Amplification Factor: Amplification is the factor by which the volume of an attack increases. An attacker can trigger an NTP attack by initiating a request message which is of few bytes in size and because a command like monlist (defined later) can make the server to respond with a packet of very very big size. Recent attacks have been seen to have an amplificatory factor of 350+.

How NTP DDoS Attack Works

NTP protocol by design uses UDP to operate, which does not require any handshake like TCP, thus no record of the request. So, NTP DDoS amplification attack begins when an attacker crafts packets with a spoofed source IP to make the packets appear to be coming from the intended target and sends them to NTP server. Attacker initially crafts the packet of few bytes, but NTP responds with a large amount of data thus adding to amplification of this attack.

**MONLIST command:** It is a NTP protocol command which has very little use, but it is this command which is the main culprit for this attack. However, the use of MONLIST command is to give details of the last 600 clients that have connected to the NTP time service. Below is the command syntax:

Resolution or Mitigation Steps for DDoS Amplification Attack

Below are some of the ways in which NTP DDoS attack can be mitigated:

Update the NTP server: All versions of ntpd server prior to 4.2.7 are vulnerable to this attack by default. So upgrade the ntpd servers to the latest version.
For ntpd servers which cannot be upgraded to the latest version, disable the monlist functionality on NTP servers by adding the noquery directive to the restrict default line in ntp.conf like below:

- restrict default kod nomodify notrap nopeer noquery
- restrict -6 default kod nomodify notrap nopeer noquery

Like other DDoS attacks, attacker usually spoofs the source IP address in this attack as well. So organizations should restrict forged traffic. This mitigation technique is listed in BCP 38. Analysis has shown that attackers place their system inside network range 204.69.207.0/24. So by restricting transit traffic which originates from downstream network to known, this problem of address spoofing can be virtually eliminated. Take a look at the picture below:

For example, in the above figure, the ISP provides connectivity to Attacker (204.69.207.0/24) and all traffic originating from Attacker’s machine is filtered on the ingress link to router 2, thus providing connectivity to Attacker’s machine and filtering traffic that have originated with source address other than mentioned the range 204.69.207.0/24 thus prohibiting the attack from using an invalid IP address.

ISPs should regularly check their exposed services from a security perspective to close any vulnerable services before they are abused by attackers.

Organizations should implement tighter Access Control Lists (ACLs) in their public facing transit edges across layer 3 devices like switches and hardware based routers. This will help to mitigate the malicious traffic (NTP DDoS) from reaching targeted resources; however since the attack amplification factor is so large, mostly transit edge devices get clogged.

Disable the remote execution of monlist command. For example, most Unix/Linux distributions support monlist from a localhost and not from a remote host. Check this monlist execution with following command:

As part of Rapid7 Labs’ Project Sonar, among other things, we scan the entire public IPv4 space (minus those who have opted out) looking for listening NTP servers. During this research we discovered some unknown NTP servers responding to our probes with messages that were entirely unexpected. This lead to the writing of an NTP fuzzer in Metasploit in the hopes of understanding what NTP implementations would respond in this or other anomalous manner in various configurations. This, in turn, resulted in finding six previously unpublished vulnerabilities in NTP Project's NTP implementation. One of these is similar in terms of severity to the NTP MON_GETLIST amplification vulnerability described in CVE-2013-5211 that was the source of record-sized DRDoS attacks in late 2013 and early 2014. All NTP instances vulnerable to CVE-2013-5211 are likely also vulnerable to these six new vulnerabilities, putting the number of public, vulnerable systems at approximately 65,000 based on a recent analysis.

Background
To fully grasp these vulnerabilities it is important to have a brief understanding of the technology in question (NTP), the vulnerability type (traffic amplification) and the attacks that frequently result from the abuse of these vulnerabilities (DRDoS).

NTP is the Network Time Protocol and serves to keep the clock of a computer system in sync. Properly synchronized clocks play a critical role in logging, authentication, cryptography and general system sanity, and as such NTP can be found in some manner in nearly all environments. NTP has been evolving for over 30 years and has seen four revisions its protocol. While there are numerous NTP implementations for both clients and servers, the NTP software provided by the Network Time Foundation's Network Time Protocol project powers the vast majority.

A traffic amplification vulnerability occurs when the number or size of any resulting responses is greater than that of the initiating request. These types of vulnerabilities are nearly exclusively limited to just UDP protocols and see frequent enough abuse to justify a notice from US-CERT. When discussing traffic amplification vulnerabilities, an amplification factor is used to describe the
relationship between the total size or total number of responses as compared to that of the original request. For example, a vulnerability where a single 1-byte UDP message results in 3 responses of arbitrary size can be said to have a 3x packet amplification factor. Similarly, a vulnerability where a single 8-byte UDP message results in an 800-byte response can be said to have a 100x bandwidth amplification factor.

Distributed Reflective Denial of Service (DRDoS) attacks abuse traffic amplification flaws to overwhelm third-party targets. In a typical attack, an attacker will forge UDP packets with a source address of their intended target and a destination address of the system vulnerable to traffic amplification. With enough traffic amplifiers, because the number or size of each resulting response is larger than that of the forged request, a target can very quickly become overwhelmed with the responses coming from the affected UDP service. While DRDoS attacks continue to be effective, they generally only exploit vulnerabilities where the traffic amplification factor is large enough to overwhelm the target.

This particular disclosure describes traffic amplification vulnerabilities in the Network Time Protocol project's NTP implementation that could be used in DRDoS attacks.

### 2.10 Network Logging and Monitoring Tools

- Handy and customizable Api Monitor with advanced filtering capabilities. Standalone version for 32/64bit systems.
- Filemon 7.04 for Nt/Xp/… – Filemon for Nt/Xp/… on Amd64 – Filemon source code
- The famous file monitor
- Ice Sword v1.22
- An effective tool against rootkits, with a lot of additional functions like process dumper/killer/explorer, raw disk access monitor and much more.
- Process Explorer 16.04
- Process Explorer shows you information about which handles and DLLs processes have opened or loaded.
- ProcMon 3.1
- Monitor file system, Registry, process, thread and DLL activity in real-time aka Regmon + Filemon
- Regmon 7.04 for Nt/Xp/… – Regmon for Nt/Xp/… on Amd64 – Regmon source code
- The famous registry monitor
- Spy++ v11.00.50727
- Spying tool with point-and-click Handle/ID grabbing

Extromatica Network Monitor

Extromatica Network Monitor is a network monitoring application created and maintained by Extromatica company. It is designed to monitor network hardware, servers and network services for faults and performance degradation. It alerts users when things go wrong and again when they get better. This software supports a variety of real-time notification mechanisms, including SMS.

The development of this software started in 1999 as internal project by Maxim Perenesenko and Yuri Zaitsev. After 2 years of development it was released as Network Eagle Monitor. It took one more year until first stable release in 2002.

Now, this software is maintained by Extromatica company and has name Extromatica Network Monitor.
- Testing IP channel between monitoring system and another computer or network device with ICMP protocol.
- Checking accessibility of TCP based services like (SMTP, POP3, HTTP, NNTP, FTP, SSH), and so on.
• Checking availability and responsiveness of FTP servers.
• Checking availability and responsiveness of HTTP/HTTPS servers.
• Checking content of Web page by searching for specified substring.
• Monitoring free/used space on a disk or a network share.
• Testing local or remote (Windows share) directory for changes.
• Periodically running external commands or batch scripts and check the return code.
• Accessibility testing of ODBC data source or native MS SQL data source. Running SQL query and check the return result as an option.
• Executing script tests. They can be written on Visual Basic Script, JavaScript or other languages supported by the operating system (ActiveScript technology). For example: Active Python, ActivePerl.
• Monitoring a process either on the local or remote machine by its Process identifier or process name.
• Monitoring local or remote Windows Event Log for specified messages.
• Communicating with a Windows machine to determine if a specified Windows Service is running and responding.
• Monitoring the content of specified file for changes by calculating MD5 hash or searching for substring. This check can test files inside archives.
• Monitoring the status of local or network printer. You can track more than twenty events, such as out of paper, jammed paper, out of toner and much more.
• Testing Remote Access Service connection.
• Monitoring various parameters of SNMP enabled computer or device.
• LDAP server accessibility testing and LDAP directory content checking.
• System performance - monitoring CPU loading, memory loading of local or remote Windows computer.

Alerts and actions
• Displaying a popup-window with information about events.
• Executing external program.
• Playing a sound file.
• Sending an e-mail message with the information about event.
• Writing event to Syslog.
• Sending user-defined message to the Windows Event Log.
• Executing script alerts. Alerts can be written on Visual Basic Script, JavaScript or other languages supported by the operating system (ActiveScript technology).
• Rebooting local or remote computer.
• Changing running state of Windows service, local or remote.
• Running user-defined SQL query.
• Sending SMS messages.

2.11 Microsoft Product Activation

Microsoft Product Activation is a DRM technology used by Microsoft Corporation in several of its computer software programs, most notably its Windows operating system and its Office productivity suite. The procedure enforces compliance with the program's end-user license agreement by transmitting information about both the product key used to install the program and the user's computer hardware to Microsoft, inhibiting or completely preventing the use of the program until the validity of its license is confirmed.

The procedure has been met with significant criticism by many consumers, technical analysts and computer experts, who argue that it is poorly designed, highly inconvenient and ultimately does
nothing to prevent software piracy. The process has been successfully circumvented on multiple occasions.

Process[edit]

Before activation
The Activation Wizard in Office 2010
When installing a retail copy of Windows or Office, the user is asked to input a unique product key supplied on a certificate of authenticity included with the program, which is later verified during activation.[1] Immediate activation is not required following installation, but the program must be activated within a specific period of time in order to continue to function properly. Throughout this grace period, the user will be periodically reminded to activate the program, with warnings becoming more frequent over time.

Certain versions of Windows and Office are available under a volume license, where a single product key is used for multiple installations. Programs purchased under this license must still be activated, with the exception of Windows XP and all versions of Office released prior to Office 2010. Businesses using this licensing system have the option of using Microsoft’s activation servers or creating and managing their own.

If Windows is pre-installed on a computer by an original equipment manufacturer (OEM), the operating system is automatically activated without the need for interaction from the user.[10] In this case, the copy of Windows installed does not use the product key listed on the certificate of authenticity, but rather a master product key issued to OEMs called a System Locked Pre-installation (SLP) key. On each boot, Windows confirms the presence of specific information stored in the BIOS by the manufacturer, ensuring the activation only remains valid on that computer, even if the product key is used on another machine.

After grace period
If activation is not performed within the grace period or fails because of an illegal or invalid product key, the following restrictions will be imposed on the user:
In Windows XP, Windows Server 2003 and Windows Server 2003 R2, after a grace period of 30 days, the operating system cannot be used at all until the activation process is completed successfully.

In Windows Vista, after a grace period of 30 days, the operating system will boot only into a reduced functionality mode. The reduced functionality varies based on whether the operating system is simply out of grace or has undergone a failed activation. In the former case, built-in games and premium features like Windows Aero are disabled, and the system is rebooted every hour; in the latter case, certain premium features are disabled and some content is not available from Windows Update.

In Windows Vista SP1, Windows 7, Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server 2008 R2, after a grace period of 30 days (60 days for Windows Server 2008), the operating system will add a text message in the bottom-right hand corner of the screen stating that the copy of Windows in question is not valid, set the desktop background to black, allow only critical and security updates to be downloaded from Windows Update and give periodic reminders to activate the operating system. However, the operating system otherwise functions normally.

In Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows Server 2012 and Windows Server 2012 R2, the 30-day grace period has been removed. If the operating system is not activated, there is a watermark showing the edition of Windows (although it does not show to activate) on desktop, personalization features in PC Settings like changing the lock screen is disabled. Entire Screen notification appears periodically. However, the operating system otherwise functions normally.

In Office XP, Office 2003, Office 2007, Office 2010, and Office 2013, after a grace period of 30–60 days for Office 2010 and 14–60 days in Office 2013 or opening the program 25 times for
Office 2007 and 50 times for Office 2003 and XP, the programs will enter a reduced functionality mode, where files can be viewed but not edited.

When activation takes place, the program saves a record of the verification data in the user's computer. If the system is booted up with significant hardware changes, the application will likely require reactivation to prevent the same copy of the program being installed on two different systems.

During activation
Activation is performed with a utility supplied with Windows and Office called the Activation Wizard. It can be performed either over the Internet or by telephone.[1] When activating over the Internet, the Activation Wizard automatically transmits and receives verification data to and from Microsoft servers, completing the process without any interaction by the user.[22] Activation by telephone requires that a user and a Microsoft agent verbally exchange activation information. In this case, an installation ID is generated, which is then read to the agent. The agent verifies the information and replies with a confirmation ID, which is then typed into the Activation Wizard.

The Activation Wizard generates verification data primarily based on information about hardware in the computer. In Windows XP, information about the following eight categories of hardware is included:
- Display adapter
- SCSI adapter
- IDE adapter
- Network adapter MAC address
- RAM amount range (e.g. 0-512 MB)
- Processor type and serial number
- Hard drive device and volume serial number
- Optical drive (e.g. DVD-ROM)

The verification data is also based on the product key entered during activation. In some cases, the product key is checked against a list of known illegally distributed keys.[23].

Certain retail copies of Windows and Office sold in certain countries classified as emerging markets have geographical activation restrictions, which only allow the user to activate the product within the indicated region.

After activation
If activation completes successfully, the user can continue to use the application without any further issues or impediments.

2.12 Half-open Ports
In a port scan based on SYN packets, the scanner machine sends out SYN packets to the different ports of a remote machine.

When the scanner machine receives a SYN+ACK packet in return for a given port, the scanner can be sure that the port on the remote machine is open. It is the “duty” of a good port-scanner to immediately send back to the target machine an RST packet in response to a received SYN+ACK packet so that the half-open TCP circuit at the target is closed immediately.

TCP SYN Scan: “half-open” scan, look for SYN-ACK, then send RESET, in this case the target system will not record the attempted connection. It is faster than the TCP connect scan.

2.13 Honey Pot Systems
Honey Pot Systems are decoy servers or systems setup to gather information regarding an attacker or intruder into your system. It is important to remember that Honey Pots do not replace other traditional Internet security systems; they are an additional level or system.
Honey Pots can be setup inside, outside or in the DMZ of a firewall design or even in all of the locations although they are most often deployed inside of a firewall for control purposes. In a sense, they are variants of standard Intruder Detection Systems (IDS) but with more of a focus on information gathering and deception.

An example of a Honey Pot systems installed in a traditional Internet security design: A Honey Pot system is setup to be easier prey for intruders than true production systems but with minor system modifications so that their activity can be logged or traced. The general thought is that once an intruder breaks into a system, they will come back for subsequent visits. During these subsequent visits, additional information can be gathered and additional attempts at file, security and system access on the Honey can be monitored and saved.

Generally, there are two popular reasons or goals behind setting up a Honey Pot: Learn how intruders probe and attempt to gain access to your systems. The general idea is that since a record of the intruder’s activities is kept, you can gain insight into attack methodologies to better protect your real production systems.

Gather forensic information required to aid in the apprehension or prosecution of intruders. This is the sort of information often needed to provide law enforcement officials with the details needed to prosecute.

The common line of thought in setting up Honey Pot systems is that it is acceptable to use lies or deception when dealing with intruders. What this means to you when setting up a Honey Pot is that certain goals have to be considered.

Those goals are:

The Honey Pot system should appear as generic as possible. If you are deploying a Microsoft NT based system, it should appear to the potential intruder that the system has not been modified or they may disconnect before much information is collected.

You need to be careful in what traffic you allow the intruder to send back out to the Internet for you don’t want to become a launch point for attacks against other entities on the Internet. (One of the reasons for installing a Honey Pot inside of the firewall!).

You will want to make your Honey Pot an interesting site by placing "Dummy" information or make it appear as though the intruder has found an "Intranet" server, etc. Expect to spend some time making your Honey Pot appear legitimate so that intruders will spend enough time investigating and perusing the system so that you are able to gather as much forensic information as possible.

Some caveats exist that should be considered when implementing a Honey pot system. Some of the more important are:

The first caveat is the consideration that if the information gathered from a Honey Pot system is used for prosecution purposes, it may or may not be deemed admissible in court. While information regarding this issue is difficult to come by, having been hired as an expert witness for forensic data recovery purposes, I have serious reservations regarding whether or not all courts will accept this as evidence or if non-technical juries are able to understand the legitimacy of it as evidence.

The second main caveat for consideration is whether hacking organizations will rally against an organization that has set "traps" and make them a public target for other hackers. Examples of this sort of activity can be found easily on any of the popular hacker’s sites or their publications.
Levels or Layers of Tracking
The information provided on an intruder depends on the levels of tracking that you’ve enabled on your Honey Pot. Common tracking levels include the firewall, system logs on the Honey Pot and sniffer-based tools.

Firewall Logs
Firewalls are useful as part of the overall Honey Pot design for many reasons. Most firewalls provide activity-logging capabilities which can be used to identify how an intruder is attempting to get into a Honey Pot. I liken firewall logs to router logs; they can both be set to trap and save packets of a pre-determined type. Remember that when setting up the firewall, you would normally want to log ALL packets going to the Honey Pot system, as there should be no legitimate reason for traffic going to or from the Honey Pot.

Reviewing the order, sequence, time stamps and type of packets used by an intruder to gain access to your Honey Pot will help you identify the tools, methodology being used by the intruder and their intentions (vandalism, data theft, remote launch point search, etc.). Depending on the detail capabilities of logging on your firewall you may or not be able to gain considerable information from these logs.

Another useful function of many firewalls is their notification capabilities. Most firewalls can be configured to send alerts by email or pager to notify you of traffic going to or from your Honey Pot. This can be extremely useful in letting you review intruder activity WHILE it’s happening.

System Logs
Unix and Microsoft NT seem to have the lion share of the Internet server markets. Luckily, both operating systems have logging capabilities built into their operating systems, which help identify what changes or attempts have been made. It should be noted that out-of-the-box, Unix offers superior logging capabilities as compared to Microsoft NT.

Some of their out-of-the-box logging capabilities include:
Microsoft NT
Security – Available from Event Viewer
User Management – Needs to be enabled through User Manager
Running Services – Netsvc.exe needs to be manually run and compared to baseline.

Unix
User activity logs – utmp, wtmp, btmp, lastlog, messages
Syslogd – An important option is that it can log to a remote server! The range of facilities and priorities available through syslogd is very good.
There are also several tools available that greatly increase the information that can be gathered. Many of the Unix tools are public domain, while many of the Microsoft NT tools are not.

Sniffer Tools
Sniffer tools provide the capability of seeing all of the information or packets going between the firewall and the Honey Pot system. Most of the sniffers available are capable of decoding common tcp packets such as Telnet, HTTP and SMTP. Using a sniffer tool allows you to interrogate packets in more detail to determine which methods the intruder is trying to use in much more detail than firewall or system logging alone.

An additional benefit to sniffer tools is that they can also create and store log files. The log files can then be stored and used for forensic purposes.

Honey Pot Solutions
Implementation of a Honey Pot solution as part of a security system first involves the decision of whether to purchase a commercial solution or decide to develop your own.
Building a Honey Pot
There is a variety of public domain tools and software available that can be useful to help you setup a Honey Pot as well as many sites dedicated to helping guide you through the process. Most tools seem to have originated on the Unix platform, while many have been ported to Microsoft NT.

What you will need to create or develop your own Honey Pot system are a minimum of the following components and considerable configuration time:
A Workstation or PC. It appears as though an Intel-based workstation is fine.
An operating system. I prefer BSD Unix or RedHat as there are more tools available for the Unix platform than NT.

Sniffer package.
Commercial Honey Pot Systems
There are a variety of commercial Honey Pot systems available. The operating systems most widely supported are Microsoft NT and Unix. As many of the commercial product have been released in the past 12 – 18 months, some of them are still in relatively early versions. I tried to find information regarding market share but wasn’t able to find any published statistics.

2.14 DNS Hacking
DNS is a naming system for computers that converts human readable domain names e.g. (infosecinstitute.com) into computer readable IP-addresses. However some security vulnerabilities exist due to misconfigured DNS nameservers that can lead to information disclosure about the domain. This forms an important step of the Information Gathering stage during a Penetration test or Vulnerability assessment. In this article we will look at the following areas.

DNS Basics
Resource records and the Zone file
DNS Lookup and Reverse DNS Lookup
Understanding Wildcard Entries
DNS Zone transfer
DNS Bruteforcing

1) DNS Basics-DNS converts human readable domain names into IP-addresses. This is because domain names are much easier to remember than IP-addresses. This process may take place through a local cache or through a zone file that is present on the server. A zone file is a file on the server that contains entries for different Resource Records (RR). These records can provide us a bunch of information about the domain. We will look more into Resource Records and the zone file in the next section.

So Let’s understand how DNS resolution works. Let’s say the user opens up the browser and types in infosecinstitute.com. It is now the responsibility of the DNS resolver in the user's operating system to fetch the IP address. It first checks it's local cache to see if it can find a record for the queried domain name. A cache usually contains a mapping of IP-addresses to hostnames which are saved during recent lookups so that the resolver does not have to fetch the IP address again and again. If it can't find the IP address in it's cache it queries the DNS server to see if it has a record for it. A DNS server is usually given to you by the ISP or you can manually set up a DNS server for yourself. If it still can't find the IP Address then it goes through a process or recursive DNS query in which it queries different nameservers to get the IP-address of the domain. As soon as it finds the IP-address it returns the IP-address back to the user and also caches it for it's future use.

Let's do a quick demo. We are going to use the “nslookup” utility for this demo. Just type in the commands as shown in the figure below.

Nslookup Intro
a) In the second line we set the type = a . This means that we are querying for the A records which will return us an IP-address in return for the domain we query. We will look more into records in the next section.

b) As soon as we type in google.com we get an output showing the server and an IP-address#port. This server is basically the current DNS server that will be serving our request. In this case it is 10.0.1.1 and the port no is 53. This is because DNS uses UDP port 53 to serve its requests. We can also set the current DNS server by using the command “server Ip-address”.

c) The third line in the output shows “Non-authoritative answer”. This basically means that our DNS server queried an external DNS server to fetch the IP-address. Below we can see all the IP-addresses associated with google.com. This is usually the case with large organizations. They use multiple servers to serve the request as one server is generally not capable of handling all the requests.

2) Resource Records and the Zone file - A Zone file is basically a text file present on the server hosting the domain that contains entries for different resource records. Each line is represented by a different record .In some cases these records may exceed one line and hence must be enclosed within a parantheses. Each zone file must start with a Start of Authority (SOA) record containing an authoritative nameserver for the domain (for e.g. ns1.google.com for google.com ) and an email address of someone responsible for the management of the nameserver.

Different types of Resource Records exist within a Zone file. However we are going to discuss some of the important ones

A Records- Maps an IP Address to a hostname. For e.g. 74.125.236.80 for google.com.

NS Records- Delegates a given zone to use the given authoritative nameserver. For e.g. ns1.google.com is an authoritative nameserver for google.com.

MX Records- This basically tells us which server is responsible for receiving mails sent to that domain name.

TXT Records- This consists of arbitrarily human readable text in a record.

CNAME Records- Gives an alias of one name to another.

Let’s do a demo to make this clear. I have purposely added some records in my website searching-eye.com for this article, so they may not be available when you perform this, however you can try the same exercise on other domains, type in the commands as shown in the figure below.

Nslookup Detail

a) In the first command in nslookup I set the type to A which means I want IP-address for a particular domain. I type in the domain name as the second command and get the corresponding IP-address for it.

b) In the third command I set the type to NS as I am interested in finding the nameservers for searching-eye.com. Type in the domain name as the fourth command and we get the corresponding nameservers for the domain searching-eye.com. Note that finding the nameservers can give us some information about the hosting provider of the domain. Some large organizations use their own nameservers e.g. ns2.google.com.

c) I now set the current server to one of the nameservers, this is because I am interested in finding the latest information about the domain. Note that querying from your own dns server may not give you the accurate information every time. I set the type to MX and again type in the
domain name. What we get is a list of mail servers responsible for handling emails sent to that domain. The number before them denotes the priority with which to fetch mails. Lower the number, higher the priority.

d) Next i set the type to CNAME and type in a subdomain, i get a canonical name as infosecinstitute.com. This means any request to the queried domain (in this case prateek.searching-eye.com) will be redirected to infosecinstitute.com.
I will take this moment to introduce DIG which is a handy little tool, we can also do the same queries using DIG. Let’s search for MX records in the same domain. I would suggest you try querying for the other domains yourself.

Dig Intro

3) DNS Lookup and Reverse DNS Lookup
DNS Lookup-Let’s perform a DNS Lookup ourselves for infosecinstitute.com. We will do this by traversing the entire DNS hierarchy from the root servers to the top level domain.

4) Understanding Wildcard Entries-
WildCard – A wildcard entry is used to provide responses for subdomains that do not exist. For e.g. let’s say we have a domain example.com. If we set a wildcard record for *.example.com and give it the value example.com then the requests for all the non-existent subdomains of example.com (for e.g. abcd.example , blah.example.com) will point to example.com. In the information gathering stage of a penetration test of a website, it is important to identify the subdomains and the IP-addresses corresponding to them. Introducing a Wildcard feature reduces this to a small extent.

Bypassing Wildcard entries – In case wildcard entries are set on a particular domain, they could be bypassed to reveal information about it’s subdomains. This is done by brute forcing the subdomains. We have a wordlist in which we contain the subdomain names we want to test the domain against. Then we do a ping of all these subdomains, if these domains resolve to an IP-address different than the host IP-address, then we can very surely say that this subdomain actually exists. However before performing a brute force it would be better to actually check if Wildcard entries are enabled or not. For that we can ping some random subdomains for e.g. 434234.example.com and see if it’s IP-address is the same as the host IP-address(in this case example.com). If this is the case for some random subdomains, then we can clearly say that Wildcard entries are enabled for this domain. We will perform a demo of this in the coming section.

5) DNS Zone Transfer-We saw in the previous exercises that every domain has some authoritative name servers associated with it. For eg in the case of google.com, the nameservers were ns1.google.com to ns4.google.com .These Nameservers are used for handling requests related to the domain google.com. Let’s say we have a domain example.com and it has it’s two nameservers as ns1.example.com and ns2.example.com. Usually a big organization will have more than one nameservers so that if one goes down for some time, the other one is ready to back it up and handle the requests. Usually one of these servers will be the Master server and the other one will be the slave server. Hence to stay in sync with each other, the slave server must query the Master server and fetch the latest records after a specific period of time. The Master server will provide the slave server with all the information it has. This is basically what is called a “Zone Transfer”. It’s like asking the nameserver “Give me everything you have”. A properly configured nameserver should only be allowed to serve requests of Zone transfer from other Nameservers of the same domain. However if the server is not configured properly it will serve all requests of Zone transfer made to it without checking the querying client. This leads to leakage of valuable information. DNS Zone transfer is sometime referred through it’s opcode mnemonic AXFR.

A zone transfer reveals a lot of information about the domain. This forms a very important part of the “Information Gathering” stage during a penetration test, vulnerability assessment etc. We can
figure out a lot of things by looking at the dump. For e.g. we can find different subdomains. Some of them might be running on different servers. Those server may not be fully patched and hence be vulnerable. From this point, we can start thinking about Metasploit, Nessus, Nmap etc and do a full vulnerability assessment of the domain. Hence this kind of information increases our attack vector by a fair amount, an amount which cannot be ignored.

To protect your nameservers from leaking valuable information, one must allow zone transfer to other nameservers of the same domain only. For e.g. ns1.example.com should allow zone transfer to ns2.example.com only and discard all the other requests.

6) DNS Bruteforcing - DNS Zone transfers may not work all the time. In fact, it will not work most of the time. Most of the DNS servers are properly configured and do not allow zone transfers to every client. Well what do we do then? Simple answer, the same thing we do when nothing works, BRUTE FORCE it! Basically we have a wordlist containing a huge list of hosts. We first check for wildcard entries by checking if a random subdomain for e.g. 132qdssac.example.com resolves to the same IP-address as example.com. If this is the case, we know Wildcard entries are set. We then query the domain by using each of the word in our wordlist. For e.g. if one of the entries in the wordlist file is “ads”, then we make a query for ads.example.com. If it resolves to a different IP-address then we are sure that this subdomain actually exists. Hence we now have information about the name of subdomain and it’s IP-address. If wildcard entries are not set, we do the same thing and see if we get response from any subdomain we query. If we get a response back, we could be sure that the subdomain actually exists. In the end what we get is a bunch of information about the domain.

Let’s see this through a demo. We will again use the tool “Fierce”. Fierce is a very handy tool for DNS Analysis and it is something everyone should have in their armory. Fierce will first check if Zone transfers are allowed or not, if zone transfers are allowed, it will dump all the information and exit happily, otherwise it will brute force it. We need to supply Fierce with a wordlist containing a list of all the possible subdomain names (for e.g. hosts, ads, contracts). Fierce comes with an inbuilt wordlist file “hosts.txt” and we will be using the same for our demo.

Fierce Bruteforcing
Fierce Bruteforcing2
As we can see, Fierce dumps out information about the subdomains of google.com

2.15 Routing Protocol Attacks
SRP is a secure on-demand source routing protocol for ad-hoc networks proposed in [9]. The design of the protocol is inspired by the DSR protocol [7], however, DSR has no security mechanisms at all. Thus, SRP can be viewed as a secure variant of DSR. SRP tries to cope with attacks by using a cryptographic checksum in the routing control messages (route requests and route replies).

This checksum is computed with the help of a key shared by the initiator and the target of the route discovery process; hence, SRP assumes only shared keys between communicating pairs. In SRP, the initiator of the route discovery generates a route request message and broadcasts it to its neighbors. The integrity of this route request is protected by a Message Authentication Code (MAC) that is computed with a key shared by the initiator and the target of the discovery. Each intermediate node that receives the route request for the first time appends its identifier to the request and re-broadcasts it. The MAC in the request is not updated by the intermediate nodes, as by assumption, they do not necessarily share a key with the target. When the route request reaches the target of the route discovery, it contains the list of identifiers of the intermediate nodes that passed the request on. This list is considered as a route found between the initiator and the target. The target verifies the MAC of the initiator in the request. If the verification is successful, then it generates a route reply and sends it back to the initiator via the reverse of the route obtained from the route request. The route reply contains the route obtained from the route request, and its integrity is protected by another MAC generated by the target with a key shared by the target and the initiator. Each intermediate node passes the route reply to the next node on
the route (towards the initiator) without modifying it. When the initiator receives the reply it verifies the MAC of the target, and if this verification is successful, then it accepts the route returned in the reply.

The basic problem in SRP is that the intermediate nodes cannot check the MAC in the routing control messages. Hence, compromised intermediate nodes can manipulate control messages, such that the other intermediate nodes do not detect such manipulations. Furthermore, the accumulated node list in the route request is not protected by the MAC in the request, hence it can be manipulated without the target detecting such manipulations.

2.16 Cross-Site Scripting
Cross-Site Scripting (also known as XSS) is one of the most common application-layer web attacks. XSS vulnerabilities target scripts embedded in a page which are executed on the client-side (in the user’s web browser) rather than on the server-side. XSS in itself is a threat which is brought about by the internet security weaknesses of client-side scripting languages such as HTML and JavaScript. The concept of XSS is to manipulate client-side scripts of a web application to execute in the manner desired by the malicious user. Such a manipulation can embed a script in a page which can be executed every time the page is loaded, or whenever an associated event is performed.

XSS is the most common security vulnerability in software today. This should not be the case as XSS is easy to find and easy to fix. XSS vulnerabilities can have consequences such as tampering and sensitive data theft.

Key Concepts of XSS
XSS is a Web-based attack performed on vulnerable Web applications.
In XSS attacks, the victim is the user and not the application.
In XSS attacks, malicious content is delivered to users using JavaScript.

Explaining Cross-Site Scripting
An XSS vulnerability arises when Web applications take data from users and dynamically include it in Web pages without first properly validating the data. XSS vulnerabilities allow an attacker to execute arbitrary commands and display arbitrary content in a victim user's browser. A successful XSS attack leads to an attacker controlling the victim's browser or account on the vulnerable Web application. Although XSS is enabled by vulnerable pages in a Web application, the victims of an XSS attack are the application's users, not the application itself. The potency of an XSS vulnerability lies in the fact that the malicious code executes in the context of the victim's session, allowing the attacker to bypass normal security restrictions.

Cross-Site Scripting Video
XSS Attack Examples
Reflective XSS
There are many ways in which an attacker can entice a victim into initiating a reflective XSS request. For example, the attacker could send the victim a misleading email with a link containing malicious JavaScript. If the victim clicks on the link, the HTTP request is initiated from the victim's browser and sent to the vulnerable Web application. The malicious JavaScript is then reflected back to the victim's browser, where it is executed in the context of the victim user's session.

Persistent XSS
Consider a Web application that allows users to enter a user name which is displayed on each user's profile page. The application stores each user name in a local database. A malicious user notices that the Web application fails to sanitize the user name field and inputs malicious JavaScript code as part of their user name. When other users view the attacker's profile page, the malicious code automatically executes in the context of their session.
Impact of Cross-Site Scripting
When attackers succeed in exploiting XSS vulnerabilities, they can gain access to account credentials. They can also spread Web worms or access the user's computer and view the user's browser history or control the browser remotely. After gaining control to the victim's system, attackers can also analyze and use other intranet applications.

By exploiting XSS vulnerabilities, an attacker can perform malicious actions, such as:
• Hijack an account.
• Spread Web worms.
• Access browser history and clipboard contents.
• Control the browser remotely.
• Scan and exploit intranet appliances and applications.
• Identifying Cross-Site Scripting Vulnerabilities
• XSS vulnerabilities may occur if:
  • Input coming into Web applications is not validated
  • Output to the browser is not HTML encoded

2.17 Session Fixation Bugs
Improper handling of session variables in asp.NET websites is considered a serious threat and opens various doors to malicious hackers. For instance, a session variable could be manipulated in a way to subvert login authentication mechanisms. However, this article illustrates a session fixation bug in a .NET website by demonstrating various live scenarios which usually leads to a website becoming vulnerable, in terms of session hijacking. Moreover, the article circulates detailed information about exploiting vulnerable websites, as well as recommendations of practices for protecting them against session fixation attacks.

Internal Session Fixation
A session fixation attack allows spoofing another valid user and working on behalf of their credentials. It typically fixates another person's session identifier to breach currently happening communication. The asp.NET base website usually keeps session variables to track the user by creating a cookie called asp.NET_SessionId in the browser. A session variable is typically used to record a currently logged-in user, and such a cookie value is validated on each round-trip to ensure that the data being served is specific to that user. Here the following image is describing the process of cookies-based authentication, where the user performs the login operation to a vulnerable website, and in return, the server issues this particular user a cookie token value for session management.

Websites usually engage session management to construct a user-friendly environment. But this mechanism is vulnerable to some extent, because session IDs present an attractive target for attackers, as they are stored on a server and associated with respective users by unique session identifier values. There are a couple of approaches applied by the attacker to perform a session fixation attack, depending on the session ID transport mechanism (cookies, hidden fields, and URL arguments) and the loopholes identified on the target system.

The mechanics of session management is that the server generates a unique session identifier value during user authentication, and sends this session ID back to the client browser and makes sure that this same ID will be sent back by the browser along with each forthcoming request. Hence, such a unique session ID value thereby becomes an identification token for users, and servers can use them to maintain session data.

An asp.NET_SessionId cookie is only configured by the server whenever working on behalf of any page request of the website. So when the login page is first accessed, the asp.NET_SessionId cookie value is set by the client browser and server uses this cookie value for all subsequent requests. Even after authentication is successful and logged out, the asp.NET_SessionId value does not change. This results in the possibility of a session fixation attack, where a hacker can potentially sniff the traffic across the wire or physically access the
victim machine in order to get the stored cookie values in the browser and fix a victim’s session by accessing the login page, even if they don’t have the actual username or password.

The following image shows the real time session fixation attack scenario where a potential hacker sits somewhere in the network and intercepts the traffic happening between a server and client. Here, the hacker employs a packet sniffer to capture a valid token session and then utilizes the valid token session to gain unauthorized access to the web server. Finally, the hacker successfully accesses the ASP.NET_SessionID value and logs in successfully to the website’s sensitive zone.

Vulnerable Code Scenario
Session fixation bugs usually occur on websites which manipulate sensitive data while transacting or incorporating with the login page to authenticate valid users with correct username and password. This paper illustrates this crucial bug in detail by presenting this vulnerable login authentication code as follows:

```csharp
if (txtUsr.Text.Equals("frank") && txtPwd.Text.Equals("password"))
{
    Session["LIn"] = txtU.Text.Trim();
}
else
{
    lblMessage.Text = "Wrong username or password";
}
```

When a user browses this website and enters the valid credentials for authentication, the internal mechanism flashes the server message that either the username and password are correct or incorrect as follows:
The user typically assumes that this transaction is safe and there are fewer possibilities of other website-related attacks, but still, a couple of serious attacks such as spoofing, replay and session hijacking attacks could be possible, even if managing the user name and password correctly. We shall see this in a forthcoming segment of this article.

Stealing Cookies
Valid session IDs are not only recognized to be identification tokens, but also employed as authenticators. Users are authenticated based on their login credentials (e.g. usernames and passwords) and are issued session IDs that will effectively serve as temporary static passwords for accessing their sessions, which makes session IDs a very appealing target for attackers. The moment a user enters his credentials on login to authenticate, these data are stored in the session and cookies are generated in the client browser. The user is typically over-confident that when he is logged out, all the data would be scrubbed automatically and the session is terminated, but unfortunately, the cookie values are not deleted from the client browser, even if the session is ended, and such cookie values could be exploited by a hacker to breach into the website’s sensitive zone, without being aware of username and password.

As the following figure shows, when a user is logged in, the browser shows cookie values which are generated during authentication as:

Now log out and refresh the page. It is generally assumed that cookie values should be wiped-out automatically at the time of ending the current session, but even after proper sign-out from the current session, which is performing Session.Abandon(), Session.Clear() implicitly, the browser is still showing the previous session’s generated cookies values as follows:

Hence, revealing cookie values even without being logged in could be considered a serious threat and opens the doors to a session hijacking attack. A malicious hacker could directly access the sensitive zone of a website without being logged in by adding such retrieved cookie details
manually to the browser. Here, the attacker typically uses this technique to inject the stolen cookies in the browser to hijack the someone else’s current session as follows:

Defense (Securing Cookies)
Countermeasures combine several approaches to overcome such session hijacking attacks. For instance, making cookie values bullet-proof by HttpOnly, explicitly removing session cookie values, employing HTTPS/ TLS (via Secure Attribute) and proper configuration. This section fixes the session hijacking vulnerability in the aforesaid code, where cookie values are not discarded even after logout, by generating another cookie having a unique value which is compared to the session value at each round-trip. Resemblance of both of these values could allow the user to enter into the website’s sensitive zone; otherwise the user is redirected to the login page. This generates a unique value never to be duplicated and there is a very low chance that the value of the new GUID is all zeroes or equal to any other GUID. Hence, such an applied random token ensures protection against a CSRF attack in a website.

```csharp
protected void Page_Load(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
    if (Session["LIn"] != null && Session["AuthToken"] != null && Request.Cookies["AuthToken"] != null)
    {
        if (!Session["AuthToken"].ToString().Equals(Request.Cookies["AuthToken"].Value))
        {
            lblMessage.Text = "You are not logged in.;
        }
        else
        {
            ..
        }
    }
}
```

This time in the sign-in button, another unique value GUID is generated and stored with the session variable AuthToken which is added to cookies later as follows:

```csharp
protected void btnLogin_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
    if (txtUsr.Text.Equals("frank") && txtPwd.Text.Equals("password"))
    {
        Session["LIn"] = txtU.Text.Trim();
        string guid = Guid.NewGuid().ToString();
        Session["AuthToken"] = guid;
        // now create a new cookie with this guid value
        Response.Cookies.Add(new HttpCookie("AuthToken", guid));
    }
}
```

Finally, the logout button has the code to expire the session cookie values explicitly, which removes them from the client browser permanently. Here, we shall have to remove both session asp.NET_SessionId and AuthToken variables as follows:

```csharp
protected void btnLogout_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
    Session.Clear();
    Session.Abandon();
    Session.RemoveAll();
    if (Request.Cookies["asp.NET_SessionId"] != null)
```
Okay, now browse the website again and login with the correct credentials and compare the output in the firebug with the previous output shown in figure 1.5. Here another session value AuthToken with new cookies is generated as follows:

Thereafter, sign out from the current session as earlier and refresh the page and notice the cookies section in the firebug again. Bingo! This time the browser doesn’t retain any previously stored cookie values. Hence, making cookie values bullet-proof ensures to protect against session fixation attack.

2.18 Session Fixation Bugs
The pwdencrypt() vulnerability is a classic buffer overflow exploit. The attacker can make use of an undocumented, little understood function that is accessible by default to every authenticated user to pass any code of their choosing to the operating system in the context of a trusted service. This vulnerability is particularly dangerous in that some system administrators would initially dismiss its severity. They may reason that to exploit it would be difficult since the attacker must use a legitimate connection to SQL server in order to initiate the exploit. However, there are many ways to acquire such a connection through insiders, weak credentials, development systems, linked servers, default passwords, through SQL injection, or through other vulnerabilities such as CVE-2001-0344 which allows local users to gain connections by re-using cached sa connections.

Vulnerabilities like this combined with the lack of documentation, support, toolkits or training specific to SQL Server security create a dangerous environment ripe for targeting in a variety of attacks.

At the time of this writing (Jan 27th, 2003), the W32/SQL Slammer worm has just infected over 35,000 servers in under 24 hours using a vulnerability that has been patched since July 24th, 2002. The patch for the pwdencrypt() vulnerability has existed since July 10th, 2002.

2.19 Meeting Point for Hacker - Penetration Tester
Attackers are becoming more clever and their attacks more complex. To keep up with the latest attack methods, you need a strong desire to learn, the support of others, and the opportunity to practice and build experience.

Pentester should know advanced penetration concepts and providing an overview to prepare students for what lies ahead. Pentester should be able access, manipulate, and exploit the network, perform attacks against NAC, VLANs, OSPF, 802.1X, CDP, IPv6, VOIP, SSL, ARP, SNMP, and others Should know how perform penetration testing against various cryptographic implementations, network booting attacks, escaping Linux restricted environments such as chroot, and escaping Windows restricted desktop environments. Learn to identify privileged programs, redirect the execution of code, reverse-engineer programs to locate vulnerable code, obtain code execution for administrative shell access, and defeat modern operating system controls such as ASLR, canaries, and DEP using ROP and other techniques. Know local and remote exploits as well as client-side exploitation techniques.
3. Conclusions
We presented our analysis for modern attacks from penetration testing side. We found serious logic flaws in advanced attacks mechanisms. We discussed the weaknesses and ways of its protection.

SSL/TSL has been around for many years without any major modifications. This protocol was considered to be secure. The CRIME, BREACH, BEAST, Heartbleed attacks proved that in one very specific use case it can be compromised. While this use case can be avoided and SSL/TSL re-secured, will this have an effect on the thoughts of SSL/TSL security as a whole. People tend to lose faith in security protocols as soon as the simplest attack is successful. Will this be the end to SSL/TSL, or will users still have faith in the non-compressed version, that has yet to be broken, or will they run to a new protocol to be positive that they are secure? This will only be answered in time.

Our results provide insights into modern DDoS attacks and help us to understand how such attacks are carried out nowadays.

We believe that our study takes some steps in the security problems. In this article, we learned about the denial of service attack and tools used to perform the attack. DOS attacks are used to crash servers and disrupt service. Sony has faced this attack for a long time and lost millions of dollars. It was a big lesson for other companies who rely on server-based income. Every server should set up a way to detect and block DDOS attacks. The availability of free tools makes it easier to perform DOS attack against a website or server. Although most of these tools are only for DOS attacks, a few tools support a zombie network for DDOS attacks. LOIC is the most used and most popular DOS attacking tool. In the past few years, it has been used many times by hackers against big company’s network, so we can never deny the possibility of attack.

So, every company should take care of it and set up good level of protection against DOS attack. Also DNS protocol is a very critical component of the Internet as it resolves IP-address into hostnames and makes life a lot easier for us. However, if the nameservers are not properly configured they might leak out the whole DNS server database to any malicious hacker. Even if the servers are properly configured, they can be brute forced to leak information about their mail servers, IP addresses, etc. It is therefore important to properly configure your DNS servers and be aware of the security issues with DNS. This article has explained the session fixation attack on asp.NET website in detail by giving the real time code scenario, and also pinpoints the common glitches committed by programmer at time of coding of sensitive parts like login pages. We have seen how a potential hacker can access the cookies values stored in the client browser in order to execute a session hijacking attack and breach into the sensitive zone of a website, even without being aware or having a real user name and password. Finally, we have come to an understanding to secure or make bullet-proof the cookie session values to protect our website from session fixation attack.
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Abstract

This paper provides the security level for employees in the organization that prevents them to use or to browse some website that are not allowed to be seen during work time. However, there are many ready software tools have available which do the same task, but we will try finding a new algorithm to investigate the better solution for this research question. The main reason of our research is to provide an open source software that can be easily manipulated by providers rather than ready software. For example, tools that cannot be updated by the organization administrator (none open source software).
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the today issues lots of offices have lots of employees working on the sensitive part of the system that related to the organization. In some cases, employees may do not obey the rules of the organization that they worked for it. For example, they may open some website that is not permitted by the organization, and this will affect the system of organization because of viruses and hackers.

In addition, the members who are staffed by the organization company may be busy and lost their times with opening useless website that are denied by company manager. There are many websites that are not allowed freely to watch (games website, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and some other website). Also, these types of web pages will slow network in the organization.

In order to solve this phenomenon is to restrict every user to the group with disallow website. This solution can be done by implementing MAC address and IP address restriction system on each computer office building and also implementing the hierarchy of privilege level computer users.
1. Level A means the administrator of the networks in the organization which will administrate all the actions that will be done by the employers and monitoring staff.
2. Level B (Mini Permitted) works by monitoring people in the organization and blocking every user who tries to open unpermitted websites.
3. Level C (Normal Users) who are members of the organization (employee’s staff).

This paper will try to discuss the two ways of given privilege for the users in the company:

1. Method (1): permission by IP Address
2. Method (2): permission by MAC Address

In method one each client has their IP address that restricted some websites that mean the level C will be permitted IP protocol.

While, Second method will work on level two (Monitor Staff) will give an Authorization permission to use the system using MAC address verification.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Web Security
Public awareness of the need for safety in computing systems is growing as critical services are becoming increasingly dependent on interconnected computing systems. National infrastructure components such as the electric power, telecommunication and transportation systems can no longer function without networks of computers [6]. The World Wide Web has advertised and increased public concern for security. Safety is the primary concern of businesses that want to use the Internet for commerce and maintaining business relationships [5].

B. Security Level
Level of safety is an important issue for people these days because it will hide sensitive data from unpermitted users. Thus, it is very relevant that each organization has their security level between
system and users. For instance, the administrator of the organization may divide the concept of safety into some levels [4].

C. Administrators Roles
By Providing a security environment, there will be an important Ideal to have a proper administrative who can manage all the data related to the organization that the employees work there. This problem happens because not all of the employees have the same attitude towards using internet and computer [1].

In addition, employees may use their mobile phone or smartphone for networking and browsing. Also, there must be the same restriction on those mobile phones through the organization networking system by implementing the same idea of computer restrictions [2].

D. Networking Database
This practical work comprises database, networking, programming paradigms and security algorithms. In addition, we will provide a backend server to store all the information related to our work. We use database to store information about user action (log file), and networking is our primary essential media connection that will connect all the devices to the server through wireless networking system. In addition, the programming subject is for creating a security algorithm that will work by dividing the security privilege for users into three sub-levels. Full restricted (Level A), semi-restricted (Level B) and unrestricted (Level C) [9].

E. Media Access Control (MAC) Address
One of the another layers in the networking system, it is called layer two also in the networking concepts it named Data Link Layer that is the layer that come after physical layer. Networking system needs all these layers and especially MAC address layer that is the way distinguish between the computers in the large LAN networking system. Also, the privilege of the system to restrict the users can be set by MAC address [8].

F. Operating System Security Mechanism
The increased awareness of the need for security has resulted in an increase of efforts to add security to computing environments. However, these efforts suffer from the flawed assumption that security can adequately be provided in the application space without certain security features in the operating system. [7]. The computer industry has not accepted the critical role of the operating system to security, as evidenced by the inadequacies of the basic protection mechanisms provided by current mainstream operating systems [17].

G. Cloud Computing
It is another way to make or to provide a remarkable connection system among different devices including IOS such as iPhone, IMac, IPod IPad, and Android. Besides those devices other mobile communication devices can connect to computer devices to exchange various kind of data for instance images, voices, text, and video. Nowadays, it is very common that employees use smartphones regularly, and it became a daily habit. Thus, employees will be busier with using their mobiles rather than their obliged job in their office and organization [10]. We have three types of cloud delivery model

1) Software as a Service (SaaS)
There is some software that provide and easy way to access the network of clouding system which help users to communicate with each other to share data. This software is working based on web interfaces that help users to investigate the way to becoming a member of clouding system [12].

2) Platform as a Service (PaaS)
This cloud software has been manipulated to work on some platform for example Linux, Windows, and Mac. In this way, the manufacturers of the cloud software used some programming languages in order to provide an environment platform that can load the clouding system
software. Thus, each operating system platform has their cloud software system will be vary from the other OS [12].

3) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
In addition to Platform as Service (PaaS) and Software as Service (SaaS), there is another property of clouding system model that is Infrastructure as Service (IaaS). This platform works for storing all information that have been used by the system users of the clouding system. In addition, this can work as an investigation on users’ activity in the system, which means that will look into log files [12].

![FIGURE 1.2: Cloud Computing Modeling.](image)

H. Cloud Service Deployment and Consumption Models
Regardless of the delivery model utilized (SaaS, PaaS, IaaS) there are four primary ways in which cloud services are deployed. Cloud integrators can play a vital role in determining the right cloud path for a particular organization.

1) Public cloud
Public clouds are provided by a designated service provider and may offer either a single-tenant (dedicated) or multi-tenant (shared) operating environment.

In addition all the benefits and functionality of elasticity and the accountability/utility model of cloud.

The physical infrastructure is owned by and managed by the designated service provider and located within the supplier’s data centers (off-premises).

All customers share the same infrastructure pool with limited configuration, security protections, and availability variances. One of the advantages of a public cloud is that they may be larger than an enterprise cloud, and hence they provide the ability to scale seamlessly on demand [11].
2) **Private cloud**

Private clouds are provided by an organization or their designated services and offer a single-tenant (dedicated) operating environment with all the benefits and functionality of elasticity and accountability/utility model of cloud. The private clouds aim to address concerns on data security and offer greater control, which is typically lacking in a public cloud. There are two variants of private clouds: (i) on-premise private clouds and (II) externally hosted private clouds. The on-premise private clouds, also known as internal clouds are hosted within one’s data center. This model provides a more standardized process and protection but is limited to aspects of size and scalability. IT departments would also need to incur the capital and operational costs for the physical resources. Thus, it is best suited for applications that require complete control and configure the ability of the infrastructure and security. As the name implies, the externally hosted private clouds are hosted externally with a cloud provider in which the provider [13].

3) **Hybrid cloud**

Hybrid clouds are a combination of public and private cloud offerings that allow for transitive information and possibly application compatibility and portability across disparate cloud service. This cloud will offer and provide utilizing standard or proprietary methodologies regardless of ownership or location. With a hybrid cloud, service providers can utilize third-party cloud suppliers in a full or partial manner, by that increasing the flexibility of computing. The hybrid cloud model is capable of providing on-demand, externally provisioned scale. The ability to augment a private cloud with the resources of a public cloud can be used to manage any unexpected surges in workload [15].

4) **Managed cloud**

Managed clouds are provided by a designated service provider and may offer either a single-tenant (dedicated) or multi-tenant (shared) operating environment. With all the benefits and functionality of elasticity and the accountability/utility model of cloud. The physical infrastructure is owned by and/or physically located in the organizations’ data centers with an extension of management and security control planes controlled by the designated service provider [16].

3. **SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS**

A. **Software**

- Programming Language: Net C#
- Database: MySQL
- Operating System: Linux (UBUNTU) and Windows Server

B. **Hardware**

- Desktop
- Laptop: Intel (R) Core (TM) 2 Duo CPU T6600 @ 2.20GHz, Memory RAM 2GB, System Type: 32 bit Operating System.
- Server
- Switch
- Cables
- RJ 45
- Wireless Router

4. **SYSTEM TESTING**

This system has been tested on a local network between many computers connected to a server that services all the clients. We have used the both techniques of the network connections wired network and wireless network. It has been noticed the customers who have been restricted to
some websites for instance YouTube; it cannot be open. This due to the particular IP address blocked to use YouTube.

On the other hand, the monitor’s part cannot access all the client only the group that permitted by the administrator for example computer namely (Comp1, Comp2, and Comp3) cannot be controlled.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In our work, we have done some setups of security levels, and we tried to block accessing some website under the IP address for the clients. In this way, we can prove that the network (LAN) in the organization can be under control by the monitoring system staff. The following we show the steps of banning IP address for accessing some website:

A. First Step Start with Login Form
In this form administrator and monitor, staff should use their username and password to access the system. This step uses as a security measure to prevent accessing by other people out of the system. As shown in fig 1.1.

![Login Form](image)

**FIGURE 1.3:** Login Form.
B. Second Step Blocking Websites and IP Address
In this step monitoring staff will get the form of the blocking website after the login successfully.
As the screen clear from the following figure.

![Blocking Website Form](image)

FIGURE 1.4: Blocking Website Form.

C. Third Step Filling Form
In this step, the entire field should fill completely. There is two text box one for inserting the IP address of the client that we want to band the accessing website that we will enter in the second text box as is evident in the following figure. After that, the button that name “Block Above Website,” this button will block the client with specified IP address to access the website “YouTube.” The other buttons one for unblock website and the last one for unblock all internet site.
D. **Fourth Step Saving the Hosts File**

After the monitor worked on blocking a specific website for a particular client IP Address, the action will be stored in the file called hosts. This file is located in drive C: and especially in ("C:\Windows\System32\drivers\etc") as it is evident in the following figure.

![Image of the hosts file](image-url)
The content of this file, consist of blocked website and client IP address, as it can be seen, that the specified IP address located on the left side of the file for instance, IP address “192.168.24.51”. Also, it can be noticed that the web address that required to be banned is located on the right side of the document, for example, “www.youtube.com”.

![Image](image1.png)

**FIGURE 1.6:** Hosts File (List of Blocked Website).

### E. Blocking Websites and IP Address Feedback

After inserting the required data in the text box that specified in the form for example text field named “Website Address” and the second one is called IP address. We will get a feedback message box tell us our blocking process has been done successfully or unsuccessfully. As shown in fig (1.7).

![Image](image2.png)

**FIGURE 1.7:** Successfully Login Website.
F. **Unsuccessful Website Output**

After the website is blocked by the monitoring staff, for instance “www.youtube.com.” It can be seen from the client side that specified IP address cannot open the link that is blocked following figure is an example of blocking result.

![Blocking Website Output](image)

**FIGURE 1.8:** Blocking Website Output.

6. **CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK**

After proposing a new idea for blocking web pages that are not permitted to be access in public organizations by their staff, we come to account that we have a possibility to give a role of blocking website to monitoring staff that monitors the group network access that can block any website based on the client IP address. From this way, we control the entire client over the network and limit their capability to access the public website, for example, YouTube. Additionally, this new system will return lots of time to their staff to work within the organization instead of losing time with some website that is not permitted.

On the other hand, this system is tested on mobile devices as well. For instance, (iPad, Android (Samsung Galaxy 4) and IOS (iPhone), the same action can be performed on them, and this can be done through Connected IP address. This will less the chance to use mobiles and page surfing during workload times.

Our plan for the future work, we will expand our to a the bigger area of network comprising the control of two organizations at the same time. In addition, we activate the role of administrator level to grant and revoke permissions from monitors' staff, based on IP Address and their level of system Accessibility. In addition, we create another part for blocking which though mac address. Client will be banned to access some website through using their computer MAC Address.
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Abstract

Information hiding could be done using steganography and watermarking. According to steganography, secret information is embedded in carriers such as image, sound, video in such a way that it couldn't be detected. On the other hand, watermarking is used for copyright preservation. By using images as carriers in steganography, there are many methods have been proposed for image steganography. Pixel Value Differencing (PVD) is one of basic methods of image steganography, in which the difference between pixels are used to hide the secret message. In this paper, a new image steganography enhancement method for the Pixel Value Difference (PVD) method has been proposed. The principle of the proposed method is based on using Mobile Phone Keypad (MPK) Coding technique and Modified Substitute Last Digit In Pixel by using Mobile Phone Keypad (MSLDI-MPK) method. The main enhancement component of the proposed method is called (PVD-MPK). Due to this enhancement component, Maximum Hiding Capacity (MHC) of the cover image is enlarged, and the stego image quality or Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) values is enhanced.

Keywords: Image Steganography, Pixel Value Difference (PVD), Peak signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), Mean Square Error (MSE).

1. INTRODUCTION

The most powerful and common approaches to countering the threats to network / information security are encryption and steganography. Encryption based on applying number of substitutions, and transpositions to convert the text into cipher text. This process of converting is called Cryptography [1]. Steganography is a form of covert communication in which a secret message is camouflaged within a carrier message. Steganography is considered the art and science of invisible communication. This is accomplished by hiding information in other information. The word Steganography is derived from the Greek words “stegos” meaning “cover” and, “grafia” meaning “writing” defining it as “covered writing” [2].

There are two common techniques of embedding in image steganography; spatial domain embedding in where messages are inserted into LSBs such as LSB of pixels, and Transform domain embedding in where a message is embedded by modifying frequency coefficients of the
cover image (the resulted image is called the stego-image) [3]. The spatial domain embedding is considered in this paper.

Least Significant Bit Substitution (LSB) is the most commonly used stenographic technique. The basic concept of Least Significant Bit Substitution includes the embedding of the secret data at the bits which having minimum weighting such that it will not affect the value of original pixel. Although LSB insertion is simple and good for steganography, but its major drawback is the ease of extraction [3, 4].

On the other hand, image steganography system is comprised two algorithms, one for embedding and one for extraction. The embedding process is concerned with hiding a secret message within a cover media (cover image), which is the most carefully constructed process. The main issue is to grantee that the secret message will not be unnoticed if a third party tries to intercept the cover media (cover image). The extraction process is simply because it is the inverse of the embedding process, where the secret message is revealed at the end [5].

The basic model of steganography is shown in Figure (1). According to Figure (1), steganography process consists of carrier, message and password. Carrier is also known as cover-object or cover-image, in which message is embedded. The message can be any type of data (plain text, cipher text or other image) that the sender wishes to remain confidential. Password is known as stego-key, which ensures that only recipient who has the decoding key will be able to extract the message from a stego-object. Finally, the cover-object with the secretly embedded message is called the stego-object or stego-image [5].

\[ \text{PSNR} = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{C_{\text{max}}^2}{\text{MSE}} \right) \]

FIGURE 1: The Basic Model of Steganography.

Actually, carriers could be images, audio, video, or text files, but digital images are the most commonly used because of these reasons [6]:

1. Natural image data can be modified slightly without leading to visible artefacts (if the colour of a few pixels is shifted slightly in one direction or another, it is likely to go unnoticed).
2. These types of files are inherently anonymous nature on the internet.
3. It contains a significant amount of data, enabling high secret communication rates.

The main objectives of a steganography technique are [7]:

1. Capacity; the amount of information that can be hidden in the cover medium.
2. Security; related to the eavesdropper’s inability to extract hidden information.
3. Robustness; the amount of modification the stego medium can withstand before an adversary can destroy the hidden information.
4. Imperceptibility; referred to the perceptual difference between the cover and original signal.

One of the performance issues should be measured for image distortion due to embedding is the peak signal-to noise ratio (PSNR), which is used to evaluate the quality of the stego-image. The PSNR is given by the following formula [3]:
Where, C max holds the maximum value in the image that is 255 and MSE is the mean square error, which is given by:

$$\text{MSE} = \frac{1}{MN} \sum_{x=1}^{M} \sum_{y=1}^{N} (S_{xy} - C_{xy})^2$$

Mean Square Error (MSE) is used to quantify the difference between the initial and the distorted or noisy image. X and Y are the image coordinates, M and N are the dimensions of the image, S_{xy} is the generated stego-image and C_{xy} is the cover image [3].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows; related work will be discussed in section 2, the proposed method will be proposed in section 3, experimental results of proposed method will be given in section 4, finally section 5 conclusions and future work of the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
An image is an array of square pixels (picture elements) arranged in columns and rows. Today digital images are most widely used for hiding the secret messages. Capacity with good image quality of stego image is very important aspect [8]. The LSB-based methods directly embed the secret data into the spatial domain in an unreasonable way without taking into consideration the differences between adjacent pixels. The differences between adjacent pixels methods produce a more imperceptible result than those obtained from simple least-significant-bit substitution methods. In general, the hiding capacity of the two consecutive pixels depends on the difference value. In other words, the smoother area is, the less secret data can be hidden; on the contrary, the more edges an area has, the more secret data can be embedded.

Wu et al [9] have presented a novel steganographic method, which combined pixel-value differencing and LSB substitution, where the smooth areas, and the secret data are hidden into the cover image by LSB method hide 6-bit secret data (3 bit for each pixel) while using the PVD method in the edged areas.

In [10], Wang et al have improved the stego-image quality by adjusting the remainder of the two consecutive pixels instead of the difference value to record the information of the secret data which gains more flexibility, capable of deriving the optimal remainder of the two pixels at the least distortion. The hiding effect that appears in the stego-image when Wu and Tsai’s scheme is used to hide the secret data can be significantly decreased by this optimal embedding algorithm. Experimental results show the scheme has a much better performance than Wu and Tsai’s scheme in terms of stego-image quality.

Also, Yang et al [11] have proposed an adaptive LSB steganographic method using the difference value of two consecutive pixels to distinguish between edge areas and smooth areas. Pixels located in edge areas are embedded by k-bit LSB substitution method with a larger value of than that of the pixels located in smooth areas.

A novel steganographic approach using tri-way pixel-value differencing (TPVD) has been proposed in [12]. To upgrade the hiding capacity of original PVD method referring to only one direction, three different directional edges are considered and adopted to design the scheme of tri-way pixel-value differencing. In addition, to reduce the quality distortion of stego-image brought from setting larger embedding capacity, an optimal approach of selecting the reference point and adaptive rules is presented. By using three different directional edges more secret data can be hidden into the cover image than the PVD method. Also, the optimal selection approach for the reference point with adaptive used rules to reduce the quality distortion of the stego-image.
A variation of existing PVD method called as Edged PVD has been suggested to increase the embedding capacity of the stego image [13]. The proposed method involves examining 2x2 pixel group and finding the direction of max slope. This direction is selected for embedding the secret message. In this case, since the maximum slope is selected, the capacity is increased by as much as 6-7% at the cost of slightly increasing in MSE and ACPV. The embedding and retrieval of secret message are the same as the original PVD method. However this does not affect the perceptibility and stego image appears to be as good as the original image.

A steganographic method has been presented for hiding data in the images [14]. The MLSB and MF&PVD methods are used in this method. According to this method, the capacity of the hidden secret data and stego image quality have been improved. A small difference value between two pixels of each block is located on a smooth area and the large differences are located on the edge areas. In the smooth areas, the secret data was hidden into the cover image by MLSB method for achieving more capacity and better quality, whereas, the MF&PVD method is used in the edge.

The OCTA (STAR) PVD method has been presented to modify the existing TPVD method by considering 3 X 3 pixel pairs instead of 2 X 2 pixel pairs [8]. Due to the number of available pairs for data hiding is to 8 as compared to TPVD's 3, so more data is hidden with better security.

There are three attempts will be used to develop the proposed image steganography method:

In [6] a new image steganography technique called Substitute Last Digit In Pixel or (SLDIP) has been proposed, in which the cover image is divided into non overlapping blocks, and each block contains three pixels only and the secret message is converted into its ASCII code where each character will be represented by three digits only. As an example, if the secret letter is R and the current block contains 255, 200 and 101, R will be hidden by representing in ASCII format and it will equal 082. Then the pixels after substitution will be 250, 208 and 102 instead of 255, 200 and 101. So the last digit only will be substituted. These digits will be used for extraction process, as every three pixels' last digits will represent a byte in the secret message. This SLDIP technique has a very high PSNR values and a very high MHC in which each secret byte can be hidden in only three pixels of the cover images. The SLDIP technique has been modified. According to the modified version of the SLDIP method, it is able to keep the same Maximum Hiding Capacity of the SLDIP Method plus higher PSNR values than SLDIP. In this method the differences between the block are minimized before and after the embedding step and this modification is done by taking two possible values for each substitution and choosing the value that has the smallest difference. By considering the same example, for embedding the secret message R which equals 082 in ASCII, in the first block (255, 200, and 101), instead of (250, 208 and 102), the difference between the original pixel and the substituted pixel in the second pixel will be 8. By using MSLDIP method, the possible value for the substitution will be 208 and 198, and the smallest difference (i.e., 198) will be considered. So, the difference will be 2 instead of 8, this increases the PSNR value of the image.

In [15], Mobile Phone Keypad (MPK) encoding has been proposed that is a way to modify the secret message. It has been found that each character in the mobile phone can be represented by only two digits not three as ASCII encoding. So, the mobile phone character is used to develop a new encoding technique for encoding the secret message with smaller number of digits than ASCII. This method is called MPK (Mobile Phone Keypad) encoding. As an example, by using the mobile phone, the letter a can be typed by pressing the key no. (2) in the keypad only one time and the letter b can be typed by pressing the key no. (2) (2) for two times and so on. So, the first step is used to represent the letters from a ... z using two numbers, the first key is no. and the second will be the number of presses on that key. As an example, the letter a will be represented as 2 1 and the letter z will be represented as 9 4 (will be read as nine - four separately) and so on. Also, the MPK method has been used in the modified MSLDIP method [6], and has been called it MSLDIP-MPK method.
Wu and Tsai [16] have presented steganographic scheme that hide a secret message into a gray-valued cover image. For embedding a secret message, a cover image is partitioned into non-overlapping blocks of two consecutive pixels. In each block, a difference value is calculated from the values of the two pixels. If the difference value is large, that means the two pixels are located in an edge areas, and more secret data can be hidden there. On the contrary, if the difference value is small, that means the two pixels are located in a smooth area, and less secret data can be embedded. Then, this difference value is replaced by a new value to embed the value of the secret message. This method produces a more imperceptible result than those obtained from simple least-significant-bit substitution methods. The embedded secret message can be extracted from the resulting stego-image without referencing the original cover image.

3. THE PROPOSED METHOD
An enhancement of the PVD method using Mobile Phone Keypad is proposed, called (PVD-MPK) method. The MSLDIP-MRK algorithm will be combined with the proposed PVD-MPK method, so in the smooth areas we use PVD-MPK to increase the quality, and use MSLDIP-MRK method in the edge areas to increase the capacity. The range [0,255] must be divided into two levels: the ‘low-level’ (i.e., smooth areas) and ‘high-level’ (i.e., edge areas) and the range table division is controlled by the users. Anyone who has extracted the secret data from a stego image must use the original division.

3.1 The PVD-MPK Method
The principle of this method is using the digits of MPK encoding instead of bits of secret message to increase the capacity and quality because MPK encoding represents each character by two digits instead of three digits as in ASCII format, and embeds digit in each block in the smooth area. According to the proposed method, range table will be different from the range table in the original PVD. Here, the ranges will be (0-4), (5-9), (10-14), (15-19), (20-24), (25-29) etc. to improve the quality. By using this method, the byte will be hidden in four pixels. The pseudo code of the PVD-MPK method is as follows:

Algorithm: PVD-MPK
Input: Cover Image C, Secret Message M.
Output: StegoImage S.
Steps:
1. Convert each byte from M to MPK format (i.e. two digits for each character).
2. The cover image (C) is divided into non-overlapping blocks, where each block consists of two consecutive pixels.
3. Calculate the difference value \( d_i \) for each block of two consecutive pixels \( P_i, P_{i+1} \); which is given by (1):
   \[
   d_i = \left| p_{i+1} - p_i \right|
   \]  
4. Find the optimum range \( R_i \) for each \( d_i \) where \( R_i \in [ l_i, u_i ] \). Here, \( l_i \) and \( u_i \) are the lower and upper bound of each range of the range table and \( l_i \leq d_i \leq u_i \).
5. Select one digit (b) from M in MPK format.
6. Calculate the new difference by (2):
   \[
   d_i' = l_i + b/2
   \]
7. Compute the remainder value by (3)
   \[
   \text{Rem} = b \text{ mod } 2
   \]
8. Make the difference between \( p_i \) and \( p_{i+1} \) equal to new difference \( d_i' \) by (4)
(p_i, p_{i+1}) = \begin{cases} 
(p_i + \left[ \frac{m}{2} \right], p_{i+1} - \left[ \frac{m}{2} \right]), \\
\text{if } p_i \geq p_{i+1} \text{ and } d\_i > d_i; \\
(p_i - \left[ \frac{m}{2} \right], p_{i+1} + \left[ \frac{m}{2} \right]), \\
\text{if } p_i < p_{i+1} \text{ and } d\_i > d_i; \\
(p_i - \left[ \frac{m}{2} \right], p_{i+1} + \left[ \frac{m}{2} \right]), \\
\text{if } p_i \geq p_{i+1} \text{ and } d\_i \leq d_i; \\
(p_i + \left[ \frac{m}{2} \right], p_{i+1} - \left[ \frac{m}{2} \right]), \\
\text{if } p_i < p_{i+1} \text{ and } d\_i \leq d_i.
\end{cases} \quad (4)

The cases in equation (4) adjust the value of p_i and p_{i+1} to modify the difference. Where, m is the difference between the original and the new differences (i.e., m=|d\_i - d\_i'|), p_i and p_{i+1} are the first and second pixel in a block before embedding, and p\_i and p\_{i+1} are the first and second pixel in a block after embedding. This equation used in original PVD [16].

9. If Rem equal 1, make p_i odd, else make p_i even.
10. Repeat steps from 3 to 9 until the whole M has been embedded.
11. Convert C back into a layer again to get the Stegolmage S.

The used range table is presented in Table 1.

| R1 ∈(0,4) | R2 ∈(5,9) |
| R3 ∈(10,14) | R4 ∈(15,19) |
| R5 ∈(20,24) |

| TABLE 1: Range Table. |

As we explained the main enhancement component of the proposed method is (PVD-MPK) because of two reason; the first it uses digits of MPK encoding instead of bits of secret message, this due to increase capacity because it embeds one digit in each block in the smooth area while the original PVD embeds 3 bits in each block in the smooth area, and the second it uses small ranges, this due to increase quality.

The reason of using ranges (0-4), (5-9), (10-14), (15-19), (20-24), (25-29) and etc. is that in the original PVD, the width of range is used to compute the number of bits that should be hidden. But by using digits, the width of each range will be equal to the maximum value of digit which is 9(i.e., (0-9), (10-19), (20-29), (30-39), (40-49)... etc.), because when the value of digit is added to the lower bound of the range, the new difference will be in the same range.

**Example 1:** To illustrate the case of using the ranges (0-9), (10-19), (20-29), (30-39)... etc.
- Assume p_i = 23, p_{i+1} = 42, and b=0.
- ld_i= 19, so the optimum range R_2 = (10, 19), and PVD-MPK method will be applied.
- b = 0 so d_i 10+0=10.
- m=19 -10=9.
- Applying equation (4), here p_i < p_{i+1}, d_i < d_i, so apply the case 4 in (4), and p_i and p_{i+1} will be p\_i = 28. p\_{i+1} = 38.
According to this example, it is found that the change in the first pixel is 5 and in the second pixel is 6. So, we need to decrease these changes to increase the quality of the image. To do this, we need to decrease both the width of each range and the value of the digit. The ranges will be (0-4); (5-9); (10-14); (15-19); (20-24); (25-29) etc., the division and remainder are used to decrease the value of digits. In this case, the maximum change in pixel will be 3.

The same example is used to illustrate the improvement when the ranges (0-4); (5-9); (10-14); (15-19); (20-24); (25-29)... etc. is used.

1. Assume \( p_i = 23, p_{i+1} = 42 \), and \( b = 0 \).
2. \( |d| = 19 \), so the optimum range \( R_i = (15, 19) \), and PVD_MPK method will be applied.
3. \( b = 0 \) so \( d' = 15 + 0 = 15 \).
4. \( m = 19 - 15 = 4 \).
5. Applying equation (4), here \( p_i < p_{i+1}, d_i = d \), so apply the case 4 in (4), and \( p_i \) and \( p_{i+1} \) will be \( p_i = 25, p_{i+1} = 40 \).
6. \( \text{Rem} = 0 \), so \( p_i \) must be even and \( p_i = 26, p_{i+1} = 41 \).

So, the change in first pixel is 3 instead 5 and in second pixel is 1 instead 6.

### 3.2 The Embedding Algorithm

Division Div is used to divide between the ‘low-level’ and ‘high-level’. Let, \( \text{Div} = 19 \). So, the ‘low-level’ is set to be \( R1 \) and \( R2, R3, R4 \), and the ‘high level’ is set to be \( R5 \) which are shown in Table 2. The pseudo code of the embedding algorithm is as follows.

**Algorithm:** Message Embedding Using PVD-MPK and MSLDIP-MPK methods

**Input:** Cover Image \( C \); Secret Message \( M \).

**Output:** StegoImage \( S \).

**Steps:**
1. Convert each byte from \( M \) to MPK format (two digits for each character).
2. The cover image \( C \) is divided into non-overlapping blocks, where each block consists of two consecutive pixels.
3. Calculate the difference value \( d_i \) for each block of two consecutive pixels \( R_i, R_{i+1} \); which is given by (1):
   \[
   d_i = |p_i - p_{i+1}|
   \]  
4. Find the optimum range \( R_i \) for each \( d_i \) where \( R_i \in [I_i, U_i] \). Here, \( I_i \) and \( U_i \) are the lower and upper bound of each range of the range table and \( I_i \leq d_i \leq U_i \).
5. If \( R_i \) belongs to lower level then select one digit from \( M \) and make embedding by PVD-MPK method.
   Else if \( R_i \) belongs to higher level then select two digits from \( M \) and make embedding by MSLDIP-MPK method.
6. Repeat steps 3, 4, and 5 until the whole \( M \) has been embedded.
7. Convert \( C \) back into a layer again to get the StegoImage \( S \).

We note that the less of \( \text{Div} \) value, the more of using the MSLDIP-MPK method and less of using the proposed PVD-MPK method. So, more the secret data can be embedded because the MSLDIP-MPK method embeds two digits in block, the less of PSNR value, and vice versa. Here the range table is divided to low level and high level as shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low level</th>
<th>( R1 \in (0, 4) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( R2 \in (5, 9) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( R3 \in (10, 14) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( R4 \in (15, 19) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High level</td>
<td>( R5 \in (20, 255) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2:** Range Table.
FIGURE 2: The data embedding process.

Example 2: This example illustrates the case when range belong to low level
- Assume $p_i = 101$, $p_{i+1} = 103$, and secret data (message) is ‘marwa’.
- After convert message to MPK format will be ‘6121739121’.
- $|d_i| = 2$, so the optimum range $R_i = (0, 4)$, and we will apply PVD MPK.
- $b = 6$ so $d’ = 6/2 = 3$.
- Apply equation (4), here $p_i < p_{i+1}$, $d’ > d_i$ and $m = 3-2 = 1$ so apply the case 2 in (4), $p_i$ and $p_{i+1}$ will be $p’_i = 101$, $p’_{i+1} = 104$.
- $Rem = 0$, so $p’_i$ must be even and $p’_i = 102$, $p’_{i+1} = 105$.

Example 3: This example illustrates the case when range belong to high level
- Assume $p_i = 102$, $p_{i+1} = 66$, and the same secret data (message).
- $|d_i| = 36$, so the optimum range is $R_5 = (20, 255)$ and we will apply MSLDIP-MPK.
- The two digits are 1 and 2, so after apply MSLDIP-MPK $p_i$ and $p_{i+1}$ will be $p’_i = 101$, $p’_{i+1} = 62$. 
3.3 The Extracting Algorithm

The following Algorithm is executed to recover the original secret data.

Algorithm: Message extracted
Input : Stegoimage S.
Output : Secret Message M.
Steps:
1. Partition the Stego-image into non-overlapping blocks of two consecutive pixels,
2. Calculate the difference value \(d_i\) for each block of two consecutive pixels \(P_i\), \(P_{i+1}\) of the stego-image which is given by (5):
\[
d_i = |p_i - p_{i+1}|
\] (5)
3. Find the \(R_i\) belong to \(d_i\) according to the original range table and judge the level of the \(R_i\) that depend by using the original set Div value.
4. Extract secret data by using MSILDIP-MPK method if \(R_i\) belongs to the high-level, otherwise, carry out the next steps to extract secret data;
   - Subtract \(\beta\) from \(d_i\) and add the remainder of the first pixel to them, \(b0\) is obtained; the \(b0\) value represents the secret data in decimal number.
   \[
b_0 = (d_i - l_i) + p_i \mod 2.
\] (6)
5. A repeat step 2, 3, 4, and 5 until the whole digits of \(M\) has been extracted.
6. Covert each two digit to character by using MPK decoding.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In our experimental environment, we use PC that is installed on windows 7 and equipped with a Genuine Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo CPU 2.20 GHz with 3.0 GB memory. We use MATLAB R2011b and Matlab code to implement the algorithm.

Several experiments with 512 * 512 and 256 * 256 standard gray-scale images are performed to evaluate our proposed method. Embedding capacity and stego image's visual quality (PSNR) are used to evaluate our proposed image steganography method performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover image 256*256</th>
<th>Capacity (bytes)</th>
<th>PSNR of method in [13]</th>
<th>PSNR of Proposed method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baboon</td>
<td>18,616</td>
<td>33.80</td>
<td>41.7789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>13,003</td>
<td>43.56</td>
<td>45.3734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepper</td>
<td>16,394</td>
<td>36.91</td>
<td>44.1038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3**: Comparison between method in [13] with the proposed method and DIV=19.

The results of the comparison study between our proposed method and the method in [13] by using different number of characters (bytes) secret message and 256x 256 cover images (baboon, lena, pepper) are presented in Table 3. According to the comparison results, it is found that our method has more PSNR values than that the method in [13] which means that the stego image quality of our method will be higher than the stego image quality of the method in [13].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover image 512*512</th>
<th>Capacity (bytes)</th>
<th>PSNR of method in [14]</th>
<th>PSNR of Proposed method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baboon</td>
<td>66,397</td>
<td>42.38</td>
<td>42.9366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>66,064</td>
<td>43.77</td>
<td>45.0456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppers</td>
<td>65,889</td>
<td>43.11</td>
<td>44.8467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airplane</td>
<td>65,723</td>
<td>43.96</td>
<td>44.0899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameraman</td>
<td>66,198</td>
<td>43.57</td>
<td>45.5351</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 4**: Comparison between method in [14] with the proposed method and DIV=19.
TABLE 4 represents the comparative results of our proposed method and the method in [14] using different numbers of characters (bytes) secret message and 512x 512 cover images (baboon, lena, pepper, Airplane, Cameraman). According to the comparative results, it is found that our method has more PSNR values than that the method in [14] which means that the stego image quality of our proposed method will be higher.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover Image 512x512</th>
<th>Capacity (bytes)</th>
<th>PSNR of OCTA (STAR) PVD[8]</th>
<th>PSNR of Proposed method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>52.430</td>
<td>41.53</td>
<td>46.1116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baboon</td>
<td>52.430</td>
<td>39.49</td>
<td>43.8541</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 5: Comparison of paper [8] with the proposed method and DIV=19.

Also, TABLE 5 represents the comparative results of our proposed method and the method in [8] by using different numbers of characters (bytes) secret message and 512x 512 cover images (lena, baboon). According to the comparative results, it is found that our method has more PSNR values than that the method in [8] which means that the stego image quality of our proposed method will be also higher.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover Image 512x512</th>
<th>Capacity (bytes)</th>
<th>Capacity method in [17]</th>
<th>PSNR of Proposed method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baboon</td>
<td>57.043</td>
<td>73.417</td>
<td>42.5196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boat</td>
<td>52.490</td>
<td>69.358</td>
<td>44.6589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House</td>
<td>52.572</td>
<td>66.979</td>
<td>45.4899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake</td>
<td>52.662</td>
<td>72.936</td>
<td>43.6962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>50.894</td>
<td>68.488</td>
<td>44.8864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppers</td>
<td>50.815</td>
<td>69.014</td>
<td>44.6510</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 6: Comparison of paper [17] with the proposed method and DIV=19.

Finally, TABLE 6 represents the comparative results of our proposed method and the method in [17] by using different numbers of characters (bytes) secret message and 512x 512 cover images (baboon, boat, house, lake, lena, peppers). According to the comparative results, it is found that our method has more capacity and more PSNR values than that the method in [17] which means that the MHC and stego image quality of our proposed method will be also higher.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a new image steganography enhancement method has been presented for hiding data in the images. This enhancement method is used in MHC and PSNR of PVD method by using Mobile MPK Coding and it has been called (PVD-MPK). The enhancement method is combined with the MSLDIP-MPK method to increase the capacity. By using our enhancement method, the MHC of the cover image and the PSNR of stego image have been improved. In the smooth areas, the secret data has been hidden into the cover image using our enhancement PVD-MPK method for achieving better quality. While, the MSLDIP-MPK method is used in the edge areas for achieving more capacity. Experimental results showed that our proposed enhancement method can be used to hide much more information than that other existed methods and the visual quality of the stego image is also improved.

In the future work, we are looking forward to try applying the proposed method on audio and video and check the validity of our method on other carriers not only images. Also, we are looking forward to enhance the proposed method to make the capacity higher than it while keeping the same PSNR or higher.
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Abstract

Thanks to numerous information in newspapers about data leaks, advocacy for information security is no more that difficult. But on the practical side, it is usually tough time for information security professionals when they have to demonstrate the value of information security to their organizations; they have so much metrics available on hand that making the right selection is far from obvious. This paper is about understanding the metrics that are available and discussing how to use them in some specific less developed economies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The spate of attacks against information assets, as reported by media, leads to the fact that it is more or less widely accepted that information security is important. The 2014 Cost of Cyber Crime Study: United States report published by the Ponemon Institute indicates an average number of 1.7 successful attacks per company each week[1]. That number is a clear increase from the 1.3 successful attacks per company each week observed in 2012. While analyzing the security breaches, PwC[2] notices that “7% of the worst security breaches were partly caused by senior management giving insufficient priority to security (down from 12% a year ago)”. Thanks then to those numerous information disclosed in newspapers about data leaks, advocacy for information security is no more that difficult. It is no more only IT professionals who care about information security. Top management and even boards pay attention to the issue [3].

At least, that is the situation in developed countries.

But other parts of the world are also improving their commitment to information security.

During its 23rd ordinary session held in Malabo from 26 - 27 June 2014, the African Union has adopted as a legal instrument a “Convention on Cyberspace Security and Protection of Personal Data” [4].

That instrument is expected to lead to the definitions on key cyber terminologies in legislation and to harmonized cyber legislation and provisions for the African Union. The instrument has still long way to go, but at least, awareness and concern about cybersecurity is moving to top in the mind of leaders.

This paper is about recall of the rationale of measuring information security; it is about tools for better understanding and better control on information security. The next section, section 2, will cover the answer to the question of measuring information security and will present a literature summary of what measurement is. In linking to the specific field of information security, there will be an overview of how to measure, what is to be measured. The section 3 is an overview of the
collection of metrics; it will present types of metrics and their classification. The discussion part in section 4 is about the differentiation between enterprise level and national level and will also link to less developed economies.

This paper doesn’t pretend to be comprehensive: its purpose is to join the discussion and to contribute with reflexion on some specific needs in the African Continent.

2. UNDERSTANDING METRICS

2.1 Why Measuring Information Security

Usually, when available, cyberstrategies state visions to protect economies. At the level of transformation of that vision of improving information security into facts, at the point of implementation of those wills, there are many solutions, many options. And the permanent question is to know to what extend all initiatives are pertaining, are effective, are efficient. It is about knowing and being able to demonstrate that the actions have lead from a level B of information security to a level C or D, which is supposed to be better.

Measuring information security using consistent metrics improves ability to understand it and control it.

What comes automatically to mind at this point is the well known say from the international performance improvement and quality guru H. James Harrington. “Measurement is the first step that leads to control and eventually improvement. If you can’t measure something, you can’t understand it. If you can’t understand it, you can’t control it. If you can’t control it, you can’t improve it.” http://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/42617.H_James_Harrington

That is the reason why numbers are used to illuminate an organization’s security activities [5]. Information security metrics offer opportunity to identify sources of security data, to assert the pertinence of security data in alignment with the business, to associate numbers to activities that have been traditionally hard to measure.

2.2 What is a Metric

Understanding the different metrics available for information security starts with a recall of what a metric is.

The Oxford online dictionary defines metric as a system or standard of measurement. And it defines measurement as the action of measuring something, the action of ascertaining the size, amount, or degree of (something) by using an instrument or device marked in standard units⁴.

Metrics and measurement are intimately linked. Although they are often used one in place of the other, they are different. In the rest of this paper, the option has been made to use them

---

¹ Previous versions of that quote are due to Lord Kelvin. “To measure is to know.”
² “If you can not measure it, you can not improve it.”
³ “In physical science the first essential step in the direction of learning any subject is to find principles of numerical reckoning and practicable methods for measuring some quality connected with it. I often say that when you can measure what you are speaking about, and express it in numbers, you know something about it; but when you cannot measure it, when you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind; it may be the beginning of knowledge, but you have scarcely in your thoughts advanced to the state of Science, whatever the matter may be.” [PLA, vol. 1, “Electrical Units of Measurement”, 1883-05-03]
⁴ Some may notes that H. James Harrington added the concept of control.

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/metric
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/measure
interchangeably, in adoption of a posture similar to the one of Applied Computer Security Associates (ACSA) [6], as will be explained in the coming paragraphs.

Metric is usually presented as an abstract, a subjective attribute [7], while a measure is a concrete, objective attribute. Measurement results from an observation, using some appropriate method to collect data and metric represents the observed data in kind of scale [8]. After making observations to realize measurements, analysis is performed to generate metrics [9].

Some authors have specifically defined what a good security metric should be. This makes the assumption that security is measurable.

2.3 Is Security Measurable
Wondering if security is measurable is a genuine question.

Like attributes such as beauty, scent, or flavor, or factors such as motivation and intent, security is intangible. Security offers then very few means to operate any direct measurement. Security is an abstraction, a concept, an idea, a notion, as opposed to a fact or a material consideration.

So far, measuring intangible happens very often. Teachers are measuring their student knowledge when they grade them, managers are measuring their staff performances when they grade them, IT professionals measure “strategic alignment”, “customer satisfaction”, “employee empowerment” or “improved performance” as benefits of IT projects when presenting them for decision of top management. Douglas Hubbard [10] is even stating that “everything is measurable”. When he says that he hasn’t found a real ‘immeasurable’ yet, he has developed, among many, measure of the risks of cyber attacks.

Because intangibles are mostly based on attitudes and perceptions, they are often measured qualitatively in terms of “disagree or agree” on an X-points scale.

Coming back to information security, the real need for measurements derives from the imperious necessity for managers to have tools that can assist in giving answers to fundamental questions and concerns like[11] : (i) Is my organization secure? (ii) Are the personnel sufficiently educated and trained to minimize the risks to the organization? (iii) Is my organization complying with regulations on managing and safeguarding sensitive data? (iv) How do I measure the security risk of a new technology or service provided to our customers? The main measurement objective[12] is the correctness of the different security controls that will then be enforced.

A broader answer to the reason why such intangible like information security should be measured is provided Karl-Erik Sveiby[13]. Motives of measuring are [should be] : control (to monitor performance), valuation (to acquire/sell business), justification (to report to stakeholders), decision (to guide investment), learning (to uncover hidden value).

In using the terms metric and measurement in relation to information security, there are many controversies; they range from scientific principles to results of assessments based on subjective judgments, from dictionary or scientific definition to actual usage adopted in policies and practices [6].

The Applied Computer Security Associates (ACSA) has been well inspired by deciding to use the expression information security (IS)*, the asterisk (*) meaning any of the following terms: metric, measure, score, rating, rank, or assessment result, etc. That decision reflects the actual usage of the terms, even if many admit the misuse of them. The Applied Computer Security Associates (ACSA) has then defined IS* as a value, selected from a partially ordered set by some assessment process, that represents an IS-related quality of some object of concern. It provides, or is used to create, a description, prediction, or comparison, with some degree of confidence [6]

2.4 Defining Good Security Metrics
As we are moving on with information security being measurable, what will the good metrics for
that purpose?

Many authors have suggested different ways of appreciating a good metric. John Wesner and Georges Jelen are among those who first applied the definition of "smart" to information security metrics. According to them, a good metric is 

- specific: clear in what it is measuring, well defined, using unambiguous language;
- measurable: with a quantitative definition;
- attainable: is in the reach, is within budgetary and technical limitations of those in charge of measuring it, is right up their alley;
- repeatable: record the same value, the same measurement when different measurement takers look at the same phenomenon;
- time-dependent: with measurements only valid for finite periods of time.

Barabanov et al.[14] has listed some other examples of proposed definitions of ideal security metric characteristics:

- accurate, precise, valid, and correct (Herrmann, 2007);
- meaningful, reproducible, objective and unbiased, and able to measure progression towards a goal (Chapin & Akridge, 2005);
- consistently measured, cheap to gather, expressed as a cardinal number or percentage and using at least one unit of measure, and contextually specific (Jaquith, 2007).

Some recent works [15] recommend to use PRAGMATIC security metrics. Pragmatic metrics have:

- predictiveness: helping to know what is likely to happen, before it happens, in good time to do something about it;
- relevance: aligning information security to the business of the organization;
- actionability: acting like course beacons, telling in which direction and to what extent to adjust the course;
- genuineness: reducing [eliminating] biases and opportunities of game-playing;
- meaningfulness: telling clear story to the audience, who can then act immediately and with full knowledge of the facts;
- accuracy: presenting precision;
- timeliness: being available when the right persons can act on it;
- independence: possibility of verification by trustworthy, impartial party;
- cost-effectiveness: demonstrating clear benefits to the business of the organization.

One can think that “common sense” approach has guided many of the previous and this is beneficial as “common sense” usually contains “good sense and sound judgment in practical matters”.

3. TYPE OF METRICS
3.1 Standardization Efforts
Mainly started from within the USA digital economy, there are initiatives to establish standardized enumerations. Objective is to develop and adopt common standard languages and concepts for
organizations around the world to be able to share information and measurement goals. The MITRE Corporation⁵ and the NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology)⁶ are very active on those standardization efforts, and they are quite well seconded by CERTs and CSIRTs, by organizations like FIRST (Forum for Incident Response and Security Teams)⁷. The ITU-T, Study Groups of ITU’s Telecommunication Standardization Sector which assemble experts from around the world to develop international standards known as ITU-T Recommendations, has for instance passed a recommendation on the use of the common vulnerabilities and exposures (CVE), the recommendation ITU-T X.1520 (01/2014) [16].

The standardization efforts are mainly grouped into three blocks: enumerations, languages, repositories.

Robert A. Martin [17] explains that enumerations catalog the fundamental entities and concepts in information assurance, cybersecurity, and software assurance that need to be shared across the different disciplines and functions of these practice. They focus on quantification, ranking, and evaluation of cybersecurity and information assurance. The enumerations are basically useful for identification of weaknesses or vulnerabilities based on severity and impact, classifying and prioritizing them. They also enable selecting appropriate remediation for those vulnerabilities.

The following table lists some enumerations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) <a href="http://cve.mitre.org/cve/">http://cve.mitre.org/cve/</a></td>
<td>Standard identifiers for publicly known vulnerabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) <a href="http://cwe.mitre.org/data/">http://cwe.mitre.org/data/</a></td>
<td>Standard identifiers for the software weakness types in architecture, design or implementation that lead to vulnerabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC) <a href="http://capec.mitre.org/data/">http://capec.mitre.org/data/</a></td>
<td>List of common attack patterns, includes comprehensive schema and classification taxonomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Configuration Enumeration (CCE) <a href="http://nvd.nist.gov/cce/index.cfm">http://nvd.nist.gov/cce/index.cfm</a></td>
<td>Standard identifiers for configuration issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) <a href="http://nvd.nist.gov/cce/index.cfm">http://nvd.nist.gov/cce/index.cfm</a></td>
<td>Standard identifiers for platforms, operating systems, and application packages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1**: Sample of Enumerations.

---

⁵http://www.mitre.org/
⁶http://www.nist.gov/
⁷http://www.first.org/global/standardisation/cybex/structured.html
The next block of tools in the architecture of standardization initiatives are languages: they are interface standards for conveying high-fidelity information shared among humans, tools and organizations.

The following table lists some languages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STIX (Structured Language for Cyber Threat Intelligence Information) <a href="http://stix.mitre.org/">http://stix.mitre.org/</a></td>
<td>Collaborative community-driven effort to define and develop a standardized language to represent structured cyber threat information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAXII (Trusted Automated eXchange of Indicator Information) <a href="http://taxii.mitre.org/">http://taxii.mitre.org/</a></td>
<td>Set of services and message exchanges that enable sharing of actionable cyber threat information across organization and product/service boundaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenIOC (Open Indicators of Compromise) <a href="http://openioc.org/">http://openioc.org/</a></td>
<td>Extensible XML schema for the description of technical characteristics that identify a known threat, an attacker’s methodology, or other evidence of compromise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensible Configuration Checklist Description Format (XCCDF) <a href="http://scap.nist.gov/specificationsxccdf/">http://scap.nist.gov/specificationsxccdf/</a></td>
<td>Information Assurance Vulnerability Alerts (IAVAs) and Defense Information Systems Agency’s (DISA) Security Technical Implementation Guides (STIGS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Center for Internet Security (CIS) <a href="http://www.cisecurity.org/">http://www.cisecurity.org/</a></td>
<td>CIS Security Configuration Benchmarks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVAL Repository <a href="http://oval.mitre.org/repository/">http://oval.mitre.org/repository/</a></td>
<td>OVAL Vulnerability, Compliance, Inventory, and Patch Definitions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2:** Sample of Languages.

The other block that contributes to standardization is about repositories. They point to where standardized content are made available for sharing.
The following table lists some repositories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Center for Internet Security (CIS) Consensus Security Metrics Definitions</td>
<td>Set of Consensus Security Metrics and data set definitions that can be used across organizations to collect and analyze data on security outcomes and process performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Hat OVAL Repository</td>
<td>OVAL definitions for Red Hat Enterprise Linux 3 and above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debian OVAL Repository</td>
<td>Debian OVAL Repository</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT Security Database OVAL Repository</td>
<td>OVAL(Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language) definitions from several sources like Mitre, Red Hat, Suse, NVD, Apache etc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3:** Sample of Repositories.

The previous paragraphs have presented excerpt of the standardization initiatives, sometimes cross-referenced. They have proven to be very effective in enabling security operations measurement and policy compliance efforts.

The classification effort of security metrics continues with the following categories.

### 3.2 Diverse Classifications of Security Metrics

#### The CIS, Center for Internet Security

The CIS, Center for Internet Security [18], has defined a set of security metrics that can be grouped in management metrics, operational metrics or technical metrics based on their purpose and audience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Scope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Management metrics</td>
<td>Provide information on the performance of business functions, and the impact on the organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience:</td>
<td>Business management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational metrics</td>
<td>Used to understand and optimize the activities of business functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience:</td>
<td>Security management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical metrics</td>
<td>Provide technical details as well as a foundation for other metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience:</td>
<td>Security operations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 4:** The CIS Security Metrics.
Metrics in the view of business imperatives for information security

After analyzing the determinants of the business imperatives for information security, Gary Hinson and Krag Brotby [15] have made a kind of update to the list in the previous paragraph. The determinants are the organization’s purpose, objectives, business strategies, risks and opportunities and what the organization wants to achieve through information security. This will lead to the definition of the security metric that are needed. For the sake of that selection, metrics have been grouped in three categories:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategic security metrics</td>
<td>Measures concerning the information security elements of high level business goals, objectives and strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security management metrics</td>
<td>Metrics that directly relate to achieving specific business objectives for information security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational security metrics</td>
<td>Metrics of direct concern to people managing and performing security activities: technical and nontechnical security metrics updated on a weekly, daily or hourly basis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 5:** Types of Security Metrics.

Metrics supporting control objectives

The information security business has designed many security frameworks that are internationally used. Among the most popular are the *Control Objectives for Information Technology (COBIT)*, the *ISO 27000 series of standards, specifically designed for information security matters* and the *Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL)*.

Professionals also often refer to the set of documents about information security that the United States National Institute of Standards and Technology (US NIST) publish under the Special Publication 800 Series. Those frameworks enumerate some metrics that are tightly connected to the control objectives of the frameworks. The control objectives covered [19] are:

- information security policy document
- review of the information security policy
- inventory of assets
- ownership of assets
- acceptable use of assets.

With those various security metrics in hand, IT professionals can rely on scorecard to assist in using the metrics outside the IT room. A scorecard is a *statistical record used to measure achievement or progress toward a particular goal*. Such tools are very valuable when aligning some function to the business, as is the case of information security. A security scorecard connects the organization’s strategies and policies in information security to their potential to improve the core business.

The security scorecard is an effective internal communication tool for organizations. Numerous benefits are attached to a security scorecard. Tightening security program to business improves implementation of that program as there is no more discussion about what are the values it adds to the business. The process of request for resources is softened and credibility of the request as well as the one of the program are increased. This goes with increase in accountability: those allocating resources know exactly what they are allocating them for and those in charge of implementation[20] of the program have clear view of what results they accountable for.
Establishment of a security metrics program or design of a security scorecard is a matter of appropriate combination of several ingredients that are expected, once mixed together, to produce the unique product that will serve the organization. Most authors, [9], [21] and [15] for example, insist on the starting point being the organization’s purpose. The organization’s objectives indicate why information security can be relevant to the business executives. And the answer to that question is selecting which metrics have to be present in the security scorecard. The metrics integrated in security scorecard convey appropriate information and message to the executive but before having them, the IT team may need to elaborate metrics at another granularity level, such as security metrics from network attack graphs [21] [22] [23].

4. DISCUSSION
From the previous sections, one can say that there is no scarcity in security metrics. The challenge is to find one’s way, to select those of the measurements that impact the business. This discussion will cover the difficulties in selecting the metrics that matter, the metrics that may pertain to special needs like those of small and medium enterprises (SMEs), the concerns of having indicators at national level, and the particular issue of less developed countries.

4.1 Difficulties in Designing A Security Metrics Program
Be they smart or pragmatic, security metrics included in a program have to be as good as defined previously in section2.4. This implies that the team in charge of the program must pay due attention to two important elements: selecting the measures and ensuring accuracy of measures.

Selecting the measures
In order to compute them and present them for decision, security metrics defined in security scorecard usually need to be translated in other “low level” security metrics. The numerous enterprise security controls commonly implemented in organizations can be source for this metrics. They include antivirus and anti spyware software, intrusion detection systems (IDSs), firewalls, patch management systems, and vulnerability scanners.

This profusion of data from the controls can lead to confusion and can overwhelm the team in charge of security metrics program. While most of them may be of high interest in the day to day operation of information security, not all of them can convey the necessary message to be included in the pool that will add value to the security scorecard. In other words, quantity is not necessarily the solution. The team has to select those few which can represent the broad figure. One solution among many is to evaluate the usefulness of those “low level” metrics and to design a plan for how to use them. This can save a lot of time and hassle.

Ensuring accuracy of measures
Accuracy of measures equate to their correctness, their precision. Basically, accuracy creates the conditions for confidence in the results of the measurements. This means that the measures have been defined precisely, with no room for misunderstanding and that the methods used for the measurements are consistent. It is advised to avoid qualitative measures that do not have well-defined scales or units of measure. They are too vulnerable to subjective variations.

Context is also very important to measures and metrics. Taken individually, metrics may convey only little meaning, but when put in their context and “correlated” to other, they can tell a useful and definitely different story. Hence, the need for analyzing single measures in context with other measures and even correlates them to events such as security control changes.

One of the guides published by the NIST is particularly useful in tackling those two groups of difficulties. Based on the NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 Recommended Security Controls for Federal Information Systems and Organizations, the NIST Special Publication 800-55 Revision 1 [24] has listed 19 measures that can be analyzed for the implementation of an information security measurement program. It specifically insists on the factors to be considered:

- measures must yield quantifiable information (percentages, averages, and numbers);
• data that support the measures need to be readily obtainable;
• only repeatable information security processes should be considered for measurement;
• measures must be useful for tracking performance and directing resources.

The NIST Special Publication 800-55 Revision 1 specifies for every candidate measure the goal, the target, the formula, the type, the implementation evidence, the data source of collection, the frequency of collection and reporting, the responsible parties.

4.2 Security Metrics Program for a SME

All over along this paper, the importance of security metrics has been (re)stated for organizations, for private companies. This part of the discussion will now come to some specific private companies, aka to small and medium enterprises / small and medium industries (SMEs/SMIs) in Africa. While big firms are numerous on the continent, they are usually part of international groups, which are supposed or expected to be already applying all best practices in many management domains. The reality is more than probably different, but that aspect is intentionally set out of the scope of this paper. This paper wishes to focus on SMEs/SMIs.

On the African continent, SMEs/SMIs are known to be playing a pivotal role. The most common characteristics of Small and Medium Scale Enterprises (SMEs) as defined by[25] is that they are business owned, led by one or a few persons, with direct owner(s) influence in decision making, and having a relatively small share of the market and relatively low capital requirement. Such businesses are well known in the economic landscape of Africa. They represent 90% of privately-owned African companies, 33% of the continent’s GDP and account for 45% of new jobs. To say it in the words of AfricSearch founder Didier Acouetey, SMEs are vascularising the African economy [26].

Where do SMEs stand vis-a-vis the concern of information security? The answer to that question is a key point before going to the level of appropriate metrics.

Kenya has designed a security framework for its SMEs[27]. But since “the framework has not been tested in a real working environment of SMEs, further analysis on the effectiveness of the framework is required, and the results should be reflected in future frameworks.” [27]

There is an ongoing effort, among many other initiatives, to derive a better understanding of SMEs, in the economy of Republic of Benin for instance. Meanwhile, preliminary results show that the concerns of managers of SMEs are clearly far from information security. That situation is quite “understandable” for businesses that are suffering from overwhelming tax regimes, lack of services from governments (transport, energy, communication, shortcomings of the legal environment, etc.) and low access to financing. In such situation, information security can hardly come up in the priorities of managers and all the more security metrics in any scorecard.

In spite of the situation described above, it is important to find way to raise awareness of information security in the SMEs: 33% of the continent’s GDP and account for 45% of new jobs are at stake, and more importantly, the whole “vascular system” of the African economy can be endangered. Being it for protecting [securing] their business or for growing their business, SMEs will benefit from alignment of information security to that business. This is part of ongoing work initiated in another framework.

4.3 Security Metrics Program for a Developing Country

The vast majority of security metrics has been defined for use at the level of organizations: private companies, governmental bodies, etc. But the concern of information security is also very present at the national level. Information security incidents on internet infrastructure tend to become daily occurrence. At first glance, statistics seem to be saying that less developed countries, especially those from the African continent, are not harmed by the phenomena of information security incidents. This may be due to the poor level of penetration of digital economy in the continent. On the other side, the lack of statistics usually reflects the poor monitoring and
fear of bad effect of disclosure of incidents. Meaning that information security incidents are more than certainly occurring, but very few are aware of them.

Some governments from less developed countries have decided to tackle the information security issue. They have designed policy pertaining to information security, they have published strategies, they have announced implementation plans. And then, the same type of questions at the level of organizations pop up for the national level. How secure is the country? How has the designed series of actions affected the security of the country? How do the country compare to other countries? What are the information security strengths and weaknesses? Etc.

Hence, the same need to have a security metrics program at the level of the country in order to assess the implementation of security capabilities, to measure their effectiveness, and to ascertain their impact on national economy.

There are many similarities in the cyberstrategies implemented by developed countries. After the establishment of its National Information Security Center (NISC), Japan for example has created an Action Plan on Information Security Measures for Critical Information Infrastructures. The current version, the third edition, clarifies the purpose of Critical Information Infrastructure Protection (CIIP) as follows [28]:

In order to continuously provide CII services and to avoid serious effects on the public welfare and socioeconomic activities from IT outages resulting from natural disasters, cyber-attacks or other causes, all stakeholders should protect CII by reducing the risk of IT outages as much as possible and by ensuring prompt recovery from IT outages.

Developed countries are globally complying with recommendations from industries [29], recommendations that can be grouped in the following categories:

- action plans to include the scope of critical infrastructure;
- information sharing with government organizations and system vendors, etc;
- cross - sector exercises for ensuring business continuity;
- platform for evaluation and authentication of such systems as control systems used by critical infrastructure, in compliance with international standards;
- common standards of information security measures for government agencies.

It is then obvious that important burdens still remain on the shoulders of government agencies, performance being measured at their level. Different key metrics [30] are then designed for those agencies and then monitoring for the nation is actually a meticulous process of collecting pertaining information from them [31].

Cybersecurity metrics at national level have then to be computed based on information compiled from the government agencies.

Developing countries seem to be hesitating [or reluctant] to enter that process. There are very few examples from the African continent, if any at all! It is common argument to pretend that scarcity of resources, both financial and human, hinder engagement in cyberstrategies. This misleading has to be corrected: today's economy is so tightly connected with information systems that information security must be understood as a “must have”.

5. CONCLUSION

When talking about information security metrics, IT professionals have abundance of metrics at their hands for use. Developed countries are building best practices from cyberstrategies to monitoring of improvements of performances. Examples to follow and to improve are available, but less developed countries are not really engaging in that battle. The African continent has still long way to go: digital economy is improving but the pace of interconnection of the components of
the economy can be described as very low. SMEs as champion of the economic growth of the continent are seeing their business at risk with very little help from the governmental agencies in some countries. Those SMEs must find a way to protect their information assets by aligning information security to their business and by designing pertaining security metrics programs with metrics that must fit in their scorecards.

6. FUTURE RESEARCH
All over along this paper, some elements of future research have been clearly specified. Two of them are of importance and will be tackled in near future: information security for SMEs and performance monitoring of national cyberstrategies in the environment of less developed economies. The case of the economy of Benin will be the framework for applying the concepts presented above to the type of SME in place: a business owned, led by one or a few persons, with direct owner(s) influence in decision making, and having a relatively small share of the market and relatively low capital requirement.
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Abstract

Disease is one of the major cause for fish mortality. The identification of diseased fishes are at early stage to prevent and spreading diseases. Manually detecting fish diseases are not error free. The image of the diseased fish recognise by using PCA method. In this work diseased area segmentation of fish image based on colour features with K-means clustering. HSV images and Morphological operation open for better accuracy to diseased area detection and measurement. Taken four Epizootic Ulcerative Syndrome (EUS) diseased fish images as a case study to evaluated the proposed approach. The experimental results clear indication of the effectiveness of proposed approach to improve the diseased identification with greater precision as well as correctly compute diseased area. The simulation results of this approach is encouraging.

Keywords: PCA, K-Means, HSV, Morphological Operation, Diseased Fish Images, Image Processing.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fish constitutes a major component of diet for the people of North-East India particularly in Assam. Fishes form an important element in the village economy. Fishing and fishery is one of the main source of employment and income for the people residing in the village. Large-scale mortality occurs among the fresh water fishes has been increased since 1988 due to dreadful disease Epizootic Ulcerative Syndrome (EUS), symptom tiny red spot on the body surface initially. This spot later develop ulcer. After few days losing its scales and muscles exposes body. Infected fish dies within a short period. [1] [2][3].

Fish disease is a serious problem due to its ability to spread rapidly through water to neighboring aqua-farms. Therefore, rapid and accurate diagnosis is required to control such diseases. Traditionally, fish diseases have been diagnosed by using the accumulated experience of fisher man or fishery departmental expert. However, the accuracy of such final diagnosis ultimately depends on individual skill and experience and the time spent studying each disease. In order to overcome this limitation, digital image processing technique to detect and classify fish diseases from digital images. [4][5] [6].
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fish effected with Epizootic Ulcerative Syndrome (EUS) were collected from the different part of the Barak Valley, Assam and identified by human expert. Pictures(Fig1) of diseased fish were taken by the SLR camera. Images were 200 by 200 pixels so that an engineering compromise can be obtained between processing time of algorithms and clarity retention of input images.

![Fish Images](image)

Figure 1: (a) *Clarias batrachus*, (b) *Puntius chola*, (c) *Labeo bata* and (d) *Labeo gonius* are infected with EUS disease.

2.1 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical procedure that uses an orthogonal transformation. The PCA approach is used to reduce the dimension of the data by means of data compression basics and reveals the most effective low dimensional structure of image patterns. This reduction in dimensions removes information that is not useful and precisely decomposes the fish structure which involves transformation of number of possible correlated variables into a smaller number of orthogonal (uncorrelated) components known as Principal Components. Each fish image may be represented as a weighted sum (feature vector) of the eigen fish, which are stored in a 1D array. The test image can be constructed using these weighted sums of eigen fish. When a test image is given, the weights are computed by projecting the image upon eigen fish vectors. The distance between the weighted vectors of the test image and that of the database images are then compared. Thus one can reconstruct original image with the help of eigen fish so that it matches the desired image. [7] [8] [9] [10].

2.2 K-Means Clustering
Cluster analysis, also called segmentation analysis or taxonomy analysis, creates groups, or clusters, of data. Clusters are formed in such a way that objects in the same cluster are very similar and objects in different clusters are very distinct. Measures of similarity depend on the application.

Clustering can be considered the most important unsupervised learning problem; so, as every other problem of this kind, it deals with finding a structure in a collection of unlabeled data. Clustering is defined as the process of organizing objects into groups whose members are similar in some way. A Cluster is therefore a collection of objects which are similar between them and are dissimilar to the objects belonging to other clusters.

K-Means Clustering is a partitioning method. The function k-means partitions data into k mutually exclusive clusters, and returns the index of the cluster to which it has assigned each observation. Unlike hierarchical clustering, k-means clustering operates on actual observations (rather than the larger set of dissimilarity measures), and creates a single level of clusters. The distinctions mean that k-means clustering is often more suitable than hierarchical clustering for large amounts of data. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15].

2.3.1 Feature Extraction In HSV
The HSV space component to reduce computation and improve efficiency. Unequal interval quantization according the diseased fish color perception has been applied on H, S, and V components. In accordance with the different colors and subjective color perception
quantification, quantified hue (H), saturation (S) and intensity (V) are obtained. Hue ranges from 0 to 360 degrees, with variation beginning with red, going through yellow, green, cyan, blue and magenta and back to red [16] [17] [18].

2.3.2 Morphological Operations
Morphological image processing is a collection of nonlinear operations related to the shape or morphology of features in an image. The morphological operations rely only on the relative ordering of pixel values, not on their numerical values, and therefore are especially suited to the processing of binary images [19].

3. EXPERIMENTAL FINDING
3.1 Algorithm for PCA
Let the training set of images be \( \Gamma_1, \Gamma_2, \ldots, \Gamma_M \) the average fish of the set is defined by

\[
\Psi = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \Gamma_i
\]

Each fish differs from the average by vector

\[
\Phi_i = \Gamma_i - \Psi
\]

Where \( i = 1, \ldots, M \)

The covariance matrix is formed by

\[
C = A \cdot A^T
\]

Where the matrix A is given by

\[
A = [\Phi_1, \Phi_2, \ldots, \Phi_M]
\]

This set of large vectors is then subject to principal component analysis, which seeks a set of M orthonormal vectors. To obtain a weight vector \( W \) of contributions of individual eigen-fishes to a fish image, the fish image is transformed into its eigen-fish components projected onto the fish space by a simple operation.

\[
W_k = \Phi_k^T \Psi
\]

For \( k = 1, \ldots, M' \), where \( M' \leq M \) is the number of eigen-fishes used for the recognition. The weights form vector \( W = [w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_m] \) that describes the contribution of each Eigen-fish in representing the fish image, treating the eigen-fishes as a basis set for fish images. The simplest method for determining which fish provides the best description of an unknown input fish image is to find the image \( k \) that minimizes the Euclidean distance \( \varepsilon_k \).

\[
\varepsilon_k = ||(\Omega - \Omega_k)||^2
\]

Where \( W_k \) is a weight vector describing the \( k \)th fish from the training set.

The MATLAB was used to implement the algorithm(Figure 2) & (Figure 3).
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FIGURE 2: Complete Process of PCA.
3.2 K-means Clustering Algorithm

The basic aim of the proposed approach is to segment colors automatically using the K-means clustering technique and L*a*b* color space. The introduced framework of defect segmentation operates in six steps as follows (Figure 4).

Step 1. Read the input image of diseased fish.

Step 2. Transform Image from RGB to L*a*b* Color Space. It consists of a luminosity layer in 'L*' channel and two chromaticity layer in 'a*' and 'b*' channels. Using L*a*b* color space is computationally efficient because all of the color information is present in the 'a*' and 'b*' layers only.

Step 3. Classify Colors using K-Means Clustering in 'a*b*' Space. To measure the difference between two colors, Euclidean distance metric is used.

Step 4. Label Each Pixel in the Image from the Results of K-Means. For every pixel in our input, Kmeans computes an index corresponding to a cluster. Every pixel of the image will be labeled with its cluster index.

Step 5. Generate Images that Segment the Input Image by Color. To separate the pixels in image by color using pixel labels, which will result different images based on the number of clusters.

Programmatically determine the index of each cluster containing the diseased part of the fish because K-means does not return the same cluster index value every time. But can do this using the center value of clusters, which contains the mean value of 'a*' and 'b*' for each cluster (Figure 5).

Gray-scale image of *Clarias batrachus*, *Puntius chola*, *Labeo bata*, *Labeo gonius* (Figure 6).
FLOW CHAT FOR EXPERIMENTATION K-MEAN

Diseased Fish Image

Transform Image from RGB to L*a*b*

Classify Colors using K-Means Clustering in a*b* Space

Label Each Pixel in the Image from the Results of K-Means

Generate Images that Segment the Input Image by Color

Determine the Diseased cluster

FIGURE 4: Complete Process of K-means Clustering.
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3.3 HSV and Morphological Open
Morphological operations open can also be applied to improved Hue images such that their light transfer functions are unknown and therefore their absolute pixel values are of no or minor interest. Morphological techniques probe an image with a small shape or template called a structuring element. The structuring element is positioned at all possible locations in the image and it is compared with the corresponding neighbourhood of pixels (Fig: 7) & (Fig: 8).
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FIGURE 7: Complete Process of HSV and Pixels Value.
**FIGURE 8:** (a) Image of *Clarias batrachus*, *Puntius chola*, *Labeo bata*, *Labeo gonius* are infected with EUS disease (b) HSV image, (c) Hue image, (d) Improved Hue image, (e) Morphological Open image and (f) Measured Pixels.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Despite the importance of the subject of identifying fish diseases using image processing, the advances achieved seem to be a little. There is no ideal method would be able to identify any disease in any kind of fish. The present approach step forward to achieving fish disease identification and prevention.

The images of Epizootic Ulcerative Syndrome (EUS) diseased fish such as *Clarias batrachus*, *Puntius chola*, *Labeo bata*, *Labeo gonius* features are extracted and processed by PCA to form the feature vector after that classify them according to the Euclidian distance. Experimental result indicates that the algorithm is workable with an accuracy greater than 90 percent. PCA used successfully in fish pathogen detection and face recognition.

Figure 5 shows the defect segmentation result of a diseased fish of *Clarias batrachus*, *Puntius chola*, *Labeo bata*, *Labeo gonius* using K-means clustering technique. The segmented input image into five clusters in Figure 5 and it is clear that Cluster 1, 2 and 3 correctly segment the diseased portion. In this experiment input images are partitioned into Cluster 1, 2 and 3 yields good segmentation as per requirement. K-Mean clustering algorithms technique used successfully in shrimp having white Spot Syndrome Virus, infected fruit part detection, detection of the plant diseases, skin colour detection and classification of leaf diseases.
Figure 8 HSV diseased fish images show the diseased area clearly. Hue indicates the dominant color of fish diseased area. The morphological operation open on a improved Hue image creates a new image in which the pixel has a non-zero value and successfully indicate the diseased area as well pixels value. The experimental results suggest that the introduced method for diseased segmentation accurately segment the diseased portion and measured pixels value of *Clarias batrachus*, *Puntius chola*, *Labeo bata*, *Labeo gonius*. HSV used successfully in skin colour detection and texture feature extraction. The morphological operation used successfully in fish pathogen detection and brain tumors extraction from MRI images.

5. CONCLUSION
The proposed approach to investigate diseased fish through simulation to achieving the information to identified diseased fish of the fishery in the village area. It also showing automatic image of diseased fish from the fish database, helps to take curative and preventive measured to the spread of disease between fish farms rather than general diagnosis and rely on the performance of a human expert, leads improve management strategies in the village fish farming industry.

The image processing technique to detect fish disease is a complex problem demand more sophisticated approaches. For further study need to improve the performance, robustness and accuracy using techniques like pattern recognition of diseased area of the infected fish using neural networks, genetic algorithms, support vector machines and fuzzy logic.
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